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ABSTRACT
Numerical and analytical models of orogenic growth suggest that erosion can focus
deformation in active convergent orogens, leading to a debate over the relative influence
of climatic and tectonic forcing on erosion. In this thesis, geologic and geomorphologic
observations, thermochronology, and thermo-kinematic numerical modeling are
combined to quantify variations in long-term erosion in the Nepal Himalaya. Detrital
mineral thermochronology is explored as a tool for quantifying tectonic and geomorphic
process rates at a variety of spatial and temporal scales. The assumptions upon which
catchment-wide erosion rate estimates based on detrital data depend are evaluated using
statistical comparisons of 40Ar/39Ar ages from Nepal and catchment area-elevation
distributions. Bedrock 40Ar/39Ar data indicate that erosion rate estimates from detrital
thermochronology yield the same rate as the traditional approach of analyzing bedrock
cooling ages over a range of elevations. Both bedrock and detrital 40Ar/39Ar data suggest
a major acceleration of erosion rates at the Himalayan range front, and apatite fission-
track data are used to pinpoint the timing of this acceleration to between 2.5 and 0.9
million years ago. Three-dimensional thermal modeling indicates that the effects of
topography, erosion, and rock exhumation pathways on age-elevation relationships do not
compromise this conclusion. While the time frame for this change corresponds to that of
an important destabilization of global climate, there is no evidence for a change in
tectonic forcing during this interval. These timing constraints support the hypothesis that
climate can exert a first-order control on erosion in the evolution of orogens. If climate
strongly influences long-term erosion and erosion and deformation are coupled through
gravitational feedbacks, then a persistent style of deformation would be expected where
monsoon precipitation and erosion have been focused at the Himalayan front for millions
of years. Implications of such feedbacks for the steady-state evolution of the range are
explored in a detailed analysis of the structural configuration at this position. Future
studies of the strength of feedbacks among climate and tectonic forcing, erosion, and
deformation are warranted. Creative applications of detrital thermochronology may be
used in such studies to constrain landscape response time to climatic and tectonic
perturbations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1. Motivation
The idea that climate-driven erosion can fundamentally dictate the style and
magnitude of deformation in active orogens is one of the most intriguing hypotheses at
the interface of Earth and atmospheric sciences today (e.g., Koons, 1989; Burbank,
2005). Although this hypothesis remains largely untested, the nature of feedbacks and
coupling among climatic, erosional, and tectonic processes has important ramifications
for related hypotheses concerning the steady-state evolution of orogenic systems. Recent
advances in implementing oxygen isotopes, biodiversity, and C3/C4 isotope fractionation
to constrain the timing of major climate changes indicate that the late Cenozoic was a
time of great climatic variability on a global scale (e.g., Zachos et al., 2001). If climate
exerts a direct control on long-term erosion rates and if erosion provides an efficient
mechanism for evacuating mass from orogenic systems - causing deformation to be
focused where erosion is focused through a gravitational response to this mass removal
when it exceeds some threshold, we might expect erosion and exhumation rates in active
orogens to vary in concert with climate change.
Most attempts to document erosion rates and the timing of tectonic processes to
investigate these possible linkages have involved investigations of sedimentary deposits
surrounding major mountain systems (e.g. Metivier et al., 1999). Unfortunately, such
approaches are often limited by a lack of detailed timing constraints from datable fossils
or volcanic strata in continental deposits. Because cosmogenic isotopes integrate erosion
rate estimates over millennial timescales rather than the million-year timescales over
which a deformational response to climate change may be expected to be manifest, the
applicability of this technique is also limited. In contrast, thermochronology, the
quantitative study of mineral cooling histories, can provide insights into the rates of
deformational, thermal, and erosional processes integrated over millions of years. This
thesis focuses on detrital mineral thermochronology in modern catchments as a
potentially powerful tool for quantifying tectonic and geomorphic process rates at a
variety of spatial and temporal scales. In particular, I have used this approach to constrain
variations in erosion rates and patterns in the central Nepalese Himalaya for comparison
with the tectonic and climatic histories of the range, with the goal of investigating the
relative influence of climatic and tectonic forcing on long-term erosional exhumation in
the orogen.
The distinctive climatic, erosional, and tectonic signals of the central Himalaya
make it an ideal natural laboratory for such an investigation. On the order of -15-20
mm/yr of the convergence between India and Eurasia has been accommodated through
shortening across major Himalayan fault systems for the last -50 My, resulting in
bedrock erosion rates that rank among the highest in the world (e.g., Hodges, 2000; Wang
et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2004). The extreme physiographic transition at the foot of the
7000-8000 m peaks of the physiographic "Higher Himalaya" creates a dramatic
orographic barrier; while the range front is soaked with up to 5 m of monsoon rainfall
annually, the Tibetan plateau remains arid (e.g. Putkonen, 2004). Much of the fieldwork
for this thesis was undertaken at the foot of the Higher Himalaya in the Marsyandi and
Modi Khola drainages of central Nepal, where erosion and exhumation may be expected
to be very sensitive to variations in monsoon intensity and seasonality related to climate
change.
2. Approach
Investigating the relative influence of climate and tectonic forcing on influencing
erosion requires the development of reliable techniques for inferring rates and patterns of
erosional exhumation through time. Thermochronometers sampled at Earth's surface can
yield detailed information about rock temperature histories that can be interpreted in
terms of erosion rates for comparison with geologic observations and the climate record.
For example, the relationship between bedrock cooling age and sample elevation is
frequently used as a proxy for long-term erosion rates, although the accuracy of these rate
estimates depends on the sub-surface temperature field and rock exhumation pathways
(Wagner and Reimer, 1972; Sttiwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997;
Ehlers, 2005). Unfortunately, limited outcrop or access may restrict bedrock sample
collection, and because analyses are costly and time consuming, information from a small
number of samples are frequently - and sometimes erroneously - regarded as
representative of a large area.
The use of detrital mineral samples from modern rivers that integrate bedrock
cooling ages from the contributing area can help avoid some of these limitations.
Building on a suggestion first made by Stock and Montgomery (1996), the detrital
mineral thermochronology approach proposed in Chapter 2 assumes that the distribution
of single-grain cooling ages in a sedimentary sample accurately reflects the distribution
of bedrock cooling ages with elevation and thus can be inverted for an erosion rate
estimate. The accuracy of this rate estimate - calculated simply as the ratio of catchment
relief to the age range represented in the detrital sample - hinges on assumptions
regarding the steady-state thermal and topographic evolution of the contributing
catchment. A statistical approach for evaluating the extent to which detrital samples
provide a high-fidelity proxy for the bedrock age-elevation signal and testing the
ensemble of steady-state assumptions is developed in Chapter 2, and illustrated using
>600 new muscovite 40Ar/39Ar dates from the Marsyandi drainage. A strong correlation
of hypsometry (area-elevation relationship) and cooling ages was observed for one of the
Marsyandi tributary catchments, indicating that the apparent erosion rate of -0.7 km/My
calculated from the detrital data is robust over the -11-2.5 Ma interval. However, the
ages of the youngest micas - assuming any reasonable geothermal gradient - implies a
much more rapid erosion rate. There are two possible explanations for this discrepancy:
either the rate given by the detrital mineral thermochronology approach proposed in
Chapter 2 is incorrect, or the erosion rate accelerated significantly sometime in the
Pliocene. Chapter 3 explores the first possibility by comparing the detrital
thermochronology estimate with the results of a traditional bedrock muscovite 40Ar/39Ar
age-elevation profile collected in the same tributary catchment. Although the bedrock
age-elevation profile is complicated by minor structural discontinuities, the bedrock
estimate is within error of the detrital estimate, providing empirical evidence that the
technique proposed in Chapter 2 is sound. In addition, the results imply that, even with
limited disruptions from late-stage faulting within the catchment, the detrital approach
still provides a high-fidelity proxy for bedrock age-elevation gradients. More importantly,
the results confirm the likelihood that erosion rates at the Himalayan range front
increased in the Pliocene.
Chapter 4 utilizes the 40Ar/39Ar age-elevation data, in conjunction with apatite
fission-track data for the same samples, analyzed by Ann Blythe at the University of
Southern California, to more precisely determine the timing of the rate change.
Theoretically, precise knowledge of the timing of erosion rate changes can be used to
investigate the relative importance of climate and far-field tectonic forcing in influencing
erosion over million-year timescales. For example, if the timing of such a rate change
coincides with that of either a major change in climate or a major change in tectonic
activity, it is logical to deduce that the forcing factor that changed had a pre-eminent
influence on erosion. In the central Nepal example studied in Chapter 4, the combined
datasets indicate a striking increase in apparent erosion rate between 2.5 and 0.9 million
years ago. The time frame for this change corresponds to that of an important
destabilization of global climate associated with the onset of Northern Hemisphere
glaciation and an intensification of the Asian monsoon (Raymo, 1994; Maslin et al.,
1998; Quiang et al., 2001; Zhisheng et al., 2001; Gupta and Thomas, 2003). Because
there is no evidence for important changes in the far-field tectonics of the Himalayan-
Tibetan orogenic system or major reorganization of structures over this interval
(Robinson et al., 2003), the results suggest a largely climatic driver for enhanced erosion
and exhumation at the Himalayan range front.
Because the age-elevation method of estimating erosion rates assumes (1) that all
samples cooled through the closure isotherm at the same elevation (depth) with respect to
sea level, and (2) that all samples followed vertical exhumation paths from the closure
isotherm to the surface, preliminary numerical modeling was used in Chapter 4 to
evaluate the impact of plausible deviations from these conditions. A more thorough
analysis was done in collaboration with Todd Ehlers and David Whipp in Chapter 5
using three-dimensional thermal-kinematic modeling approaches pioneered at the
University of Michigan (Ehlers et al., 2005; Whipp et al., in review). The primary goal of
this work was to evaluate the degree to which topography, non-vertical exhumation
pathways, and sample profile orientation with respect to topographic features and the
direction of transport are likely to influence geologic interpretations. The results indicate
that the potential for these effects to result in significant rate estimate errors is minimal
for many exhumation scenarios when analytical uncertainties are considered, particularly
if the goal of the study is to identify the timing of a major rate change. The model
predictions also suggest that if analytical precision can be improved, studies that combine
thermal modeling with age-elevation relationships for samples collected in a range of
profiles and orientations will have the potential to constrain thermal and kinematic fields
at depth.
Taken together, Chapters 2-5 establish that a dramatic acceleration of long-term
erosion rates at the Himalayan range front began between 2.5 and 0.9 Ma. Given the lack
of evidence for a significant change in far-field tectonic forcing in this timeframe and the
substantial evidence for climate change, our timing constraints support the hypothesis
that climate can exert a first-order control on long-term erosion in the evolution of
orogenic systems. Two major arguments suggest that this conclusion has important
implications for deformation in the Himalaya. The first is that geodynamic models that
couple erosion and deformation through gravitational feedbacks predict that deformation
within an active convergent setting should be sustained where erosion is focused (e.g.
Koons, 1989; Willett, 1999; Beaumont et al., 2001). The second is that the distribution of
potential energy anomalies across Himalaya-Tibet indicates that the Himalayan range
front is the optimal location for dissipation of stored potential energy in the system
(Hodges et al., 2001). If climate-driven erosion focused at the range front provides an
efficient mechanism for removing mass, a persistent style of deformation and erosion
occurring at a rate that is modulated by climate forcing would be expected at this
position. That is, active shortening structures at the position of the Main Central Thrust
(MCT), a major Himalayan fault system located up to 100 km north of toe of the actively
deforming orogenic wedge, would be expected to persist, but the rate of coupled
erosional and deformational activity might be expected to change in concert with
dramatic changes in climate.
Although several studies suggest that this could be the case in central Nepal
(Wobus et al., 2003; Hodges et al., 2004; Wobus et al., 2005), the canonical model for
Himalayan deformation is a temporal propagation of shortening along major structures
towards the foreland as hinterland slip planes are abandoned. Recently, this traditional
model has been refined to allow the recognition of potentially major structures in the
footwall of the MCT within the Lesser Himalayan sequence (e.g., Martin et al., 2005;
Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). In central Nepal, these Lesser Himalayan structures are
closely associated with the MCT, which may suggest that the structural complexity of
this zone is a manifestation of long-lived deformation in response to efficient erosion at
the foot of the Higher Himalayan ranges. Chapter 6 presents the results of detailed
geologic mapping aimed at evaluating whether Lesser Himalayan deformational features
mapped in the vicinity of the MCT constitute major structural discontinuities, or whether
a better conceptual framework for describing them is to consider them as part of a long-
lived MCT zone.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the major conclusions of Chapters 2-6 and
discusses some of the broader implications of the thesis. Potential implications regarding
relationships among climate, erosion, and deformation are discussed, as well as future
applications of bedrock age-elevation sampling in investigations of the sub-surface
thermal and kinematic fields and detrital thermochronology as a tool for linking tectonics
and landscape evolution.
Chapters 2-6 were prepared as stand-alone papers for publication in scientific
journals, and, as a result, some overlap is unavoidable. Chapter 2 was published in
Tectonics in 2005 under my maiden name Katharine W Ruhl. Chapter 3 is in press at
JGR-Earth Surface and should be available in print later in 2006. It and subsequent
publications will be published under my married name Katharine W. Huntington. Chapter
4 is awaiting a final post-revision decision at Earth and Planetary Science Letters,
expected in the near future. Chapter 5 was prepared for submission to the Journal of
Geophysical Research-Solid Earth. Chapter 6 will be submitted to Tectonics, pending
geochronologic data that are expected to be available in next 6-8 months. Although the
formatting of these chapters has been modified to create a uniform look to the thesis, the
contents for Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are identical to the published papers.
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Abstract
The distribution of detrital mineral cooling ages in modern sediments has been proposed
as a proxy for long-term, catchment-averaged apparent erosion rates in developing
orogens. However, the applicability of this potentially valuable tool hinges on restrictive
assumptions regarding a catchment's steady-state thermal and topographic evolution. In
this paper, we outline a method by which these assumptions can be tested through
statistical comparisons of cooling-age distributions for detrital minerals and the
hypsometric curves for their source regions using cumulative synoptic probability density
functions. Our approach is illustrated with new detrital muscovite 40 Ar/39Ar dates from
the Marsyandi River valley, in the central Nepalese Himalaya. One of three studied
catchments (Nyadi Khola) showed the strong correlation of hypsometry and cooling ages
expected for steady-state conditions over the 11 to 2.5 Ma timeframe. The pattern of
mismatch between hypsometry and cooling-age distribution in the other catchments
suggests that spatially non-uniform and transient erosional processes may be responsible
for departure from steady state. Cooling-age distribution comparisons for samples
collected from nearby localities, samples collected in different years, and different grain-
size fractions from the same sample were used to evaluate sampling fidelity over a range
of spatial scales (200 kmn2 to 2590 km2). We found that approximately fifty analyses
from a single sediment sample adequately characterize the cooling-age signal for
tributary catchments with simple erosional histories. However, due to temporally and
spatially transient erosion, a specific detrital sample is unlikely to adequately characterize
the complex signal in trunk stream sediments that integrate information from several
large tributaries.
1. Introduction
Testing the hypothesis that climate and erosion can exert fundamental controls on
orogen-scale tectonics requires the development of reliable techniques for quantifying
tectonic and geomorphic process rates at a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Detrital
mineral dating techniques for ancient and modern deposits have been applied to a wide
range of tectonic and geomorphic problems (see, for example, a review of 40Ar/39Ar
applications by Hodges et al., in press). These include, for example, determining
sediment source regions, constraining the timing of source region uplift and exhumation,
investigating the erosion-transport interval or lag time for orogenic detritus, studying
paleodrainage patterns, and investigating modern erosional patterns and sedimentary
processes (e.g., Kelley and Bluck, 1989; Brandon and Vance, 1992; Clift et al., 1996;
Adams and Kelley, 1998; Garver et al., 1999; Spiegel et al., 2000; Bernet et al., 2001,
2004a; Bullen et al., 2001; Carrapa et al., 2003; Najman et al., 2003).
Recently, thermochronologic study of detrital minerals in modern stream sediments
has been proposed as an efficient means of estimating long-term, catchment-wide erosion
rates (Brewer et al., 2003). However, these estimates are strongly dependent on a series
of assumptions regarding the topographic evolution of a specific river catchment. Here
we present a straightforward method for testing several of these assumptions, and thus for
judging the suitability of a particular dataset for erosion-rate modeling. More
importantly, we show how detrital mineral thermochronology can be used to evaluate the
most fundamental assumption of all: that the topography of a drainage system and the
thermal structure beneath it have remained unchanged (i.e., at "steady state") at
appropriate times throughout the erosional period. Our approach is illustrated using a
new dataset from the Marsyandi River system in the central Nepalese Himalaya, the site
of previous reconnaissance studies conducted by Brewer et al. (2003; in press).
2. Detrital mineral thermochronology and erosion rates
As suggested by Brewer and co-workers (2003), the frequency distribution of
detrital mineral cooling ages from a modern catchment can be used as a proxy for erosion
rate if several assumptions, described in detail below, hold true. Specifically, the range
of sampled ages should be proportional to the elapsed time needed to erode the total relief
of the source region, such that a narrower age range indicates a relatively higher erosion
rate (Stock and Montgomery, 1996; Brewer et al., 2003). In the one-dimensional
case where we ignore the effects of lateral rock advection, a nominal erosion rate (E) over
the time period represented by the sampled ages (trange) can be calculated by simply
dividing the total elevation range in the catchment (R) by the cooling age range:
E =R (1)
trange
Although the range in cooling ages depends only on catchment relief and the erosion
rate, the actual ages obtained also depend on the thermal structure of the underlying
lithosphere.
A detrital sample's cooling-age "signal" can be described in terms of a synoptic
probability density function (SPDF). For each crystal that is dated by the 40Ar/39Ar
method, the calculated age t,,, and the analytical uncertainty in that age, as expressed by
the standard deviation a,, define a probability density function (PDF) of age (t).
Assuming a normal distribution of error:
2
1 ( I-/,
PDF = 1 e o, 2 ) (2a)or,. -J2Se
The SPDF for a sample comprising n grains is defined as the sum of the PDFs for each
mineral grain dated, with the area under the curve normalized to one:
nSPDF = PDF(i) (2b)
Equation I implies that - if bedrock is eroded in proportion to surface area, and if the
resulting sediment reflects that proportion with high fidelity - the shape of the SPDF
should mimic the shape of the hypsometric curve.
In the one-dimensional, forward-modeling approach of Brewer et al. (2003),
steady-state catchment hypsometry, topography, and thermal properties are used to define
a model cooling-age SPDF for a particular long-term average erosion rate experienced by
each point in the source catchment. Cooling ages in the catchment are modeled by
combining assumed vertical particle trajectories with estimates of the closure isotherm
depth as a function of erosion rate and relief. The cooling age (tc) of a point in the
landscape can be calculated from:
(zx - z )
tc - (3)
E
where zx is the elevation of the sample location, and zc is the elevation of the closure
isotherm. The difference in elevation between valleys and ridges results in longer
exhumation paths from zc to points on the surface on ridges than to points in valleys, such
that modeled cooling ages in a catchment increase linearly with elevation. A catchment's
hypsometry can be combined with the cooling-age-sample-elevation relationship
(Equation 3) to produce a model SPDF for the catchment (Figure l b). As erosion rate
increases, predicted cooling ages both on ridges and in valleys become younger, and the
total range of ages in the catchment becomes narrower (Brewer et al., 2003). We note
that the approach of Brewer and co-workers could be simplified by constraining the
youngest predicted cooling age in the model SPDF to a measured valley-bottom bedrock
cooling age instead of using an ad hoc thermal model to predict closure isotherm depth
(Figure lb). While Brewer et al. (2003) match the position of major peaks in the
synthetic SPDF curves with SPDF curves for actual thermochronologic data to estimate a
best-fit erosion rate, an alternative method is to simply estimate the erosion rate from the
catchment relief and width of the cooling age distribution (Equation 1). This alternative
approach is the focus of this paper.
Regardless of whether the original Brewer et al. (2003) method or our alternative
method is used, many of the same a priori assumptions are necessary. In the following
paragraphs, we explore these assumptions in greater detail, and examine how some might
be tested through comparative studies of detrital mineral cooling age SPDFs and the
hypsometric curves for their source regions.
2.1. Assumption 1: Thermal and topographic steady states during
exhumation
A variety of steady states have been assumed in tectonic geomorphology studies of
active orogens (Willett and Brandon, 2002). The two that are critical for our purposes are
time-invariant thermal structure and topography. For either the Brewer et al. (2003)
method or our method to yield geologically meaningful results, the catchment must have
achieved thermal and topographic steady states, and these conditions must have been
maintained at appropriate times during the erosional history of the catchment'. For
thermochronometers sensitive to closure isotherms that are not significantly perturbed by
topography, the "appropriate" timeframe is the range of cooling ages determined for
minerals in the detrital sample. Thermal and topographic steady states are not
independent. Topographic steady state is necessary at long-wavelengths (generally >20
km) and over million-year timescales in order to maintain thermal steady state because
topography defines the surface boundary condition for the thermal structure beneath the
landscape (Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997; Stilwe et al., 1994). Although the
temperature field is relatively insensitive to short-term, short-wavelength topographic
perturbations, predicted detrital mineral cooling ages are not. As a consequence, a close
topologic match between a cooling age SPDF for a sediment sample and the
hyposometric curve for the catchment from which it was collected can provide important
evidence that the catchment might be at both topographic and thermal steady states. If
relief was decreasing during erosion, the SPDFs of sediments from the catchment would
1 We define thermal steady state as implying that the subsurface thermal structure does not change
significantly as a function of time. Similarly, we define topographic steady state as the condition for which
the hypsometry (the frequency distribution of surface elevation) of a catchment does not change
significantly as a function of time.
be biased towards older ages than would have been predicted by steady-state
assumptions. If relief was increasing, comparatively younger material would dominate
the cooling age signal.
2.2. Assumption 2: Uniform erosion rates across the catchment
Another requirement is that erosion rates are spatially uniform throughout the
catchment. Lithology and grain size can vary within a catchment such that certain areas
yield sediments with finer grain sizes than others at any given time. This grain size
variability may be exploited in order to identify catchments with spatially variable
erosion using a single sample. Good agreement between cooling age SPDFs for different
grain sizes would be expected for small catchments that integrate areas with restricted
lithologic variation and insignificant spatial variation in erosion rate. Preferential erosion
of certain areas may be reflected in a mismatch between SPDFs for different grain sizes.
Alternatively, a significant mismatch indicates lithologic heterogeneity and/or spatial
gradients in uplift/erosion regimes within the catchment. For example, if all fine-grained
material crops out at low elevations and all coarse-grained material crops out at high
elevations, mismatch between fine-grained and coarse-grained SPDFs would be expected
even with uniform erosion across the catchment. In this extreme case, area-elevation data
can be collected according to mapped lithologic boundaries to produce individual
hypsometric curves for the coarse-grained and fine-grained areas. The hypsometric curve
and SPDF for each grain size could be combined to estimate erosion rates for each part of
the catchment independently, thus providing a direct test of the uniform erosion
assumption. Alternatively, multiple detrital samples could be collected at different
elevations within the catchment, such that erosion rates may be modeled for various
domains within the catchment for comparison. The same modeled rate for each sub-
sample would be expected for a uniformly eroding catchment.
2.3. Assumption 3: Representative sampling of the bedrock in the
catchment
The comparisons listed above do not address directly the question of how well the
population of cooling ages, and therefore the erosion rate, is represented by a given
sediment sample. Successful erosion rate studies require the collection of enough data to
ensure an adequate representation of the distribution of cooling ages within a sample.
Moreover, the sediment itself must contain a hypsometrically weighted distribution of
cooling ages from the bedrock within the catchment. This requires not only spatially
uniform erosion, but no appreciable lag time between erosion and deposition as well.
Whereas such assumptions are impossible to test independently from the assumptions
described earlier, a close match between cooling age SPDFs and hypsometric curves
strongly suggests that the complete range of bedrock cooling ages is present in the detrital
sample. If significant mismatches occur, further sampling strategies may be used to
establish which assumption might have been violated.
The simplest explanation for sample-to-sample variations in SPDFs from a single
locality is that too few grains have been dated from each sample to represent adequately
the complete age variation of grains within the sample and, by extension, the catchment.
When such mismatches are observed, the obvious strategy is to date more grains from
each sample to see if the match improves. If it does not, the mismatch may be caused by
uneven distribution of the target mineral, preferential erosion from point sources, or
temporary sediment storage that may modulate the relative contribution of sediment from
different parts of a catchment (e.g., Bernet et al., 2004b).
Agreement of nearby sample SPDFs is consistent with insignificant sediment
storage or preferential erosion at spatial scales of 10's to 1000's of meters, but yields no
information on fluctuations due to sediment storage and point-source contributions
through time. Long-term variations in the detrital signal could be recognized by
comparing SPDFs for fluvial terrace deposits with those from modern sediments. It is
possible that sediment storage on short time scales and year-to-year signal variation could
also be problematic due to frequent landslides in actively uplifting areas. This sort of
short-term variability can be explored by comparing samples collected in different years.
3. Application to the Marsyandi Drainage, central Nepal
In this section, we illustrate our approach using detrital muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data
from the Marsyandi Valley. Two detrital datasets were evaluated: one from the
reconnaissance study of Brewer et al. (in press), and a new, more comprehensive dataset
published here for the first time. The downstream evolution of cooling ages determined
as part of the initial study was interpreted by Brewer and co-workers to reflect a roughly
two-fold spatial gradient in erosion rates. Modeled erosion rates based on these data vary
significantly between adjacent tributary catchments of the Marsyandi River (Brewer et
al., in press). The highest estimated erosion rates of -2 mm/yr were for catchments
draining the topographic front of the Himalaya, and estimated rates decreased northward
to -1 mm/yr in catchments that primarily were underlain by low-grade metamorphic
rocks of the Tibetan Sedimentary sequence (Brewer et al., in press).
In light of the limited size and regional distribution of the Brewer et al. (2001;
2003; in press) dataset, we elected to augment their data with 610 additional 40Ar/ 39Ar
age determinations to provide a higher density of sample locations and, more importantly,
a larger number of age determinations for each detrital sediment sample.
3.1. Sampling Strategy and Hypsometric Analysis
In Figure 2, thermochronologic sample locations are plotted on a shaded relief map
of the study area digital elevation model (DEM). Samples were collected from the
Marsyandi River and three of its tributaries chosen for their distinctive hypsometries: the
Nyadi Khola, Dudh Khola, and Nar Khola, with drainage areas of 200 kmn2, 420 km2, and
940 km2, respectively (Figure 2b-e). The hypsometric curves shown in Figure 2 were
derived from a 90-m DEM2 using ArcInfo drainage area sampling routines with 100-m
elevation bins (e.g., Brozovic et al., 1997; Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2004). Solid black
curves in Figure 3 illustrate the hypsometry in terms of normalized elevation vs.
cumulative area to facilitate comparison with cumulative cooling-age SPDFs (see below).
We collected the new set of detrital muscovite data with four goals in mind: 1) to
compare cooling age SPDFs with hypsometric curves; 2) to evaluate sampling
consistency by comparing SPDFs for different samples collected from a single small
area; 3) to explore the variability of results obtained for different detrital grain sizes
separated from a single sample; and 4) to determine whether or not sediment storage in
the catchments might result in interannual differences in detrital sample cooling-age
SPDFs by comparing the results for newly collected samples with those for samples
collected five years earlier by Brewer and colleagues. In addition, the Marsyandi trunk
samples integrate the detrital cooling-age signal over a much larger area and a broader
range in elevation, permitting us to evaluate our sampling and steady-state/uniform
erosion assumptions over a range of spatial scales.
2 See Fielding, E.J., Isacks, B.L., Barazangi, M. and Duncan, C. (1994), How flat is Tibet? Geology, 22,
163-167, for a description of the dataset.
3.2. 40Ar/39Ar Analytical Methods
Single muscovite grains were analyzed at the 40Ar/39Ar laser microprobe facility at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Hodges, 1998). They were concentrated by
standard techniques and sieved into a variety of size fractions. Between 50 and 175
individual muscovite grains were hand-picked from each sieved separate, providing a
range of grain sizes from 250 to 2000 pm. The grains were washed in distilled water and
ethanol prior to irradiation at the McMaster University nuclear reactor in Ontario,
Canada. Values for the irradiation parameter J were determined using Taylor Creek
sanidine at 28.34 Ma (Dalrymple and Duffield, 1988; Renne et al., 1998) as the flux
monitor. Corrections for interfering reactions were measured using a combination of
synthetic and natural salts (see Kirby et al., 2002).
Previously published step-heating 40Ar/39Ar experiments on bedrock muscovites
from the detrital muscovite source region in this part of the Himalaya (e.g., Copeland et
al., 1991; Macfarlane, 1993; Edwards, 1995), as well as our own unpublished
experiments, show no discernable evidence of excess 40Ar contamination. As a
consequence, we decided that single-grain total-fusion analyses, rather than more time-
consuming incremental-heating studies of individual crystal, would provide sufficiently
reliable indications of bulk closure ages. Thus, after being baked out under vacuum at
250-3000 C for a minimum of eight hours, samples were individually fused with a
defocused Ar-ion laser beam at a power level of - 5W for 15 seconds. After purification
with SAES St101 and St172 getters, Ar isotopic ratios were measured on an MAP 215-50
mass spectrometer using an electron multiplier detector and blank corrected.
Dates for each grain were determined and 20 apparent age uncertainties were
assigned using the program ArArCALC version 2.2 (Koppers, 2002). The data are
reported in Table A of the Data Repository3, where 20 uncertainties are shown with and
without contributions from the uncertainty in the irradiation parameter J. Apparent age
PDFs (Equation 2a) were constructed for each grain based on the uncertainties without J
contributions and assuming a Gaussian distribution of error. The SPDF for each detrital
sediment sample was determined by summing the PDFs for all grains analyzed from the
sample and normalizing the result (Equation 2b). In order to compare the 40Ar/39Ar data
and hypsometric data more effectively, these are plotted as cumulative SPDFs (CSPDFs),
which represent the probability that the age takes on a value less than or equal to t:
CSPDF = SPDF(j) (4)
4. Results
Figure 3 shows cooling-age SPDFs for detrital muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data from the
sample sites. Individual muscovite cooling ages ranged from -2 to 22 Ma, with a general
trend of older ages (-15 to 20 Ma) for catchments to the north and younger ages (-3 to 10
Ma) for catchments to the south, consistent with the N-S gradient in erosion/uplift rates
inferred by Brewer et al. (in press). In light of the limited sizes of the Nyadi, Dudh, and
Nar catchments, our expectation was that cooling age CSPDFs for samples from these
catchments would simply match the shape of the appropriate hypsometric curves as
predicted by a steady-state model. Instead, we found a range of data behaviors, with the
Nyadi catchment being the simplest to interpret and the Dudh and Nar catchments being
3 Data repository can be found in the AGU Data Supplement for paper number 2004TC001712R.
Subdirectories in the ftp site are arranged by journal and paper number. Information on searching and
submitting electronic supplements is found at http://www.agu.org/pubs/esuppabout.html.
more complicated. As expected, samples from the Marsyandi River itself yielded the
most complex cooling-age signals.
4.1. Nyadi Khola
The Nyadi Khola catchment hypsometry, shown in Figures 2b and 4b, spans a total
catchment relief of R=6.2 km. Cooling age SPDFs are shown in Figure 3a for two
detrital samples from the catchment. The first curve, Nyadi 1997 (the number indicates
the year in which it was collected), represents thirty-four 40Ar/39Ar analyses for grains
ranging in size from 500 to 2000 jtm (Brewer et al, in press). The second curve, Nyadi
2002, which we collected from a similar position in the catchment, represents 111
muscovite crystals within the same size range. In detail, the SPDFs look different. The
2002 curve tails off to somewhat older apparent ages. The 1997 sample curve has a
higher concentration of grains with younger apparent ages and is generally smoother due
to lower analytical precision. In order to compare the two curves in a statistically
rigorous way, we applied a variant of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. Unlike the
original K-S test, which is relatively insensitive to the tails of distributions, this variant,
the two-sample Kuiper test (Kuiper, 1962; Stephens, 1965; Press et al., 1992), guarantees
equal sensitivities at all age values (tin). For two cumulative distribution functions SI(t,,,)
and S2(t,) made up of nf and n2 observations, respectively, the Kuiper statistic (V) is the
sum of the maximum distance of Si(tm) above and below S2(tm):
V = max [SI (t) - S2 (t,)+ max S2 (t,,) - S1 (t,)] (5)
-- 00<1 <00 -00<111 <00
with QKI,(X) = 2 (4j2x2 21 - 2 j2A2 (6a)
J=1
which satisfies QKI, (0) = 1, QKI, (0o) = 0 (6b)
In terms of this function, P, the significance level of an observed value of V (as a disproof
of the null hypothesis that the distributions are the same) is
P(v >observed)= QKP + 0.155 + 0.24/ j VJ (7)
with Ne - n n 2  (8)
n, + n 2
Comparisons for which P>0.05 are consistent with Si(tm) and S2(tm) being equal at the
95% significance level. Kuiper test statistics for the comparisons used in this study are
summarized in Table 1. In this instance, V=0.24, and P=0.40. Because this result is
consistent with the age signals from Nyadi 1997 and Nyadi 2002 being statistically
indistinguishable, we conclude that the apparent mismatch in Figure 3a can be explained
simply by differences in analytical precision and in the number of muscovites analyzed
from the 1997 and 2002 samples.
In order to evaluate the steady-state assumption, we began by normalizing the
apparent ages (tQn) and the elevations (z) for each probability distribution using
dimensionless age, t*, and dimensionless elevation, z*, so that z* and t* each range
between 0 and 1:
t* = m - trmM) (9a)
range
z* - ( - zmin) (9b)
R
where tmmin and zmin are the minimum cooling age and elevation, respectively. The
hypsometric curve calculated using z*, CSPDFz., is then a plot of normalized elevation
versus normalized cumulative area (e.g., Strahler, 1952; Brocklehurst and Whipple,
2004).
The formal definition of trange as the difference between the oldest and youngest
measured age for a sample implies a value of 13.5 My for the combined Nyadi 1997 and
Nyadi 2002 datasets (n=145). However, the practical application of this definition is
complicated by the relatively large uncertainties frequently encountered for extremely
young grains that can define the tails of cooling-age SPDFs for detrital samples from
active orogenic systems. A more robust approach is to assign a value to trange such that: 1)
the interval comprises 99% of the area under the cooling-age SPDF; and 2) the assigned
value minimizes the mismatch between the shapes of the discretized t* and z* curves.
For the combined Nyadi datasets, this approach yields a value of 8.5 My for trange. Using
this value to discretize t*, and the catchment relief (R=6.2 km) to discretize z*, we plotted
the resulting CSPDFt* curve and the corresponding hypsometric curve CSPDFz* in
Figures 4a-b. Again, the two Nyadi curves show some differences, but are these
differences significant?
As it happens, neither the Kuiper test nor the original K-S test is a particularly
useful diagnostic for comparing these dimensionless distributions. The reason lies in the
very large number of precise elevation data used to define the hypsometric curve
(n=2.4x1 04). As a consequence, the value of Ne for the Kuiper test is also very large and
V and P reach their limiting values of 1 and 0, making comparisons between the CSPDFt*
and CSPDFZ* curves inevitably unfavorable at the 95% significance level. To explore the
effects of sample and catchment size more effectively, we addressed the question of
mismatch significance by constructing a model CSPDFt* curve (CSPDFt*m) from n points
randomly selected from the corresponding CSPDFz* distribution, where n is the number
of grains analyzed from the sample. This process was repeated 300 times to define a
family of CSPDFt*m curves that describes the reasonable range of deviation from the
CSPDFZ* curve that would be expected for a sample of size n. The results of this exercise
are illustrated in Figure 4b. CSPDFr, lies well within the range of CSPDFt,*m curves,
implying that the topologies of the cooling-age and hypsometric distributions are
consistent with steady-state assumptions. As a consequence, we consider -0.7 km/My,
calculated using Equation 1, with trange=8 .5 My and R=6.2 km, to be a reasonable
estimate of the time-averaged erosion rate for the catchment over the 11-2.5 Ma interval.
4.2. Dudh Khola
The Dudh Khola catchment hypsometry spans a total relief of R=5.7 km (Figure 2c,
4c). Cooling ages ranging between -15 and 22 Ma were obtained for coarse (500-2000
gm) and fine (250-500 gm) Dudh Khola muscovites. Comparison of the coarse-grained
SPDF (n=46) and fine-grained SPDF (n=49) using the Kuiper test yields V=0.21 and
P=0.73, indicating that the two SPDFs agree at the 95% level of confidence (Figure 3b).
Thus, there is no clear bias between the signals provided by coarse and fine grain size
fractions, suggesting that both are similarly representative of bedrock cooling ages
throughout the catchment. The trange calculated from the best-fit hypsometric curve
comparison that incorporates 99% of the area under the age SPDF for the full range of
grain sizes (n=95) is 6.9 My. Based on the total catchment relief and this estimate for
trange, steady-state assumptions would imply a uniform erosion rate of -0.8 km/My. As
we did for the Nyadi Khola dataset, we normalized the age distribution using this trange,
normalized the hypsometric distribution using R (Equations 9a and 9b), and plotted the
corresponding modeled CSPDFt*m,,, curves, each constructed from n=95 points randomly
selected from the hypsometric curve. The Dudh Khola CSPDFt* curve (n=95) is
displaced toward older ages with respect to the hypsometric CSPDFz* curve at elevations
from -3 to 5 km (Figure 4c), but lies just within the probability space covered by 300
model CSPDFt*m curves. As a consequence, we cannot disprove the hypothesis that
steady-state conditions were met. However, very few model runs deviate more
significantly from the expected trend than the measured CSPDFt* curve, so that the
probability that the two curves are consistent with the steady-state hypothesis is low. The
relatively poor match implies a degree of non-representative sampling of the catchment's
full relief or some deviation from steady-state conditions, and we must view the -0.8
km/My rate with skepticism.
4.3. Nar Khola
The Nar Khola catchment spans a total relief of R=4.5 (Figure 2d, 4d). A pair of
detrital muscovite samples collected at nearby locations in the catchment were analyzed
in order to extend the limited spatial scale (10 O's of meters) and number of analyses (n=37
total for two samples) used for a similar comparison by Brewer et al. (in press).
Comparison of SPDFs for samples Nar 2002(1) (500-2000 gm, n=49) and Nar 2002(2)
(500-2000 pm, n=50), collected -4 km apart in the Nar Khola, yields V=0.20 and P=0.80
over the narrow age range of- 15 to 22 Ma, indicating that the two SPDFs are statistically
indistinguishable, and suggesting that the sediment is well mixed (Figure 3c).
The value of trange calculated from the best-fit hypsometric curve for the full range
of Nar Khola grain sizes (n=99) is 9.9 My, implying an apparent erosion rate of -0.5
km/My. The CSPDFt* curve calculated from the combined thermochronologic datasets
(n=99) matches the CSPDFz* curve well below -5 km but departs from the predicted
trend at higher elevations (Figure 4d). Synthetic CSPDFt*m curves define a probability
space that just barely includes CSPDFt*. As a consequence, there is very little chance
that the cooling-age distribution faithfully mimics the catchment's hypsometry, and thus
any nominal apparent erosion rate based on the erosion model assumed here and by
Brewer et al. (in press) is not likely to be reliable.
4.4. Marsyandi River trunk stream samples
Marsyandi trunk-stream samples collected between the Khudi Khola and Nyadi
Khola tributary junctions represent 2590 km2 of drainage area spanning elevations from
850 to 8150 m (R=7.3 km) in the upper Marsyandi catchment (Figure 2a, 2e). In
anticipation of the complex cooling-age signal we would expect from a trunk stream like
the Marsyandi, we analyzed a large number of micas from two samples collected 2 km
apart: Marsyandi 2002(1) (250-2000 pm, n=162) and Marsyandi 2002(2) (250-2000 Pm,
n=143). These samples were collected from the same area as the Marsyandi 1997 trunk
stream sample collected by Brewer et al. (500-2000 pm, n=48), and the 305 new dates
span the range -2 to -22 Ma.
Kuiper statistics for all Marsyandi sample comparisons indicate that comparisons
between pairs of samples collected in nearby locations are not favorable at the 95%
confidence level (Table 1, Figure 3d-f). For example, the Kuiper test for the comparison
between Marsyandi 2002(1) (250-2000 gm, n=162) and Marsyandi 2002(2) (250-2000
gm, n=143) yields V=0.23 and P=0.01, indicating that the two age distributions are
significantly different. Kuiper test results are consistent both with the fine (250-500 gm)
and coarse (500-2000 pm) size fractions from Marsyandi 2002(1) being indistinguishable
and with the fine and coarse size fractions from Marsyandi 2002(2) being
indistinguishable, which suggests that it is appropriate to compare the combined (250-
2000 pm) Marsyandi samples from 2002 with each other and with the (500-2000 Pm)
sample from 1997 (Figure 3d).
Although the inconsistencies between the sets of paired nearby samples collected in
different years and in the same year (Table 1) imply that sediment samples from such a
large catchment do not represent the full distribution of bedrock ages with high fidelity,
and are simply unreliable for erosion rate calculations, we carried out the analysis, as for
the previous catchments, for completeness. For the combined Marsyandi dataset
(n=353), the best-fit hypsometric curve comparison implies a trange of 24.5 My and a
nominal erosion rate for the entire catchment of -0.3 km/My. As expected, the CSPDFt*
curve departs significantly over the entire elevation range from the trend predicted by 300
synthetic CSPDFt*m curves (Figure 4e).
5. Discussion and conclusions
Our results from the Marsyandi River and its tributaries illustrate how comparative
40Ar/39Ar datasets and hypsometric curves for a particular catchment can be used to test
the critical hypotheses involved in erosion rate modeling. Comparisons of cooling-age
SPDFs for nearby samples, different grain size fractions of the same sample, and samples
collected in different years can be interpreted in a straightforward way to determine how
well a sample represents a catchment's erosional signal. Most important, however, is the
comparison of cooling-age CSPDFs and hypsometric curves. Because agreement
between these curves is only expected if all model, sampling, and steady-state
assumptions hold, such comparisons are a straightforward way to identify appropriate
catchments for erosion rate modeling.
5.1. Representative sedimentary signal and uniform erosion
Agreement among age distributions for nearby samples is expected if point-source
preferential erosion is insignificant. Good agreement for the Nar Khola catchment
samples, Nar 2002(1) and Nar 2002(2) (Figure 3c, Table 1) and for the Nyadi Khola
samples collected in 1997 and 2001 (Figure 3a, Table 1), indicate that this model
requirement is likely to be met in this region over drainage areas on the order of 200-940
km2 . In contrast, the same conclusions do not hold for nearby samples collected from the
trunk stream (Table 1). Although the discrepancy between the two distributions may be
attributable to undersampling of a complex signal, we note that much of the mismatch is
caused by a peak at -5 Ma in Marsyandi 2002(2) that is not present in the Marsyandi
2002(1) sample (Figure 3d). This suggests that preferential erosion of point-sources like
landslides or temporary sediment storage may be problematic at this large catchment
scale (2590 km 2), and, therefore, that the sizes of the Marsyandi River tributary
catchments, not the trunk stream catchment, may be the largest appropriate scale for
modeling erosion histories in the study area.
Low mismatches for SPDF comparisons of fine and coarse grain sizes are expected
for small catchments that integrate areas with restricted lithologic variation and little
spatial variation in erosion rate. An example of this behavior may be found in the
datasets for the Dudh Khola catchment (Figure 3b). Alternatively, the same low
mismatch may result if the fine-grained micas are mainly fragments of the same coarse-
grained micas that make up the 500-2000 pm fraction. The same behavior was observed
in the Marsyandi 2002 (1,2) datasets (Figures 3e and 3f, Table 1), even though the
catchment exhibits strong N-S gradients in cooling age and muscovite abundance, and is
likely to be affected by complicated patterns of active faulting since the Pliocene (e.g.,
Edwards, 1995; Hodges et al., 1996; Coleman and Hodges, 1998; Hodges, 2000; Catlos
et al., 2001; Hodges et al., 2004). Given this lithologic and erosional heterogeneity, the
lack of a clear bias between the signals provided by the Marsyandi coarse and fine grain
size fractions suggests that grain fragmentation rather than uniform erosion and
muscovite distribution is responsible for the good agreement. Either way, the results
indicate that our ability to characterize a catchment's cooling-age signal is not hindered
by limiting the range of grain sizes analyzed.
Significant sediment storage and influences from local point sources like landslides
could be expected to cause sedimentary signal variation at a particular location from year
to year. Favorable equality test results for samples collected five years apart suggests
that these influences are not problematic in the Nyadi Khola catchment (Figure 3a, Table
1). Importantly, the good comparison also suggests that the data are not strongly biased
by an individual researcher's sampling site selection. The same conclusions do not hold
for the Marsyandi catchment as a whole, probably because the samples may be
overwhelmed by local sediment sources or the effects of temporary tributary blockage
and are not fully representative of the bedrock cooling ages in this large catchment.
Vermeesch (2004) outlined a method for calculating the smallest number of grains
in a sample that must be dated to achieve a desired level of statistical adequacy, assuming
the worst-case scenario - that the catchment ages form a perfectly uniform distribution
where each age fraction is the same size. In most cases, we have performed enough
analyses such that no significant fraction of the worst-case-scenario population is missed
at the 95% confidence level (e.g., Table 2). However, natural age populations are
expected to differ from this worst-case population, such that fewer grains may be needed
to reach the desired level of statistical adequacy (Vermeesch, 2004). Our favorable
empirical comparisons for SPDFs collected in the Nar, Dudh and Nyadi catchments
indicate that -45 to 50 analyses for each sample may adequately characterize these
simple tributary catchments. Additionally, agreement between SPDF comparisons
characterized by only -70-85 analyses for different grain size fractions collected from the
more complicated Marsyandi River catchment suggest that limited sample size is not
responsible for the mismatch between paired nearby Marsyandi River samples.
5.3. Steady-state assumptions and erosion rate estimates
In general, a large mismatch between CSPDFt* for a detrital sample and CSPDFz*
for the catchment from which it was collected is inconsistent with uniform erosion and
with the thermal structure and topography being at steady state over the length and time
scales represented by the detrital dataset. A small - but finite - probability exists that the
discrepancy between the Dudh Khola CSPDFt* and CSPDFz,* is caused by small sample
size (n=95), and that the cooling age curve matches the hypsometric curve well enough to
be consistent with these conditions. If this is true, our calculated apparent erosion rate of
-0.8 km/My, similar to the rate of 0.94 km/My modeled by Brewer et al. (in press), is
appropriate over the -20 to 15 Ma interval. However, because the CSPDFt* lies at the
limit of the parameter space predicted to be consistent with steady state, it is likely that
the mismatch between the curves could result from something other than low sampling
density, and that the erosion rate calculated above is not robust.
Another potential cause of such a mismatch might be a non-uniform distribution of
muscovite, since the bedrock in the catchment consists of a variety of gneisses, weakly
metamorphosed carbonate rocks, and granites. The magnitude of this problem could be
addressed through point-counting studies at different locations within the Dudh Khola
catchment. Temporary sediment storage or recent preferential erosion of temporarily
stored material derived from high elevations (e.g., glacial deposits or landslides) also may
have caused the sample to represent some elevations preferentially. This possibility could
be evaluated through systematic geomorphic mapping of the catchment. A third
influence may be deformation in the catchment during the closure interval of -20-15 Ma.
For example, one or more strands of the South Tibetan Fault system (STFS, Figure 2a)
transect the catchment (Coleman and Hodges, 1998; Searle and Godin, 2003), and there
is good evidence for post-middle Miocene activity on the STFS in other parts off the
Annapurna Range (Hodges et al., 1996; Hurtado et al., 2001). This possibility could be
explored by collecting bedrock thermochronologic samples from traverses on either side
of the fault in order to establish whether or not long-term erosion rates vary across it.
Detrital thermochronology and hypsometric analysis from smaller tributary catchments
within the Dudh Khola catchment also could be used to investigate uniform erosion and
steady-state assumptions at a smaller spatial scale.
As was the case for the Dudh Khola, a small probability exists that the cooling-age
and hypsometric curves are consistent with steady state in the Nar Khola. If the model
conditions are indeed satisfied, we calculate an apparent erosion rate of -0.5 km/My for
the period represented by the samples, -20 to 15 Ma. However, this interpretation must
be viewed with considerable skepticism given the poor comparative statistics. Structural
activity, transient topography and spatially variable erosion, heterogeneous
thermochronometer distribution, or simply our inability to sample the bedrock cooling-
age signal over a large drainage area are possible explanations for the mismatch. The Nar
Khola drains metacarbonate rocks and granites with varying muscovite abundances, and
may have experienced short-term fluctuations in sediment mixing and delivery to a
particular sample location. In order to test these hypotheses, spatial variations in erosion
rate must be examined through bedrock thermochronologic studies and comparisons of
cooling-age and hypsometric distributions for sub-catchments within the greater Nar
Khola catchment. Regardless of the reason for the mismatch, the unfavorable
comparison between the age signal and hypsometric curve shapes indicate that neither the
erosion rate calculated here nor the rate of 1.12 km/My modeled by Brewer et al. (in
press) is robust.
While the cooling age-elevation relationships inferred from the detrital age signals
in the Nar and Dudh Khola catchments allow us to estimate apparent erosion rates for the
period -20 to 15 Ma, the Nyadi Khola catchment detrital signal yields information about
the period from -11 to 2.5 Ma. The excellent match between CSPDFz* and CSPDFt* for
the large (n=145) Nyadi Khola dataset is consistent with steady-state assumptions for this
small catchment and implies that our maximum apparent erosion rate of -0.7 km/My may
be robust for this period. This estimate differs significantly from the 2.3 km/My rate
modeled by Brewer et al. (in press). Although the two studies differ in the number of
grains analyzed, the difference between the cooling-age SPDFs for the Nyadi samples is
not statistically significant, so the discrepancy in estimated rate does not derive from the
use of significantly different datasets. Instead, the inconsistency reflects a fundamental
difference in the time period over which each method averages the rate. If the Brewer et
al. (2003) approach is analogous to combining a single bedrock cooling age from the
average elevation in a catchment and a thermal model to estimate average E since closure
of the bulk of the catchment's bedrock (e.g., Hodges, 2003), our approach is analogous to
using a bedrock age-elevation transect to estimate an apparent erosion rate for the time
over which the samples passed through the closure isotherm (e.g., Wagner and Reimer,
1972).
Specifically, Brewer et al. (in press) calculated a vertical steady-state erosion rate
by finding the lowest mismatch between the Nyadi 1997 data and a theoretical cooling-
age SPDF based on modeled isotherm depth (zc), catchment hypsometry, relief and
erosion rate. For a rate of 2.3 km/My, the model predicts a theoretical SPDF centered at
-5 Ma. Although this mean age matches the mean of the sample distribution, the total
range of cooling ages in the catchment - predicted to be <3 My for an erosion rate of 2.3
km/My - is a very poor fit to the data. On the other hand, our estimated exhumation rate
of -0.7 km/My seems inadequate to explain cooling ages as young as 2.5 Ma for any
reasonable geothermal gradient. In all likelihood, the data imply an increase in the rate of
exhumation over the last 2.5 Ma to substantially more than the 2.3 km/My estimate
provided by the method of Brewer et al. for the interval -5 Ma to the present. A full
reconstruction of the time-temperature history of the catchment would require a
systematic study of bedrock thermochronology involving multiple mineral-isotopic
systems.
When considering only the uniform steady-state vertical erosion model used here
and by Brewer et al. (in press), we argue that our approach is generally more reliable for
estimating apparent erosion rates during the closure interval because: 1) we use
considerably more information than the mean of the age distribution in arriving at and
testing an optimal model; and 2) our calculation does not require us to assume a specific
thermal structure, only that this structure does not change significantly through time.
This latter attribute is particularly advantageous for the study of young, rapidly exhuming
orogenic terrains where the thermal structure can be complex. Our approach is not well
suited for studies in which small detrital sample size or very large analytical errors make
it difficult to estimate trange and characterize bedrock cooling ages well enough to test the
restrictive set of model assumptions; if more high-precision analyses cannot be done, a
thermal modeling approach may be better, even though it provides no way to evaluate the
model assumptions.
5.3. The Problem of Non-Vertical Exhumation Paths
Both our approach and that of Brewer and colleagues presume that exhumation
simply involves the erosion of overburden and vertical transport of the source region of a
detrital mica sample from the depth of the closure isotherm to the surface (Figure la). In
real orogenic systems, this is likely to be almost never strictly the case. The lateral
advection of heat and rock results in quite complex temperature-time trajectories (e.g.,
Batt and Braun, 1997; Huerta et al., 1998; Ehlers and Farley, 2003). In general, we might
suspect that the erosion rates calculated with our method or that of Brewer and colleagues
underestimate the true rate of rock advection toward the surface, but it is difficult to
predict the magnitude of the effect without numerous assumptions regarding
deformational kinematics and the concentration and distribution of heat-producing
elements in the region. We are presently involved in efforts to explore the possible
effects of heat and rock transport in the Marsyandi area in much greater detail, through
three-dimensional thermo-kinematic modeling. For the time being, we note that the
absolute values for erosion rate estimated with "one-dimensional" approaches such as
those described here are less valuable than the sense of variability of apparent erosion
rates from one catchment to another over specific time intervals. Such information can
provide important insight regarding regional exhumation patterns through time. In
addition, the methods introduced here constitute a simple and powerful way to explore
the probability that specific catchments maintained steady-state conditions over a specific
timeframe. For example, our analysis of the Nyadi Khola data implies that the catchment
of this river did indeed approach erosional and thermal steady states over the 11 to 2.5
Ma interval.
6. Summary
The use of detrital mineral cooling ages from modern sediments to infer regional
patterns in erosion rate is advantageous because it compliments the spatial extrapolation
of bedrock cooling histories, samples are easy to collect in areas where bedrock sampling
is difficult, and automated single-grain 40Ar/39Ar analyses are both time- and cost-
efficient. Our technique for calculating an apparent erosion rate from a detrital sample's
cooling-age range and the total relief of the contributing drainage area is analogous to
determining the catchment's bedrock cooling age-elevation gradient over the closure
interval of the sampled minerals. Like the bedrock age-elevation proxy for erosion rate,
our approach is also advantageous because it does not require the assumption of a
particular thermal structure as the previous model of Brewer et al. (2003, in press) does.
However, the value of such analyses hinges on our ability to evaluate the many
assumptions that remain inherent in the technique - most importantly, that steady-state
conditions must have been met during the closure interval recorded by the detrital
mineral dates, and that the full range of bedrock cooling dates in the catchment must be
represented by the analyzed grains in the sediment sample. We have described in this
paper how comparisons of catchment hypsometry and the shape of the detrital cooling-
age signal using normalized CSPDF curves can help with this evaluation. Only if these
assumptions hold for a uniformly eroding catchment in which bedrock cooling ages are
sampled in proportion to area do we expect these curves to coincide.
Comparisons of detrital muscovite 40Ar/39Ar age distributions and hypsometric
curves for the corresponding catchments in the Marsyandi Valley imply that steady-state
assumptions do not apply over the necessary spatial and temporal scales for every
drainage in this sector of the central Nepalese Himalaya. The Nyadi Khola catchment is a
notable exception in that it showed a strong correlation of hypsometry and cooling age
CSPDF. We calculated a maximum apparent erosion rate of - 0.7 km/My over the
interval -11 to 2.5 Ma. This result and the young average 40Ar/39Ar muscovite age of the
sample (-5 Ma) imply an increase in erosion rate since the closure interval.
A persistent problem in detrital cooling age studies is whether or not a sample
adequately represents the full distribution of bedrock cooling ages in the sediment source
region. In the Marsyandi region, we explored sampling fidelity by comparing SPDFs for
nearby samples, different grain size fractions, and samples collected in different years. In
this instance, we found that -50 analyses were adequate to characterize the cooling age
signal for tributary catchments with simple erosional histories, and that the sedimentary
signal appears to be a high-fidelity record of the bedrock ages in these catchments.
Comparisons in the upper Marsyandi catchment itself indicate that although -70-85
grains may be sufficient to characterize a sample's age signal, these signals vary
significantly at the km-scale and from year to year, and are inappropriate for erosion rate
modeling.
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Figure Captions
Data repository (Table A). Detrital muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data with 20 analytical
uncertainties with and without contribution from irradiation parameter J.
Table 1. Kuiper equality test results (alpha=0.05) for selected combinations of cooling-
age SPDFs. Kuiper statistic V and the significance level P of an observed value of V are
calculated for each comparison between Sample 1 defined by nil analyses and Sample 2
defined by n2 analyses (as a disproof of the null hypothesis that the cooling-age
distributions are the same). H=1 indicates null hypothesis cannot be disproved at
significance level alpha; H=0 indicates that Sample 1 and Sample 2 are different at
significance level alpha.
Table 2. The maximum likelihood, Pmax (%), of missing a fraction of the worst-case
scenario cooling-age population corresponding to more than f of the total is missed at the
95% significance level, given the number of 40Ar/39Ar analyses n performed for each
sample, after the method of Vermeesch (2004, see
http://pangea.stanford.edu/research/noble/provenance).
Figure 1. Construction of forward-modeled cooling-age distribution for a catchment,
modified after Brewer et al., 2003. (a) Cooling age tex(z) for a sample 'x' at elevation z is
calculated from the depth zc of the closure temperature isotherm T, and a steady-state
uplift=erosion rate (dz/dt) can be calculated using the equation shown. Note older tc''s
for samples at higher elevations. trange is the total range of cooling ages sampled in the
catchment, and R is the total catchment relief. (b) Cooling-age SPDF is governed by
combination of trange and the distribution of land area with elevation (hypsometry).
Theoretical cooling-age SPDF may be pinned to a measured valley-bottom bedrock
cooling age if available.
Figure 2. DEM draped over shaded relief map of Marsyandi drainage, detrital sample
locations and hypsometric curves. (a) Marsyandi River drainage with tributary
catchments outlined in black, Marsyandi River traced in white, and sample locations
marked with black symbols. Hypsometric curves for Nyadi catchment (b), Dudh
catchment (c), Nar catchment (d), and upper Marsyandi catchment drainage area above
Marsyl sample location (e). Thick white lines indicate approximate trace of a strand of
the South Tibetan Fault system (STFS, mentioned in text) and the Main Central Thrust
(MCT) zone for reference (after Colchen et al., 1986; Hodges et al., 1996).
Figure 3. Muscovite 40Ar/39Ar cooling-age SPDF comparisons. See Table 1 for
summary of statistical comparison results. Area under each curve is normalized to unity.
SPDFs for Marsyandi tributary sample results: (a) collected in Nyadi catchment five
years apart, (b) collected in the Dudh catchment for comparison of different grain size
fractions, and (c) collected from nearby locations in Nar catchment. SPDFs for
Marsyandi River trunk stream samples: (d) Marsyandi 2002(2) 250-2000 gm, Marsyandi
2002(1) 250-2000 gm, and Marsyandi 1997 (Brewer et al., in press), collected at nearby
locations in 1997 and 2002, (e) Marsyandi 2002(2) curves for 250-500 gm and 500-2000
gm grain size fractions, and (f) Marsyandi 2002(1) curves for 250-500 gm and 500-2000
pm grain size fractions.
Figure 4. Comparison of cumulative hypsometric curves CSPDFz* (solid black lines)
and cooling age CSPDFt* curves (dashed black lines). Inset (a) shows overlay of Nyadi
curves "Ny", Dudh curves "D", and Nar curves "Na". Note lack of overlap in z*,t*-
probability space for the three datasets. CSPDFt* vs. CSPDFz. comparisons for the
Nyadi catchment (b), Dudh catchment (c), Nar catchment (d), and upper Marsyandi
catchment (e), where n is the number of 40Ar/39Ar analyses represented by the cooling-
age CSPDF. See text for description of the 300 model CSPDFt*m curves plotted for each
catchment (grey curves).
Tables and Figures
Sample I ni Sample 2 n2 V P H=
Dudh, 250-500 pm 49 Dudh, 500-2000 pm 46 0.210 0.733 1
Nar 2002 (1), 500-2000 pm 50 Nar 2002(2), 500-2000 pm 49 0.196 0.806 1
Nyadi 1997, 500-2000 pm 34 Nyadi 2002, 500-2000 pm 111 0.238 0.399 1
Marsyandi 2002(2), 250-500 pm 70 Marsyandi 2002(2), 500-2000 pm 73 0.160 0.837 1
Marsyandi 2002(1), 250-500 pm 85 Marsyandi 2002(1), 500-2000 pm 77 0.078 0.999 1
Marsyandi 2002(1), 250-2000pm 162 Marsyandi 2002(2), 250-2000 pm 143 0.229 0.008 0
Marsyandi 2002(1), 250-2000pm 162 Marsyandi 1997, 500-2000 pm 48 0.348 0.003 0
Marsyandi 2002(2), 250-2000pm 143 Marsyandi 1997, 500-2000 pm 48 0.393 0.000 0
Table 1
Sample name n f: 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08
Nyadi Khola catchment (all) 145 Pmax (%): 100 95 34 7 1 0 0 0
Dudh Khola catchment (all) 95 Pmax (%): 100 100 87 42 14 4 1 0
Nar Khola catchment (all) 99 Pmax (%): 100 100 84 37 12 3 1 0
Upper Marsyandi catchment (all) 353 Pmax (%): 95 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE A
Narl (500-2000 pm) (02RM23-500)
A na ly s is  mAr/ 40
Ar  2 3ArAr 2cr 3Ark 4A* Age without J with J
Number (x107) (xlI (x10A-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2a
148.00
376.00
21.70
67.70
26.50
117.00
27.00
27.60
49.50
165.00
225.00
22.00
55.60
22.80
15.20
59.20
22.90
13.00
20.30
23.40
58.20
23.50
43.00
65.30
20.20
38.30
35.10
26.20
53.80
125.00
189.00
19.50
46.40
56.90
146.00
24.70
190.00
57.50
20.80
28.10
46.40
64.60
67.80
26.20
51.80
34.00
24.50
75.10
16.60
62.90
6.21
10.70
2.42
12.90
1.46
4.22
3.80
28.90
30.10
2.03
11.90
4.23
1.03
1.42
0.48
2.66
2.28
4.67
10.10
2.79
5.68
9.03
1.38
4.80
5.16
5.29
2.43
15.80
26.20
1.11
3.23
8.97
20.70
3.22
16.70
6.83
2.89
2.13
7.23
12.40
7.39
3.10
6.11
4.83
2.53
9.04
161.00
144.00
169.00
159.00
165.00
159.00
170.00
156.00
159.00
137.00
151.00
169.00
167.00
190.00
182.00
161.00
161.00
152.00
169.00
160.00
167.00
167.00
164.00
167.00
173.00
164.00
161.00
171.00
169.00
148.00
152.00
156.00
164.00
157.00
174.00
161.00
154.00
158.00
168.00
166.00
159.00
153.00
160.00
155.00
157.00
171.00
159.00
169.00
2.82
3.94
3.05
0.91
2.70
1.80
3.00
3.47
2.35
2.68
3.64
5.84
1.45
3.34
3.63
1.41
0.87
0.87
5.96
2.28
1.02
1.81
1.19
1.40
4.22
0.79
1.48
1.21
1.79
1.99
4.25
2.86
1.57
2.44
5.57
2.06
3.76
1.06
2.27
1.16
1.62
1.54
1.32
1.69
1.14
1.67
1.64
1.42
1.96
1.20
22.28
5.20
18.60
3.19
21.28
13.52
10.16
1.72
1.31
24.28
8.72
15.32
34.92
6.92
16.36
18.16
27.12
22.80
5.44
24.20
8.00
5.44
32.88
9.72
13.60
17.92
26.80
4.40
2.20
19.04
10.52
6.52
3.19
11.96
2.06
6.92
15.24
14.64
9.20
4.52
5.00
10.08
9.52
20.04
17.04
4.44
99.99
58.55
98.22
97.96
97.44
95.00
96.78
98.60
94.74
97.48
99.64
97.54
94.65
99.99
98.51
96.44
98.85
99.99
97.59
97.07
99.74
96.97
98.70
97.55
97.00
98.10
96.32
97.51
87.89
81.31
81.53
98.71
94.84
96.21
86.11
99.93
83.71
95.24
99.75
97.92
95.66
99.07
97.22
99.99
93.98
94.89
97.99
99.21
18.44 ± 0.46
11.79 ± 4.63
17.88 ± 0.50
18.69 ± 0.80
18.15 ± 0.39
17.93 ± 1.06
17.51 ± 0.39
19.44 ± 0.55
18.24 ± 0.46
20.96 ± 2.34
19.00 ± 2.62
17.83 ± 0.66
17.29 ± 0.72
16.19 ± 0.33
16.68 ± 0.37
18.30 ± 0.43
18.87 ± 0.26
20.23 ± 0.24
17.79 ± 0.68
18.75 ± 0.44
18.15 ± 0.73
17.90 ± 0.31
18.39 ± 0.48
17.75 ± 0.69
17.28 ± 0.47
18.27 ± 0.42
18.35 ± 0.41
17.53 ± 0.37
16.04 ± 0.30
16.69 ± 1.12
15.93 ± 2.05
19.42 ± 0.43
17.76 ± 0.38
18.66 ± 0.70
14.77 ± 1.41
19.07 ± 0.41
16.07 ± 1.61
18.44 ± 0.56
18.24 ± 0.38
18.14 ± 0.30
18.44 ± 0.56
19.61 ± 0.94
18.40 ± 0.66
19.84 ± 0.31
18.32 ± 0.47
17.06 ± 0.37
19.02 ± 0.34
17.79 ± 0.75
± 0.55
± 4.63
± 0.58
± 0.83
± 0.50
± 1.11
± 0.47
± 0.70
S0.56
± 2.37
± 2.65
± 0.80
± 0.77
± 0.40
± 0.51
± 0.52
S0.36
± 0.36
± 0.74
± 0.54
± 0.77
± 0.40
± 0.55
± 0.74
± 0.60
± 0.47
± 0.50
± 0.45
± 0.40
± 1.15
± 2.08
± 0.58
± 0.48
± 0.77
± 1.45
± 0.52
± 1.65
± 0.61
± 0.50
± 0.39
± 0.63
± 1.00
± 0.71
± 0.45
± 0.55
± 0.46
± 0.43
± 0.80
Narl (500-2000 pm) (02RM23-500)
Analysis Ar/Ar 2 39Ar/Ar 39Ark 40Ar* Age without J with J
Number (x 0")  2 (x 10") 2c (x 10A-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2c 2c
49 19.30 1.41 156.00 1.42 37.32 96.10 19.06 ± 0.28 ± 0.40
50 42.90 3.53 150.00 3.06 28.08 90.66 18.66 ± 0.49 ± 0.62
Nar2 (500-2000 pm) (02RM24-500)
Analysis Ar/4 Ar 'Ar/4uAr 2 39Ark 4OAr* Age without J with J
Number (x1 0 ) 2 (x1 0) 2 (xl 0^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
33.20
26.10
221.00
46.40
80.60
33.10
41.60
70.80
87.40
109.00
94.70
56.00
39.90
37.20
171.00
38.10
71.50
37.80
29.60
88.30
28.30
31.20
45.50
31.50
34.80
105.00
49.90
28.60
38.10
62.70
28.30
201.00
19.20
369.00
20.00
106.00
128.00
48.40
15.10
55.80
75.50
56.50
0.56
4.40
19.20
6.45
5.80
3.04
2.83
10.60
10.50
15.00
5.87
5.11
3.89
4.93
10.70
1.88
4.08
3.22
4.36
6.19
4.72
6.21
2.90
1.66
4.54
13.20
5.49
1.39
2.76
7.26
2.57
31.40
2.33
45.80
3.04
9.70
16.70
4.67
2.02
6.37
9.14
9.63
167.00
165.00
139.00
149.00
180.00
177.00
179.00
168.00
161.00
154.00
149.00
161.00
157.00
171.00
149.00
164.00
146.00
152.00
150.00
147.00
165.00
182.00
157.00
147.00
149.00
179.00
154.00
159.00
166.00
157.00
164.00
150.00
156.00
135.00
152.00
150.00
138.00
160.00
139.00
163.00
156.00
174.00
1.10
1.52
2.49
0.78
1.07
1.32
0.79
1.08
0.82
0.83
0.94
1.05
1.32
0.67
1.36
0.92
0.59
0.51
4.17
1.03
0.54
2.59
1.02
1.61
0.97
1.76
8.33
4.71
6.44
1.26
5.37
2.45
3.20
9.31
2.19
1.35
2.07
1.56
3.99
1.80
1.37
2.56
9.84
11.56
1.32
8.92
4.44
11.84
14.76
4.44
3.93
3.10
3.41
5.36
10.00
10.16
2.00
11.08
5.24
8.64
24.36
3.74
18.60
14.60
8.32
38.92
15.48
4.08
20.20
22.88
15.72
6.64
23.36
2.46
28.04
0.91
14.92
2.98
3.48
14.24
17.84
11.04
7.04
8.08
99.99
99.99
99.99
96.99
99.99
99.75
95.57
99.99
99.92
99.21
99.29
99.99
98.09
99.54
95.74
98.11
96.38
99.87
95.25
98.59
97.30
98.64
98.43
92.76
95.90
97.14
90.39
96.08
95.58
96.86
96.25
79.92
97.99
85.77
99.99
99.99
87.96
93.14
99.99
93.25
92.27
97.36
18.21
18.54
20.46
19.85
16.59
17.18
16.33
17.87
18.60
19.09
19.94
18.78
19.02
17.77
18.78
18.25
19.97
19.98
19.47
20.13
18.05
16.63
19.16
19.46
19.72
16.28
18.03
18.59
17.68
18.74
18.05
15.83
19.35
17.93
20.18
20.02
19.23
17.86
22.13
17.57
18.01
17.07
± 0.22 ± 0.34
± 0.25 ± 0.39
± 0.53 ± 0.66
± 0.52 ± 0.58
± 0.21 ± 0.32
± 0.33 ± 0.42
± 0.28 ± 0.35
± 0.23 ± 0.35
± 0.88 ± 0.91
± 1.19 ± 1.22
± 0.84 ± 0.89
± 0.24 ± 0.36
± 0.41 ± 0.51
± 0.40 ± 0.45
± 1.45 ± 1.48
± 0.32 ± 0.41
± 0.57 ± 0.62
± 0.40 ± 0.47
± 0.66 ± 0.78
± 0.80 ± 0.85
± 0.34 ± 0.40
± 0.45 ± 0.52
± 0.41 ± 0.49
± 0.32 ± 0.43
± 0.39 ± 0.49
± 0.96 ± 0.99
± 1.13 ± 1.26
± 0.62 ± 0.77
± 0.77 ± 0.89
± 0.61 ± 0.66
± 0.64 ± 0.73
± 2.24 ± 2.26
± 0.47 ± 0.62
± 4.46 ± 4.50
± 0.36 ± 0.52
± 0.30 ± 0.44
± 1.39 ± 1.44
± 0.41 ± 0.50
± 0.69 ± 0.84
± 0.49 ± 0.57
± 0.68 ± 0.73
± 0.65 ± 0.73
Nar2 (500-2000 pm) (02RM24-500)
Analysis (Ar/x1Ar 2Ar/Ar 2 3Ark 4OAr* Age without J with J
Number (xi 0) (x1O0) (xl (0-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2a
43 17.70 8.11 155.00 3.17 9.00 99.99 19.77 ± 0.47 ± 0.61
44 38.20 7.25 158.00 1.96 15.60 95.45 18.53 ± 0.54 ± 0.62
45 38.50 3.12 155.00 1.45 19.56 93.97 18.60 ± 0.34 ± 0.46
46 28.70 1.69 163.00 8.00 24.56 95.96 18.06 ± 0.93 ± 1.06
47 62.80 4.91 144.00 2.02 12.40 89.27 19.03 ± 0.51 ± 0.60
48 26.10 3.78 162.00 6.19 29.80 95.99 18.22 ± 0.76 ± 0.90
49 60.30 4.82 166.00 3.56 9.68 93.22 17.15 ± 0.56 ± 0.64
Dudh (250-500 pm) (02RM57-250)
Analysis IArO4Ar Ar/4Ar 3Ark 4Ar* Age without J with J
Number (xl 0 ") (x 10) (x1 A0^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2cr 2cr
98.70
99.00
67.90
82.50
59.40
63.70
83.40
105.00
203.00
67.40
112.00
94.50
168.00
169.00
231.00
101.00
69.40
141.00
112.00
62.50
159.00
231.00
163.00
189.00
142.00
106.00
72.00
160.00
177.00
99.00
131.00
191.00
301.00
96.70
82.20
152.00
107.00
16.50
15.80
6.32
6.19
8.43
5.69
3.65
5.01
27.20
7.12
8.84
8.81
15.10
24.40
21.60
17.10
3.20
12.30
7.95
5.29
8.23
20.30
4.93
12.70
15.10
14.20
5.14
25.60
24.00
10.90
19.60
22.90
8.89
10.10
10.70
4.81
7.81
148.00
146.00
147.00
156.00
157.00
157.00
141.00
150.00
129.00
148.00
154.00
139.00
131.00
127.00
130.00
145.00
153.00
134.00
141.00
158.00
143.00
108.00
126.00
130.00
144.00
173.00
146.00
148.00
140.00
146.00
127.00
129.00
30.80
159.00
150.00
106.00
142.00
2.10
0.46
0.53
0.46
0.46
0.61
0.37
0.95
1.06
0.56
0.60
0.61
1.00
1.27
0.76
0.87
0.69
1.02
0.92
0.51
0.48
0.86
0.87
1.03
1.54
1.71
0.62
1.46
0.80
0.76
0.94
1.08
0.14
1.15
0.68
0.54
0.70
3.98
3.30
5.60
4.28
5.32
5.24
10.16
3.16
1.48
5.08
4.20
3.98
2.63
1.57
1.43
3.32
6.12
2.27
3.95
6.08
2.77
1.38
2.16
1.64
2.98
5.24
5.12
2.85
2.39
3.69
3.68
1.67
5.68
4.48
4.48
6.04
3.88
92.24
96.89
95.54
97.49
99.99
99.54
84.07
98.45
94.13
98.36
89.95
94.42
81.64
99.99
90.21
98.92
95.87
97.84
90.77
98.86
87.05
83.15
90.57
98.09
90.32
91.13
98.13
87.87
87.06
97.91
84.68
96.98
16.96
95.78
98.72
67.47
93.61
17.73 ± 1.12
18.66 ± 1.09
18.85 ± 0.49
17.80 ± 0.51
18.30 ± 0.19
18.27 ± 0.48
17.67 ± 0.35
18.27 ± 0.59
19.00 ± 2.14
19.18 ± 0.55
16.61 ± 0.64
19.39 ± 0.69
17.34 ± 1.16
20.76 ± 0.33
17.96 ± 1.91
19.17 ± 1.11
18.22 ± 0.36
19.96 ± 1.07
18.31 ± 0.64
18.14 ± 0.42
16.96 ± 0.77
20.64 ± 2.03
19.83 ± 0.81
19.97 ± 1.25
17.55 ± 1.08
15.10 ± 0.82
19.42 ± 0.48
16.48 ± 1.62
17.10 ± 1.63
19.03 ± 0.81
19.09 ± 1.42
20.01 ± 1.81
16.61 ± 4.08
17.20 ± 0.66
18.89 ± 0.72
18.82 ± 0.63
18.82 ± 0.65
± 1.17
± 1.11
± 0.55
± 0.56
± 0.30
± 0.53
± 0.41
± 0.65
±2.16
± 0.60
± 0.67
S0.74
± 1.19
± 0.48
± 1.92
± 1.15
+ 0.44
± 1.10
± 0.70
± 0.48
± 0.80
S2.06
± 0.86
± 1.29
± 1.12
± 0.86
± 0.54
± 1.64
± 1.64
± 0.85
± 1.45
± 1.84
± 4.08
± 0.71
± 0.76
± 0.68
± 0.70
Dudh (250-500 pm) (02RM57-250)
Analysis Ar/40Ar "Ar/Ar 3Ark 4 Ar* Age without J with J
Number (xI 0 )  20 (xl 0) 2 (xl 0^-A15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2cr
38 80.40 7.21 162.00 0.89 4.48 99.99 17.57 ± 0.21 ± 0.32
39 75.70 6.72 146.00 0.51 6.04 94.25 18.72 ± 0.51 ± 0.56
40 74.40 7.64 146.00 0.64 5.76 95.49 18.93 ± 0.56 ± 0.61
41 84.00 8.46 168.00 1.07 4.92 98.66 16.84 ± 0.56 ± 0.61
42 103.00 9.60 145.00 0.75 3.56 97.51 18.99 ± 0.76 ± 0.80
43 76.10 10.20 168.00 0.59 5.36 98.94 16.88 ± 0.62 ± 0.65
44 56.80 6.01 148.00 0.44 7.08 97.49 19.31 ± 0.44 ± 0.50
45 118.00 3.85 130.00 0.84 2.69 98.03 21.07 ± 0.65 ± 0.72
46 121.00 10.30 142.00 0.73 3.17 94.63 18.68 ± 0.83 ± 0.86
47 86.50 9.66 148.00 0.72 4.20 98.31 18.97 ± 0.71 ± 0.76
48 72.50 6.05 155.00 0.45 5.48 97.69 18.18 ± 0.47 ± 0.52
49 126.00 10.70 136.00 0.84 2.87 94.09 19.41 ± 0.90 ± 0.94
Dudh (500-2000 pm) (02RM57-500)
Analysis "ArlOAr (ArxAr 39Ark 4UAr* Age without J with J
Number (xl 0 ) 2a (x 0 ) 2c (xl 0^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2c 2c
46.90
46.90
219.00
191.00
42.10
73.00
142.00
102.00
80.90
57.30
51.50
44.30
195.00
44.40
42.50
81.70
57.30
76.80
57.00
41.90
78.10
186.00
147.00
46.80
92.40
62.60
83.50
137.00
43.90
52.20
114.00
672.00
1.37
1.89
8.36
10.80
2.27
2.73
4.35
2.37
1.94
1.64
1.89
1.88
5.66
1.73
8.75
2.54
1.61
1.63
2.39
1.24
4.42
9.78
9.21
1.98
2.24
7.16
3.70
17.00
1.32
2.78
6.93
28.60
148.00
153.00
119.00
124.00
149.00
154.00
123.00
136.00
150.00
159.00
176.00
161.00
121.00
154.00
154.00
133.00
156.00
165.00
144.00
174.00
145.00
104.00
115.00
158.00
122.00
144.00
148.00
122.00
178.00
157.00
148.00
76.70
2.78
2.04
6.08
5.98
3.07
2.32
3.05
0.68
0.94
1.95
2.60
2.07
2.20
2.11
4.69
2.57
2.00
1.08
2.46
0.65
3.76
2.07
1.79
2.11
0.38
2.06
4.51
4.06
4.40
3.22
2.64
2.39
42.40
53.20
6.92
9.16
37.44
35.68
8.48
14.80
21.44
46.00
37.84
52.80
7.32
50.80
44.00
32.24
40.00
33.68
34.32
58.40
16.44
14.24
9.48
52.80
31.48
50.80
36.72
12.48
53.20
39.08
7.16
0.62
91.89
89.69
62.64
64.84
91.95
82.81
78.93
83.36
86.35
88.91
88.80
90.41
67.59
91.84
92.34
80.50
88.67
84.43
89.38
90.86
88.52
56.02
73.02
90.63
78.64
85.94
81.46
72.99
90.76
90.29
90.35
36.84
19.08 ± 0.46
18.08 ± 0.35
16.25 ± 1.41
16.16 ± 1.39
18.95 ± 0.47
16.60 ± 0.38
19.91 ± 0.93
18.90 ± 0.46
17.79 ± 0.35
17.21 ± 0.32
15.50 ± 0.31
17.25 ± 0.32
17.27 ± 0.95
18.32 ± 0.35
18.49 ± 0.89
18.69 ± 0.52
17.49 ± 0.34
15.75 ± 0.28
19.03 ± 0.44
16.04 ± 0.20
18.72 ± 0.67
16.67 ± 1.13
19.58 ± 1.03
17.62 ± 0.34
19.76 ± 0.38
18.35 ± 0.57
16.90 ± 0.66
18.45 ± 1.51
15.69 ± 0.45
17.63 ± 0.46
18.76 ± 0.90
15.99 ± 10.31
± 0.58
± 0.47
± 1.49
± 1.47
± 0.61
± 0.49
± 1.03
± 0.52
± 0.42
± 0.43
± 0.41
± 0.44
± 1.00
± 0.48
± 0.98
± 0.62
± 0.45
± 0.34
± 0.56
± 0.28
± 0.79
± 1.17
± 1.08
± 0.45
± 0.43
± 0.65
± 0.76
± 1.58
± 0.54
± 0.57
± 0.98
± 10.32
Dudh (500-2000 pm) (02RM57-500)
Analysis (ArxAr (Ar/Ar 2a Ark OAr* Age without J with J
Number (x 10) 2 (x 20 (xl 0A-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2cr 20c
33 54.10 2.65 162.00 3.78 17.88 94.75 17.94 ± 0.56 ± 0.68
34 46.50 1.81 151.00 3.18 21.20 94.85 19.26 ± 0.53 ± 0.66
35 91.60 5.79 160.00 3.31 10.16 91.38 17.51 ± 0.71 ± 0.79
36 55.70 3.40 177.00 3.71 20.76 93.65 16.24 ± 0.49 ± 0.59
37 28.50 0.89 159.00 1.80 62.00 95.04 18.40 ± 0.30 ± 0.43
38 29.90 0.86 161.00 0.53 37.60 95.05 18.18 ± 0.21 ± 0.31
39 102.00 5.31 148.00 1.84 11.32 85.41 17.74 ± 0.63 ± 0.70
40 150.00 3.39 139.00 1.77 5.20 85.76 18.97 ± 1.05 ± 1.10
41 103.00 3.17 134.00 1.74 9.88 85.18 19.56 ± 0.66 ± 0.74
42 95.70 6.23 163.00 2.40 9.28 91.63 17.18 ± 0.71 ± 0.78
43 209.00 15.50 148.00 0.56 3.64 83.41 17.30 ± 1.70 ± 1.71
44 132.00 7.84 148.00 3.49 6.44 86.74 18.04 ± 1.04 ± 1.11
45 135.00 4.00 159.00 2.75 6.24 88.16 17.02 ± 0.90 ± 0.96
46 42.00 0.80 154.00 3.40 26.64 94.42 18.79 ± 0.50 ± 0.63
Nyadi (2002) (500-2000 pm) (02RM79-500)
Analysis A r/ UArr 20   Ar/4Ar 2•) 3Ark 4Ar* Age without J with J
Number (x0l) (x1) (x1OA-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2c 2cr
195.00
181.00
401.00
555.00
160.00
236.00
129.00
171.00
169.00
433.00
889.00
549.00
293.00
53.90
106.00
291.00
156.00
945.00
255.00
318.00
50.80
235.00
185.00
94.90
123.00
175.00
149.00
223.00
291.00
310.00
110.00
35.40
21.70
227.00
22.00
71.80
28.50
68.90
47.30
72.40
779.00
254.00
131.00
59.10
21.70
105.00
32.70
874.00
95.90
10.50
49.10
87.00
84.30
33.50
31.70
47.00
36.70
75.40
95.90
18.00
402.00
390.00
104.00
188.00
379.00
270.00
397.00
410.00
293.00
169.00
149.00
186.00
155.00
335.00
368.00
496.00
432.00
345.00
255.00
153.00
538.00
460.00
491.00
399.00
378.00
299.00
318.00
365.00
447.00
266.00
30.90
35.50
2.41
5.36
16.10
24.20
30.30
31.10
7.12
4.73
9.40
4.82
2.82
7.87
13.10
25.00
4.65
31.00
5.30
3.40
18.10
16.50
31.60
16.80
14.40
11.90
9.35
18.40
26.10
9.23
9.56
16.12
3.45
1.89
31.68
7.88
15.12
12.88
15.60
2.83
0.54
1.53
3.62
12.28
19.24
9.52
30.92
1.13
9.56
8.88
24.64
10.40
19.16
13.80
29.68
13.92
24.20
9.08
6.52
4.08
99.98
82.20
18.17
55.19
67.83
73.31
94.91
87.37
72.85
29.30
99.98
40.97
52.45
99.98
87.57
61.83
67.73
99.95
48.32
21.65
99.97
72.47
70.64
99.41
77.62
71.42
69.38
74.78
84.24
76.82
6.93 ± 0.68
6.08 ± 1.33
5.16 ± 4.72
7.48 ± 13.80
5.28 ± 0.73
7.66 ± 3.01
6.84 ± 1.26
6.02 ± 1.85
7.23 ± 1.66
4.69 ± 6.41
9.51 ± 7.60
5.15 ± 16.03
9.45 ± 8.31
8.50 ± 0.35
6.90 ± 0.93
3.35 ± 2.37
4.59 ± 0.80
2.93 ± 3.35
5.42 ± 3.59
4.14 ± 1.81
5.34 ± 0.24
4.32 ± 2.16
4.12 ± 1.70
7.07 ± 1.28
6.04 ± 0.92
6.91 ± 1.71
6.41 ± 1.17
5.72 ± 2.42
4.93 ± 2.91
7.76 ± 3.62
± 0.69
± 1.34
± 4.73
± 13.81
± 0.74
± 3.01
± 1.27
± 1.86
± 1.67
± 6.42
± 7.61
± 16.03
±8.31
± 0.39
± 0.94
± 2.37
± 0.81
± 3.35
± 3.60
± 1.81
± 0.26
±2.16
± 1.70
± 1.29
± 0.93
± 1.72
± 1.18
± 2.42
± 2.91
± 3.62
Nyadi (2002) (500-2000 pm) (02RM79-500)
Analysis Ar/4O ArAr0Ar / 9Ark 4uAr* Age without J with J
Number (x1 07) 2a (x 0 ") 2 (xA0^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2a
96.00
194.00
192.00
255.00
223.00
174.00
402.00
450.00
306.00
174.00
630.00
384.00
71.00
227.00
91.70
821.00
489.00
435.00
244.00
260.00
113.00
386.00
116.00
1290.00
453.00
142.00
183.00
82.70
91.20
107.00
142.00
232.00
196.00
492.00
87.60
130.00
109.00
287.00
302.00
81.40
270.00
235.00
345.00
128.00
51.70
106.00
80.60
91.80
103.00
41.00
52.90
30.30
67.30
60.50
60.60
112.00
150.00
104.00
102.00
170.00
107.00
27.00
40.20
42.30
416.00
136.00
191.00
39.60
32.30
45.50
200.00
73.90
1200.00
135.00
54.50
23.70
45.90
34.30
43.50
47.20
116.00
52.60
209.00
22.50
59.80
19.60
95.20
89.50
19.80
34.40
48.80
85.00
5.36
4.71
11.00
5.70
15.50
10.90
361.00
206.00
299.00
222.00
311.00
337.00
362.00
369.00
328.00
570.00
139.00
349.00
438.00
302.00
353.00
176.00
239.00
251.00
342.00
444.00
318.00
254.00
435.00
90.70
382.00
517.00
207.00
360.00
355.00
414.00
395.00
333.00
260.00
314.00
390.00
424.00
402.00
465.00
352.00
363.00
319.00
449.00
320.00
532.00
455.00
453.00
477.00
601.00
474.00
49.90
21.30
19.90
6.18
12.30
34.40
49.00
50.40
16.20
42.20
13.90
22.50
71.00
16.50
38.70
75.10
17.80
50.30
19.90
28.20
59.80
63.50
85.30
90.10
8.56
17.80
14.60
29.40
23.70
36.10
40.80
5.65
4.38
8.08
9.53
16.20
16.70
33.70
20.90
23.90
18.80
26.30
21.00
1.93
3.58
2.10
4.06
3.62
2.19
44.40
8.56
29.80
11.44
23.60
10.28
5.12
3.92
12.08
15.40
1.45
4.96
42.80
24.16
44.00
1.80
7.20
2.64
25.68
27.40
37.56
4.72
41.60
0.60
3.55
23.48
17.48
26.52
27.36
22.52
18.64
6.60
9.76
2.58
24.00
33.24
50.80
22.76
13.40
39.12
17.12
25.84
8.88
12.40
33.16
12.12
23.80
17.80
12.56
78.41
71.88
56.48
48.54
51.00
90.31
75.76
95.89
46.07
99.97
45.68
91.86
95.73
53.61
88.64
28.21
14.59
99.99
53.21
54.76
84.65
98.32
89.66
31.48
43.01
86.85
61.59
92.83
90.23
92.66
85.91
59.69
57.47
13.11
84.22
70.34
77.66
36.70
38.58
82.44
45.28
49.56
37.73
93.87
95.15
97.02
91.61
99.10
99.03
6.52 ± 1.41
10.17 ± 3.13
5.61 ± 1.13
6.43 ± 2.96
4.84 ± 1.80
7.64 ± 2.31
5.60 ± 3.87
6.61 ± 5.34
4.06 ± 3.08
4.93 ± 0.47
9.50 ± 17.08
7.04 ± 3.98
6.49 ± 1.24
5.26 ± 1.36
7.52 ± 1.41
4.75 ± 18.45
1.78 ± 5.61
10.67 ± 3.09
4.60 ± 1.21
3.63 ± 0.88
7.94 ± 2.02
11.10 ± 7.74
6.16 ± 1.91
14.51 ± 77.64
3.19 ± 12.05
4.97 ± 2.44
8.94 ± 3.33
7.71 ± 2.37
7.59 ± 2.18
6.65 ± 2.62
6.45 ± 3.12
5.22 ± 8.83
6.56 ± 5.80
1.15 ± 23.39
6.42 ± 2.27
4.94 ± 2.02
5.79 ± 1.15
2.33 ± 2.91
3.23 ± 4.57
6.80 ± 0.96
4.21 ± 3.28
3.27 ± 2.28
3.46 ± 6.54
5.06 ± 0.34
6.20 ± 0.17
6.20 ± 0.39
5.66 ± 0.21
4.78 ± 0.32
6.03 ± 0.38
± 1.43
± 3.14
± 1.13
± 2.96
± 1.80
± 2.31
± 3.88
± 5.34
± 3.08
± 0.48
± 17.08
± 3.99
± 1.27
± 1.37
± 1.42
± 18.45
± 5.61
±3.11
± 1.21
± 0.89
± 2.05
± 7.75
± 1.93
± 77.66
± 12.05
± 2.44
±3.34
± 2.38
S2.18
± 2.62
± 3.13
± 8.83
± 5.80
± 23.39
± 2.27
± 2.02
± 1.16
± 2.91
± 4.57
± 0.98
± 3.28
± 2.28
± 6.54
± 0.34
± 0.19
± 0.40
± 0.23
± 0.32
± 0.39
Nyadi (2002) (500-2000 pm) (02RM79-500)
Analysis xN/40Ar 2 "' )Ar 2a lAr Ar Age without J with J
Number (x10-) 2 (x1107) (x1OA-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2a
107.00
176.00
166.00
126.00
66.20
167.00
118.00
87.60
120.00
124.00
208.00
118.00
76.20
68.60
65.90
110.00
87.00
81.90
70.80
76.30
37.00
82.60
68.10
72.50
41.10
90.60
54.10
67.90
60.00
71.40
57.00
80.40
3.73
15.90
15.70
10.80
4.13
5.82
9.08
6.55
10.20
9.24
14.10
14.30
8.71
3.25
4.69
5.69
5.95
10.10
4.01
3.74
7.46
4.69
5.96
5.67
2.79
6.46
3.56
5.96
1.98
6.36
1.70
11.00
475.00
535.00
490.00
557.00
387.00
439.00
450.00
451.00
513.00
331.00
443.00
420.00
615.00
426.00
621.00
406.00
506.00
466.00
583.00
403.00
462.00
580.00
439.00
601.00
389.00
471.00
619.00
566.00
547.00
595.00
424.00
375.00
2.84
2.88
3.42
2.37
2.29
3.01
2.39
2.23
2.73
1.76
6.01
1.82
2.30
2.69
1.77
1.89
4.68
4.00
4.52
3.86
23.60
4.42
3.77
2.88
2.29
4.17
6.03
4.88
3.51
4.44
7.27
7.89
23.52
9.68
8.20
11.48
15.48
7.24
12.76
15.92
14.00
7.92
7.40
9.52
21.00
26.08
56.40
39.96
31.64
32.20
42.80
34.12
53.60
27.12
22.36
50.80
47.20
17.56
39.48
37.84
33.00
35.00
64.40
22.04
84.66
91.72
97.96
99.97
99.98
98.68
93.04
96.48
93.22
96.17
85.09
99.40
99.97
92.43
89.30
76.00
86.72
86.85
89.49
86.62
95.64
91.68
95.03
87.96
94.59
93.39
95.95
91.47
95.08
92.85
88.59
89.83
5.25 ± 0.20
4.85 ± 0.49
5.62 ± 0.56
5.11 ± 0.09
7.56 ± 0.10
6.32 ± 0.57
5.99 ± 0.37
6.25 ± 0.29
5.25 ± 0.34
8.35 ± 0.56
5.41 ± 0.61
6.78 ± 0.52
4.74 ± 0.06
6.41 ± 0.18
4.28 ± 0.11
5.57 ± 0.18
5.08 ± 0.18
5.53 ± 0.23
4.56 ± 0.13
6.38 ± 0.18
6.17 ± 0.37
4.65 ± 0.17
6.38 ± 0.23
4.35 ± 0.12
7.26 ± 0.13
5.80 ± 0.27
4.59 ± 0.13
4.79 ± 0.15
5.14 ± 0.14
4.62 ± 0.16
6.25 ± 0.15
7.09 ± 0.36
± 0.21
± 0.49
± 0.56
±0.11
±0.15
± 0.58
± 0.38
± 0.30
± 0.34
± 0.57
± 0.62
± 0.53
± 0.09
± 0.20
S0.12
± 0.20
±0.19
± 0.25
±0.14
±0.19
± 0.41
±0.19
± 0.25
± 0.14
± 0.17
± 0.29
±0.15
±0.17
±0.16
±0.17
S0.19
± 0.39
Marsyandil (250-500 pm) (02RM80-250)
I Analysis wAr/40Ar 3Ar/4°Ar 39Ark 4OAr* Age without J with J
Number (x 10") 2 (x 10") 2 (x10A-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2cr 2c
336.00
1070.00
894.00
598.00
531.00
548.00
680.00
374.00
258.00
910.00
244.00
53.70
255.00
231.00
176.00
93.00
89.30
140.00
47.30
30.20
220.00
65.40
143.00
291.00
268.00
157.00
183.00
140.00
308.00
143.00
223.00
357.00
162.00
9.80
56.20
50.80
28.20
22.80
20.30
54.00
11.30
16.40
47.30
13.40
12 999.00 301.00 416.00 77.70
1.93
1.27
1.44
0.97
1.98
1.17
2.23
2.06
4.76
1.51
2.51
1.72
78.82
18.77
30.88
99.99
43.36
71.37
52.11
69.12
78.35
43.58
90.53
34.33
16.42
1.75
3.18
18.23
6.90
14.70
4.58
14.02
10.19
3.32
16.50
2.27
± 4.06
± 6.57
± 7.16
± 3.91
± 4.63
± 6.60
± 3.67
± 3.97
± 1.80
± 5.61
± 4.06
± 6.13
± 4.09
± 6.57
±7.16
± 3.99
± 4.64
± 6.63
± 3.68
± 3.99
± 1.82
± 5.61
± 4.09
±6.13
Marsyandil (250-500 pm) (02RM80-250)
Analysis 35Ar/0Ar 2 ( Ar/Ar 2 "Ark 4Ar* Age without J with J
Number (x 0"5) 2 (x 0") 2 (xl 0A-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2c 2a
415.00
911.00
990.00
875.00
552.00
614.00
329.00
322.00
679.00
1020.00
358.00
408.00
908.00
325.00
221.00
556.00
795.00
360.00
908.00
1440.00
1340.00
298.00
412.00
294.00
289.00
575.00
1260.00
1100.00
186.00
954.00
2860.00
834.00
894.00
530.00
702.00
1150.00
384.00
760.00
236.00
252.00
650.00
308.00
547.00
649.00
550.00
358.00
588.00
2110.00
1390.00
84.80
284.00
272.00
265.00
99.20
104.00
69.70
66.00
113.00
192.00
34.70
74.20
140.00
53.70
39.30
103.00
150.00
48.70
186.00
356.00
297.00
35.90
62.40
72.00
48.30
112.00
258.00
256.00
35.40
221.00
772.00
224.00
199.00
110.00
136.00
294.00
56.20
123.00
66.00
43.50
137.00
38.80
78.40
160.00
82.10
78.70
81.00
532.00
228.00
396.00
355.00
348.00
331.00
301.00
160.00
171.00
199.00
217.00
275.00
160.00
322.00
327.00
179.00
200.00
307.00
263.00
178.00
376.00
331.00
291.00
169.00
233.00
160.00
231.00
323.00
228.00
213.00
166.00
136.00
199.00
368.00
364.00
273.00
315.00
365.00
140.00
192.00
259.00
212.00
263.00
163.00
92.70
198.00
132.00
194.00
230.00
273.00
197.00
56.50
83.20
73.20
68.20
51.50
25.50
14.90
16.40
28.00
39.40
12.00
34.50
50.50
14.50
13.60
38.80
37.20
17.70
58.90
62.40
45.80
16.00
24.70
16.70
23.20
56.30
43.30
39.70
12.90
23.50
47.20
58.70
68.80
38.70
50.50
76.60
11.40
24.80
27.40
20.30
44.90
13.30
8.24
22.80
16.50
29.90
26.60
66.70
26.80
3.61
1.44
1.52
1.27
2.17
0.96
2.02
2.82
1.37
1.03
2.85
3.42
1.63
2.38
4.48
2.56
1.50
2.50
2.02
1.08
1.10
2.55
3.24
2.48
3.97
2.57
0.90
0.87
4.36
0.69
0.28
1.99
1.76
1.99
1.80
1.30
1.37
1.03
3.72
3.58
1.35
2.15
0.97
1.40
1.18
2.99
2.27
0.64
0.67
86.20
80.75
41.46
99.98
85.58
99.99
98.10
83.41
76.77
97.64
57.54
85.25
55.06
88.18
85.14
70.21
99.91
89.29
80.19
84.88
55.54
99.99
73.74
99.11
91.34
96.35
60.46
99.99
95.78
76.96
99.99
96.96
99.98
99.99
99.98
99.98
88.74
58.21
98.98
84.66
99.99
84.58
34.60
49.02
48.81
60.22
79.11
99.99
99.99
6.28 ± 2.29
6.29 ± 6.27
3.31 ± 6.09
8.32 ± 1.89
8.15 ± 3.37
18.01 ± 3.09
16.91 ± 4.69
12.42 ± 3.58
10.16 ± 5.88
9.77 ± 7.74
10.71 ± 2.83
7.74 ± 2.63
4.74 ± 4.27
14.50 ± 3.80
12.65 ± 2.27
6.64 ± 3.41
10.66 ± 5.26
14.65 ± 3.13
6.02 ± 4.06
6.95 ± 8.01
5.27 ± 8.26
17.48 ± 1.68
9.37 ± 2.67
18.46 ± 4.67
11.79 ± 2.38
8.80 ± 3.13
7.68 ± 8.25
13.53 ± 2.69
17.34 ± 2.55
16.90 ± 13.50
13.36 ± 4.19
7.64 ± 5.28
7.90 ± 1.54
10.76 ± 1.57
9.25 ± 1.51
7.77 ± 1.77
18.69 ± 3.97
8.84 ± 5.48
11.37 ± 2.47
11.90 ± 2.12
10.99 ± 1.95
15.43 ± 2.66
11.16 ± 7.95
7.26 ± 6.71
10.95 ± 5.07
9.25 ± 3.60
10.29 ± 3.44
10.50 ± 2.79
14.91 ± 2.25
± 2.29
± 6.28
± 6.09
± 1.92
± 3.38
± 3.18
± 4.72
± 3.60
± 5.89
± 7.74
± 2.85
± 2.64
± 4.28
± 3.83
± 2.29
± 3.41
± 5.28
± 3.16
± 4.06
± 8.02
± 8.26
± 1.79
± 2.69
± 4.72
± 2.41
± 3.14
± 8.25
± 2.76
± 2.60
± 13.52
+ 4.25
± 5.29
± 1.57
± 1.62
± 1.56
± 1.80
± 4.02
± 5.49
± 2.50
±2.15
± 1.99
+ 2.70
± 7.96
±6.71
± 5.08
± 3.62
± 3.46
± 2.83
± 2.34
Marsyandil (250-500 pm) (02RM80-250)
Analysis (Ar xAr 2a Ar Ar 2a Ark 4Ar* Age without J with J
Number (x 0- ) (x0 ")  (x10^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2a
62 1420.00 226.00 167.00 20.10 0.61 93.43 16.73 ± 13.51 + 13.52
63 811.00 130.00 140.00 13.00 0.86 99.99 21.60 ± 2.31 + 2.47
64 1860.00 352.00 327.00 60.60 0.90 95.18 8.14 ± 7.55 ± 7.56
65 1240.00 178.00 208.00 23.10 0.88 89.26 12.61 ± 9.15 ± 9.16
66 1660.00 248.00 204.00 30.10 0.63 99.91 14.37 ± 10.59 ± 10.61
67 1870.00 270.00 433.00 43.80 0.89 99.98 6.18 ± 0.77 + 0.80
68 549.00 126.00 155.00 7.43 1.25 99.99 19.33 ± 1.07 ± 1.21
69 3200.00 405.00 155.00 21.40 0.24 99.99 19.12 ± 4.00 + 4.18
70 1700.00 246.00 348.00 30.30 1.03 99.98 8.09 ± 0.85 + 0.90
71 2220.00 305.00 295.00 20.90 0.66 99.98 9.43 ± 0.89 + 0.94
72 1600.00 266.00 349.00 24.90 1.02 99.98 8.07 ± 0.69 ± 0.73
73 1780.00 281.00 321.00 32.00 1.01 49.25 4.37 ± 8.66 + 8.66
74 688.00 124.00 150.00 6.93 1.15 93.43 18.74 ± 8.76 + 8.77
75 1900.00 346.00 201.00 19.10 0.57 66.42 9.64 ± 17.78 ± 17.78
76 4000.00 1080.00 435.00 61.50 0.55 99.97 5.62 ± 1.16 ± 1.17
77 1740.00 223.00 207.00 19.40 0.56 99.99 14.01 ± 1.59 ± 1.70
Marsyandil (500-2000 pm) (02RM80-500)
SAnalysis Ar/4 Ar Ar/Ar 2cr 3Ark 
40Ar* Age without J with J
Number (x ") (x ") (xl0-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2cr
170.00
87.80
54.00
450.00
545.00
101.00
159.00
746.00
333.00
102.00
299.00
571.00
352.00
1860.00
1180.00
220.00
441.00
119.00
256.00
773.00
339.00
299.00
920.00
478.00
50.60
413.00
378.00
1240.00
30.40
21.60
8.06
114.00
157.00
14.70
29.20
178.00
72.30
26.20
53.10
208.00
92.50
611.00
433.00
32.50
177.00
16.30
56.00
154.00
112.00
57.00
228.00
80.90
8.48
71.20
86.10
334.00
378.00
281.00
365.00
220.00
177.00
390.00
143.00
212.00
412.00
150.00
218.00
193.00
368.00
240.00
157.00
291.00
307.00
150.00
274.00
240.00
395.00
233.00
123.00
318.00
157.00
211.00
298.00
213.00
21.10
16.20
16.50
29.40
27.40
28.60
11.20
49.10
44.90
8.10
20.70
26.90
40.60
61.50
29.30
21.60
38.10
10.20
25.50
30.60
48.70
24.20
28.40
43.50
7.11
29.10
38.70
51.50
8.20
6.72
25.16
1.54
1.02
13.08
2.96
0.79
4.48
3.20
1.75
0.78
2.82
0.39
0.34
4.32
1.56
4.16
3.13
1.10
2.82
2.64
0.35
2.35
10.04
1.71
2.42
0.55
82.51
99.99
94.92
74.90
71.02
92.89
90.76
87.24
74.35
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.98
65.20
99.99
92.05
99.98
95.52
99.01
59.78
99.98
88.32
99.99
77.05
98.65
85.85
96.54
67.45
6.54 ± 1.27
10.63 ± 0.62
7.84 ± 0.52
10.09 ± 6.93
11.86 ± 10.37
7.16 ± 0.87
18.89 ± 3.53
12.08 ± 11.08
5.38 ± 2.34
19.99 ± 1.07
13.63 ± 1.34
15.28 ± 2.26
8.09 ± 0.89
7.74 ± 25.54
18.61 ± 3.75
9.44 ± 2.18
9.64 ± 1.26
19.11 ± 2.49
10.78 ± 3.20
7.37 ± 8.96
7.52 ± 0.98
11.38 ± 3.77
24.56 ± 5.88
7.23 ± 3.93
18.88 ± 1.27
12.19 ± 5.48
9.68 ± 4.13
9.44 ± 18.14
± 1.28
± 0.67
± 0.55
± 6.94
± 10.38
± 0.89
± 3.57
± 11.09
± 2.35
± 1.21
± 1.42
± 2.33
± 0.91
± 25.55
± 3.85
± 2.20
± 1.29
± 2.55
± 3.22
± 8.97
± 1.01
± 3.78
± 5.99
± 3.94
± 1.36
± 5.50
±4.14
± 18.14
Marsyandil (500-2000 pm) (02RM80-500)
Analysis Ar/4Ar 2 39Ar/Ar 2c; Ark 4UAr* Age without J with J
Number (x 0-")  (xl 0 )  (x10A-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2c 2c
29 740.00 134.00 144.00 23.60 0.65 75.17 15.76 ± 14.20 ± 14.22
30 2700.00 569.00 145.00 16.90 0.16 80.04 16.34 ± 66.72 ± 66.73
31 646.00 122.00 287.00 20.30 1.47 79.73 8.23 ± 6.60 ± 6.60
32 159.00 29.10 158.00 6.93 3.13 97.11 18.46 ± 3.08 ± 3.10
33 525.00 97.90 401.00 52.80 2.61 80.15 5.94 ± 3.63 ± 3.64
34 294.00 47.90 428.00 49.00 4.60 94.14 6.59 ± 2.04 ± 2.05
35 216.00 52.40 224.00 24.40 3.29 96.04 12.90 ± 3.37 ± 3.39
36 151.00 23.70 155.00 12.40 3.66 92.42 17.94 ± 2.90 ± 2.86
37 465.00 105.00 226.00 29.40 1.88 67.36 8.97 ± 5.69 ± 5.69
38 411.00 87.50 149.00 18.10 1.27 79.45 16.19 ± 8.26 ± 8.36
39 214.00 51.60 194.00 13.80 2.94 93.79 14.49 ± 3.73 ± 3.76
40 351.00 73.50 403.00 54.20 3.36 99.69 7.41 ± 2.89 ± 2.90
41 550.00 105.00 314.00 56.80 1.73 92.94 8.87 ± 5.15 ± 5.13
42 391.00 66.70 148.00 17.60 1.06 99.99 20.40 ± 2.55 ± 3.69
43 233.00 36.50 195.00 16.40 3.26 82.51 12.73 ± 3.13 ± 3.27
44 175.00 33.70 351.00 34.60 6.36 95.10 8.13 ± 1.66 ± 1.65
45 542.00 143.00 306.00 63.80 1.60 99.98 9.74 ± 2.09 ± 2.05
46 880.00 209.00 266.00 55.70 0.97 72.16 8.07 ± 9.58 ± 9.61
47 382.00 137.00 230.00 30.40 1.80 94.89 12.36 ± 6.79 ± 6.86
48 137.00 11.40 119.00 4.73 4.72 81.25 20.57 ± 2.12 ± 2.07
49 831.00 183.00 327.00 49.30 0.99 99.98 8.98 ± 1.39 ± 1.36
50 466.00 83.80 154.00 6.92 0.90 94.22 18.32 ± 10.26 11.35
51 110.00 14.10 154.00 7.30 5.20 89.73 17.56 ± 1.94 ± 1.86
52 190.00 30.50 143.00 9.65 2.09 95.21 20.02 ± 4.45 ± 4.51
53 577.00 113.00 280.00 38.80 1.33 85.84 9.11 ± 6.83 ± 6.82
54 817.00 168.00 231.00 32.80 0.69 99.99 12.77 ± 1.97 ± 2.77
55 569.00 116.00 307.00 35.30 1.70 66.57 6.45 ± 5.66 ± 5.75
56 120.00 18.80 334.00 22.20 8.28 94.86 8.55 ± 1.23 ± 1.22
57 217.00 26.40 243.00 22.40 3.36 89.94 11.12 ± 2.74 ± 2.76
58 240.00 48.50 312.00 30.50 3.27 99.98 9.59 ± 0.96 ± 0.95
59 184.00 73.60 335.00 26.60 5.48 91.07 8.18 ± 2.44 ± 2.44
60 620.00 160.00 214.00 32.80 0.99 77.70 10.92 ± 10.15 ± 10.35
61 241.00 32.50 220.00 17.00 3.56 75.30 10.26 ± 2.73 ± 2.76
62 311.00 49.60 311.00 29.30 3.41 76.88 7.42 ± 2.78 ± 2.76
63 401.00 56.30 146.00 13.80 1.00 91.10 18.86 ± 8.92 ± 9.45
64 55.20 10.60 154.00 2.10 8.36 97.53 19.02 ± 1.17 ± 1.17
65 458.00 116.00 203.00 26.90 1.11 99.99 14.78 ± 2.05 ± 3.06
66 247.00 80.80 320.00 34.50 3.12 99.98 9.36 ± 0.98 ± 0.88
67 607.00 105.00 137.00 12.20 0.66 79.13 17.55 ± 14.20 ± 14.35
68 398.00 128.00 230.00 21.80 1.36 99.99 13.02 ± 1.26 ± 2.07
69 190.00 89.80 394.00 23.30 6.28 92.11 7.02 ± 2.34 ± 2.35
70 108.00 32.90 194.00 12.40 4.28 99.99 15.48 ± 1.02 ± 0.96
71 1440.00 490.00 245.00 74.30 0.40 99.99 12.30 ± 4.05 ± 4.98
72 385.00 65.60 174.00 15.20 1.80 61.60 10.71 ± 5.61 ± 5.68
73 312.00 76.30 342.00 32.20 3.03 96.04 8.42 ± 3.35 ± 3.38
74 259.00 52.10 405.00 43.40 4.40 96.36 7.15 ± 2.22 ± 2.21
75 208.00 58.30 175.00 15.90 1.98 99.99 17.14 ± 1.59 ± 1.33
76 2880.00 935.00 101.00 34.70 0.10 41.28 15.75 ± 131.92 ± 138.55
77 197.00 17.90 174.00 7.28 5.68 67.89 11.75 ± 1.76 ± 1.75
Marsyandil (500-2000 pm) (02RM80-500)
Analysis Ar/40Ar (Arx 4Ar 2c Ark Ar* Age without J with J
Number (x0 2 (xl 0")  (x10^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2o 2a
78 956.00 111.00 273.00 14.20 1.12 41.27 4.59 ± 8.25 ± 8.25
79 564.00 79.70 249.00 15.40 1.48 89.45 10.93 ± 6.25 ± 6.27
80 618.00 98.10 337.00 27.00 1.74 99.55 8.91 ± 5.34 ± 5.97
81 57.80 16.30 288.00 10.80 19.56 97.02 10.15 ± 0.75 ± 0.73
82 584.00 137.00 294.00 29.60 1.85 79.72 8.23 ± 5.88 ± 5.87
83 537.00 95.70 148.00 14.30 0.84 99.99 21.27 ± 2.20 ± 3.13
84 644.00 101.00 420.00 47.00 2.09 99.98 7.15 ± 0.86 ± 1.21
85 152.00 18.90 253.00 13.60 6.24 95.48 11.40 ± 1.57 ± 1.57
Marsyandi2 (250-500 pm) (02RM82-250)
Analysis AAr/4Ar 2cr 'Ar/ Ar '9Ark 4Ar* Age without J with J
Number (x10) (x10 ") 2 (x1 A0^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2cr 2c
276.00
116.00
545.00
703.00
351.00
582.00
501.00
347.00
247.00
306.00
319.00
139.00
447.00
626.00
563.00
238.00
347.00
421.00
572.00
468.00
120.00
631.00
538.00
633.00
373.00
575.00
403.00
587.00
582.00
368.00
339.00
485.00
500.00
518.00
86.60
601.00
33.40
16.10
44.00
61.90
6.81
81.50
30.10
24.50
21.30
18.00
22.70
17.60
59.50
59.00
99.50
25.30
13.00
71.50
46.20
55.80
13.20
52.40
40.50
88.40
36.00
33.20
38.40
98.60
68.60
50.70
42.60
57.30
85.80
39.80
10.80
48.30
358.00
286.00
257.00
155.00
23.70
234.00
33.00
260.00
156.00
345.00
256.00
195.00
277.00
193.00
281.00
256.00
73.50
366.00
146.00
349.00
144.00
153.00
163.00
356.00
232.00
108.00
105.00
222.00
271.00
113.00
290.00
318.00
140.00
225.00
181.00
205.00
8.05
3.39
3.57
1.98
0.17
3.05
0.51
2.52
1.31
2.61
2.98
1.19
4.00
6.96
7.40
3.25
0.64
5.65
5.37
6.32
0.90
4.92
6.09
12.50
3.75
4.29
6.28
9.05
9.89
4.63
3.82
4.66
4.07
6.60
1.29
5.30
2.46
4.92
1.00
0.43
1.16
1.00
0.23
1.47
1.80
2.26
1.52
2.97
1.23
0.56
0.88
2.18
1.54
1.73
0.54
1.47
2.40
0.49
0.61
1.06
1.57
0.48
0.39
0.68
0.76
0.58
1.65
1.42
0.60
0.96
4.32
0.68
82.63
92.38
44.77
38.90
7.14
22.99
9.14
80.01
67.51
81.79
86.63
90.99
73.51
80.86
91.34
87.29
20.16
77.46
54.64
73.36
94.19
55.05
65.11
68.74
57.62
26.00
99.99
79.60
99.98
85.13
83.31
57.22
55.49
50.28
94.83
58.11
6.15 ± 1.68
9.50 ± 0.90
4.06 ± 4.05
5.16 ± 9.81
9.44 ± 6.31
2.37 ± 4.83
8.41 ± 20.18
7.93 ± 2.62
12.42 ± 2.36
6.26 ± 1.67
8.79 ± 2.52
13.63 ± 1.47
6.42 ± 3.55
8.59 ± 7.25
6.83 ± 5.41
9.41 ± 1.89
8.26 ± 3.11
5.17 ± 2.71
8.69 ± 7.62
4.96 ± 2.89
19.27 ± 1.72
7.89 ± 8.30
9.30 ± 6.54
3.95 ± 4.13
6.64 ± 2.71
6.06 ± 8.40
22.73 ± 2.05
7.55 ± 6.84
7.37 ± 0.60
19.45 ± 7.78
7.39 ± 2.56
4.34 ± 3.06
9.71 ± 8.38
5.38 ± 4.12
15.65 ± 1.01
6.20 ± 5.95
± 1.68
± 0.91
± 4.05
± 9.81
± 6.31
± 4.83
S20.18
± 2.62
± 2.37
+ 1.67
± 2.52
+ 1.48
+ 3.55
± 7.25
± 5.42
+ 1.90
S3.11
S2.71
+ 7.62
+ 2.89
± 1.74
± 8.30
± 6.55
S4.13
± 2.71
± 8.40
S2.18
± 6.84
± 0.62
± 7.80
± 2.56
± 3.06
± 8.38
S4.12
± 1.04
± 5.95
Marsyandi2 (250-500 pm) (02RM82-250)
Analysis 3Ar/4°Ar 2a "Ar/4Ar 2a "Ark 4UAr* Age without J with J
Number (x0 ) (xl 0") (xI 0^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 20 2a
163.00
487.00
269.00
479.00
259.00
118.00
344.00
628.00
350.00
140.00
341.00
312.00
221.00
154.00
377.00
615.00
335.00
376.00
472.00
321.00
111.00
256.00
562.00
169.00
212.00
104.00
374.00
299.00
351.00
340.00
445.00
215.00
511.00
127.00
15.10
16.70
22.30
37.80
33.90
11.20
17.60
65.60
4.01
15.80
4.13
48.80
17.80
10.50
45.60
60.40
51.90
31.90
43.90
25.70
11.20
25.90
73.80
18.90
20.00
10.30
39.10
42.50
50.50
17.10
22.40
24.20
81.60
10.10
151.00
271.00
151.00
162.00
378.00
139.00
265.00
409.00
10.10
188.00
46.60
270.00
133.00
184.00
260.00
192.00
222.00
136.00
285.00
250.00
140.00
271.00
124.00
134.00
271.00
158.00
113.00
309.00
289.00
113.00
105.00
303.00
290.00
369.00
1.63
4.50
1.95
4.58
2.93
0.95
3.58
11.90
0.05
1.82
0.28
2.31
0.97
0.93
4.75
5.40
5.01
4.92
6.45
2.63
1.36
1.83
5.56
2.39
3.01
0.85
3.06
6.65
4.03
1.30
0.94
3.52
7.57
2.05
2.67
1.50
1.18
0.76
3.24
2.68
1.89
1.40
2.31
3.17
2.81
1.90
1.30
2.99
1.38
0.57
1.29
0.73
1.12
2.92
2.72
2.10
0.44
1.52
2.36
2.89
0.49
1.97
1.40
1.48
0.95
2.84
0.92
5.60
78.74
31.56
79.84
50.06
76.66
89.58
59.44
34.23
1.93
86.08
8.50
70.53
81.17
82.64
70.51
60.26
76.74
69.85
70.79
40.98
90.78
81.65
47.82
89.64
88.87
94.24
95.04
80.93
90.73
31.86
13.04
85.92
98.33
94.09
15.40 ± 1.64
2.99 ± 2.50
14.52 ± 3.39
7.74 ± 5.35
5.59 ± 1.38
19.13 ± 1.56
6.04 ± 2.02
1.83 ± 2.97
6.03 ± 12.57
13.50 ± 1.38
5.65 ± 2.81
7.01 ± 2.53
17.29 ± 3.09
13.17 ± 1.31
6.90 ± 3.14
6.60 ± 7.19
9.00 ± 3.54
13.31 ± 5.48
5.77 ± 3.58
4.70 ± 1.55
19.26 ± 1.53
8.19 ± 1.95
8.98 ± 10.33
19.21 ± 2.74
9.06 ± 1.66
17.64 ± 1.39
20.72 ± 8.29
6.87 ± 2.24
7.74 ± 3.01
8.24 ± 2.88
3.51 ± 4.44
7.89 ± 1.45
7.15 ± 4.70
7.41 ± 0.69
± 1.66
± 2.50
± 3.40
± 5.35
± 1.38
± 1.58
± 2.02
± 2.97
± 12.57
± 1.40
± 2.82
± 2.53
±3.10
± 1.33
±3.14
± 7.20
± 3.54
± 5.48
± 3.58
± 1.55
± 1.57
± 1.95
± 10.33
± 2.76
± 1.67
± 1.41
± 8.30
± 2.24
± 3.02
± 2.89
± 4.44
± 1.46
± 4.70
± 0.70
Marsyandi2 (500-2000 pm) (02RM82-500)
I Analysis "Ar/ 4uAr 39Ar/4°Ar 39Ark 4OAr* Age without J with J
Number (x1 0") 2a (x 10y) 2 (xl A0^-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2a 2c
129.00
72.30
134.00
89.70
38.10
88.50
242.00
73.30
122.00
146.00
12.60
13.90
12.80
3.91
3.03
11.30
23.60
2.23
13.40
12.00
458.00
360.00
298.00
342.00
346.00
403.00
327.00
131.00
326.00
450.00
4.44
1.85
4.78
0.82
1.31
1.39
8.13
1.99
3.58
5.88
8.68
10.00
4.48
14.68
26.16
11.20
2.72
28.08
6.64
7.76
90.52
98.30
96.67
86.31
96.06
93.49
93.74
81.45
90.54
88.08
5.78 ± 0.35
8.19 ± 0.41
9.31 ± 0.62
7.71 ± 0.19
8.61 ± 0.14
6.95 ± 0.31
7.55 ± 0.98
19.42 ± 0.44
8.18 ± 0.49
5.67 ± 0.37
± 0.36
± 0.42
± 0.64
± 0.21
± 0.18
± 0.32
± 1.00
± 0.56
± 0.50
± 0.38
Marsyandi2 (500-2000 pm) (02RM82-500)
Analysis Arx Ar ( Ar/Ar 2cr Ark 'Ar* Age without J with J
umber (x0 2 (x0 2a (x10-15 mol) (%) (Ma) 2cr 2acr
89.60
134.00
96.80
316.00
201.00
158.00
375.00
203.00
267.00
724.00
194.00
400.00
26.70
72.30
228.00
33.20
55.10
107.00
97.60
56.00
31.40
38.50
31.40
41.40
88.80
238.00
43.90
205.00
25.40
35.70
54.40
234.00
127.00
283.00
428.00
225.00
166.00
128.00
105.00
42.70
31.30
268.00
225.00
191.00
79.50
56.10
56.90
232.00
358.00
11.10
11.60
6.93
16.40
18.10
19.60
24.40
5.84
14.30
57.60
10.80
60.20
2.26
5.22
6.06
1.32
1.98
5.65
4.91
1.94
1.63
1.48
1.68
0.99
4.61
12.20
1.67
11.80
0.80
2.00
2.40
17.30
9.52
16.70
25.10
9.65
9.40
4.82
2.79
1.57
1.32
14.60
10.40
9.22
4.49
3.11
3.63
15.10
16.40
402.00
452.00
142.00
226.00
270.00
317.00
252.00
323.00
228.00
149.00
355.00
300.00
167.00
355.00
384.00
153.00
149.00
499.00
280.00
262.00
247.00
228.00
153.00
372.00
385.00
276.00
160.00
326.00
162.00
220.00
155.00
424.00
374.00
304.00
370.00
473.00
433.00
132.00
152.00
323.00
183.00
344.00
128.00
464.00
292.00
175.00
171.00
430.00
314.00
2.44
3.81
1.83
2.41
4.41
4.01
5.70
6.89
5.53
2.90
6.23
3.87
0.74
2.35
8.68
3.03
3.84
12.20
10.30
4.36
5.32
5.37
2.25
7.66
18.90
16.70
5.06
17.30
1.31
6.23
5.88
25.80
19.30
11.90
7.33
13.10
15.90
2.95
2.36
7.57
1.22
19.60
4.64
12.90
9.98
4.96
5.18
16.90
10.10
8.96
9.08
3.34
1.30
2.74
3.59
1.31
4.44
2.70
0.43
6.32
1.62
14.32
11.88
9.80
34.40
24.04
49.60
27.56
67.60
54.00
53.60
33.36
93.60
32.72
10.04
25.36
10.80
64.40
64.40
28.52
13.00
18.80
7.20
5.12
13.08
15.84
9.08
8.88
71.20
43.60
9.28
3.35
14.88
24.04
20.80
21.56
11.76
5.48
98.17
87.23
94.62
99.99
93.93
99.98
93.40
78.28
64.54
55.35
72.28
78.52
98.57
95.14
87.86
96.37
97.38
90.05
92.36
91.75
96.64
97.24
96.41
95.63
95.74
76.66
98.18
90.63
95.55
95.64
93.23
81.85
93.87
79.70
78.28
86.74
89.87
83.02
93.51
94.26
95.05
70.21
86.67
86.53
93.89
95.49
94.61
80.53
67.52
7.24 ± 0.33
5.67 ± 0.33
19.81 ± 0.80
10.70 ± 0.23
9.50 ± 0.95
8.74 ± 0.16
8.66 ± 1.76
6.89 ± 0.49
7.93 ± 0.94
6.27 ± 6.17
5.93 ± 0.44
6.17 ± 2.22
18.33 ± 0.27
8.10 ± 0.23
6.15 ± 0.99
19.71 ± 0.48
20.16 ± 0.71
5.48 ± 0.26
10.01 ± 0.56
10.90 ± 0.27
12.26 ± 0.31
13.23 ± 0.39
19.68 ± 0.40
7.99 ± 0.22
7.50 ± 0.49
7.91 ± 1.17
18.87 ± 0.74
7.78 ± 1.03
18.50 ± 0.26
13.54 ± 0.44
18.63 ± 0.83
5.35 ± 0.89
7.35 ± 0.67
6.98 ± 1.45
4.87 ± 1.98
5.00 ± 0.76
5.89 ± 0.67
18.81 ± 1.21
18.28 ± 1.14
9.07 ± 0.28
16.20 ± 0.24
5.55 ± 1.14
18.66 ± 3.08
5.20 ± 0.68
9.72 ± 0.55
16.70 ± 0.70
16.99 ± 0.73
5.10 ± 0.89
5.35 ± 1.82
± 0.35
S0.34
± 0.87
± 0.30
± 0.97
± 0.21
± 1.77
± 0.51
±0.96
S6.17
+ 0.45
± 2.23
S0.36
± 0.26
± 1.00
± 0.62
±0.84
± 0.29
± 0.61
± 0.33
± 0.40
± 0.48
±0.54
± 0.27
± 0.54
± 1.19
± 0.87
± 1.06
± 0.38
± 0.54
± 0.95
± 0.91
± 0.70
± 1.46
± 1.98
± 0.77
± 0.68
± 1.27
± 1.19
±0.34
± 0.33
± 1.16
±3.12
± 0.69
± 0.60
± 0.80
± 0.83
± 0.90
± 1.83
Marsyandi2 (500-2000 pm) 0.00 (02RM82-500)
u Analysis 3,Ar/Ar 2 ArfuAr 2aArk OAr* Age without J with J
Number (x0 ") (xl 0 ) (xl0^-15 Mol) (%) (Ma) 2c 2c
87.00
118.00
78.50
81.20
108.00
101.00
360.00
136.00
256.00
224.00
196.00
454.00
158.00
637.00
5.51
4.62
3.44
2.43
6.92
4.47
17.40
5.49
14.80
10.20
10.10
26.60
7.41
51.80
347.00
285.00
352.00
260.00
240.00
323.00
238.00
126.00
120.00
324.00
312.00
215.00
261.00
172.00
12.40
11.00
7.94
4.74
15.40
17.90
12.10
4.87
2.80
14.80
12.90
11.60
9.19
7.83
26.00
21.16
90.00
79.60
18.44
25.16
4.60
11.04
3.24
10.72
11.12
3.06
9.96
1.54
93.31
83.99
83.14
79.95
87.09
88.69
60.77
75.74
73.49
74.66
81.06
56.47
90.55
52.10
8.07
8.85
7.35
9.63
10.91
8.27
6.58
18.26
17.06
6.47
7.35
6.18
9.90
5.76
± 0.51
± 0.61
± 0.25
± 0.26
± 0.94
± 0.65
± 2.21
± 1.26
± 3.24
± 0.99
± 0.97
± 3.37
± 1.06
± 7.11
± 0.55
± 0.64
± 0.29
± 0.32
± 1.00
± 0.69
± 2.22
± 1.34
± 3.26
± 1.00
± 0.99
± 3.38
± 1.08
± 7.11
Table A Key:
Marsyandi2 ........... sample name
(500-2000 pm).........size range of analyzed muscovite grains
(02RM82-500)......... lab reference sample name
36Ar/40Ar, 20 ......... measured isotopic ratio and 20 analytical uncertainty
39Ark....................measured abundance of 39Ar derived from K
40Ar* (%)................percent of radiogenic 40Ar
Age (Ma).................single-grain total fusion apparent age
without J 20 ............. 2 analytical uncertainty on apparent age without contribution from J
with J 20 ................. 20 analytical uncertainty on apparent age with contribution from J
For additional information, see ArArCALC text files corresponding to each sample.
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Abstract
The age-elevation pattern of thermochronologic data has been used for many years to
estimate apparent erosion rates in orogenic settings. Recently, it has been suggested that
thermochronologic data for detrital minerals from active river system sediments can be
used as an effective proxy for bedrock age-elevation distributions, serving as an
alternative method for erosion rate studies. This "detrital mineral thermochronology"
(DMT) method is easier, faster, and more cost-effective than the traditional bedrock
approach, and provides additional information about transients in topography and
sediment delivery that may vary on diurnal to millennial timescales for a particular
sampling site. However, two variants of the DMT method have been described in the
literature, and they can yield very different erosion rate estimates. We tested both of
these approaches against the traditional age-elevation method using detrital and bedrock
40Ar/39Ar muscovite datasets from a single river catchment in the Annapurna Range,
Nepal Himalaya. A nominal erosion rate estimate of -0.6 km/My for the 5.0-2.5 Ma
period was calculated from the bedrock data, presented here for the first time. This
result agrees with the -0.7 km/My (maximum) estimate from the detrital dataset, which
was derived from the DMT variant that emphasizes the range of single-grain ages for a
detrital sample - in this case, 11-2.5 Ma. However, the other DMT variant, which
emphasizes the mean of the sample age distribution, yields an erosion rate estimate of
-2.3 km/My. The simplest explanation for this discrepancy is that erosion rate increased
significantly after -2.5 Ma, a scenario that is supported by apatite fission-track data
from the catchment.
1. Introduction
The relationship between bedrock cooling age and sample elevation is frequently
used as a proxy for long-term erosional exhumation rate (Wagner and Reimer, 1972;
Foster and Gleadow, 1996; Brandon et al., 1998; Crowley et al., 2002; Reiners et al.,
2002; Balestrieri et al., 2003; Bartolini et al., 2003; Ducea et al., 2003; House et al.,
2003; Reiners et al., 2003; Thiede et al., 2004). Unfortunately, limited outcrop or
access may restrict bedrock sample collection, and because analyses are costly and time
consuming, information from a small number of samples must often be used to
represent a large area. Recently, workers have sought to avoid these limitations by using
detrital mineral samples from modern rivers that integrate bedrock muscovite 40Ar/39Ar
cooling ages from the contributing area (Brewer et al., 2003, 2005; Hodges et al., 2005;
Ruhi and Hodges, 2005). Building on a suggestion first made by Stock and
Montgomery (1996), this "detrital mineral thermochronology" (DMT) method assumes
that the distribution of single-grain cooling ages in a sedimentary sample accurately
reflects the distribution of bedrock cooling ages with elevation and thus can be inverted
for an estimate of cooling rate. Theoretically, the DMT estimate should be comparable
to an estimate made more conventionally from bedrock age-elevation data, but the DMT
approach has some added benefits. First, it is an efficient way to determine patterns in
erosion rate at a variety of length scales, which can then be used to infer the direction
and magnitude of changes in relief over time (Braun, 2002). Second, DMT analysis of
stored sediments in fluvial terraces can provide valuable insights regarding changes in
the erosional history of specific catchments over millennial timescales.
Despite the potential power of this approach, it is a matter of concern that the two
published variants of the method (Brewer et al., 2003, 2005; Hodges et al., 2005; Ruhl
and Hodges, 2005) have been shown to yield erosion rate estimates that vary by more
than a factor of three when applied to the same 40Ar/39Ar detrital muscovite dataset from
the Nyadi Khola catchment in the Annapurna Range of central Nepal (Ruhl and Hodges,
2005). Here, we investigate the two variants by comparing the estimates they provide
with a newly reported conventional estimate based on age-elevation data from bedrock
samples collected in the Nyadi Khola catchment. We show that the Ruhl and Hodges
(2005) variant of the DMT method yields a higher fidelity proxy for the conventional
estimate in this instance. The discrepancy between the two DMT variants is likely due
to a late acceleration in bedrock exhumation rate that is not recorded directly in the age-
elevation relationships derived from the detrital or bedrock datasets. This rate change
has different implications for the two methods because they require different
assumptions to hold over different time intervals. This distinction implies that each
method is useful in its own way, and the application of both can provide important
information regarding temporal changes in bedrock erosion rate that may reflect
changes in climate or deformational kinematics.
2. Detrital thermochronology as a proxy for age-elevation profiles
Since temperature is known to increase with depth in the stable continental crust,
cooling ages from thermochronologic studies can reflect the way rocks changed position
with respect to Earth's surface through time (Purdy and Jaeger, 1976; Wagner et al.,
1977). For the 40Ar/ 39Ar muscovite thermochronometer, the cooling age roughly
corresponds to the time at which a sample cooled below a bulk closure temperature of
-350 0 C (Hames and Bowring, 1994; Hodges, 2003). The traditional bedrock age-
elevation approach for determining exhumation rates from cooling ages exploits the
difference in elevation between valleys and ridges and its effect on bedrock cooling age
distributions at the surface (Wagner and Reimer, 1972; Wagner et al., 1977; Fitzgerald
and Gleadow, 1988). This elevation difference results in longer exhumation paths from
the closure isotherm depth to points on the surface on ridges than to points in valleys,
such that bedrock cooling ages are expected to increase with elevation in proportion to
the exhumation rate. In order to apply this approach, bedrock samples are collected
over a range of elevations, and the apparent exhumation rate over the time period
represented by the range of sample cooling ages is defined as the inverse of the age-
elevation gradient. For a given increase in elevation, the age increase is smaller for
faster erosion rates and larger for slower erosion rates. Detrital thermochronology of
modern and ancient sediments has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool for
establishing sedimentary provenance, lag-time histories, erosional patterns, and relative
erosion rates (e.g., Bernet, 2004; Hodges et al., 2005). As an alternative to the bedrock
age-elevation technique, two methods for determining catchment-wide exhumation rates
from detrital mineral thermochronology of modem river sediment also have been
described (Table 1). While both of these methods were developed for the analysis of
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data, they are equally valuable interpretive tools for fission-track or
(U-Th)/He detrital thermochronologic datasets. In the approach of Brewer et al. (2003;
2005) - hereafter referred to as DMT-B - a thermal model is used to predict the
distribution of cooling ages in a catchment as a function of a closure depth model,
catchment hypsometry, relief, and erosion rate. The best-fit erosion rate estimate from
the time the sample cooled through the closure temperature to the present is found when
the mismatch between the model cooling-age distribution and measured detrital sample
cooling-age distribution is minimized, essentially when the bulk of the detrital age
distribution coincides with the average age of the modelled distribution.
Stock and Montgomery (1996) speculated that the range of ages given by single-
grain analyses from an ancient detrital sample might be used to establish the total
paleorelief of the sediment source region if the exhumation rate were known. Ruhl and
Hodges (2005) pointed out how this same logic could be used to invert detrital data
from modem catchments for bedrock erosion rate during the time period represented by
the range of sample dates:
E= RI trange (1)
where E is apparent erosion rate, R is upstream catchment relief, and trange is the range
of detrital mineral cooling ages (Figure 1). We will refer to this variant of the DMT
method as DMT-R.
A series of assumptions is implicit in each of these variants of detrital mineral
thermochronology. A complete list of these assumptions, along with a summary of
DMT-B and DMT-R methods for estimating erosion rates, can be found in Table 1.
Both DMT-B and DMT-R assume vertical rock particle trajectories, spatially uniform
erosion rates across the catchment, insignificant sediment transport and storage times
within the system, and representative sampling of the catchment's bedrock in the
detrital sample. In addition, DMT-B assumes a specific geothermal gradient, constant
erosion rate from the time of closure to the present, and thermal and topographic steady
state through time. In contrast, DMT-R assumes a constant erosion rate and thermal and
topographic steady states for the catchment only during the time period represented by
the range of sample dates, or the "closure interval." Ruhl and Hodges (2005) describe
how the most important of these assumptions can be evaluated through empirical
thermochronologic studies and through the comparison of a catchment's detrital cooling
age and area-elevation (hypsometric) distributions (Figure 1 d, Table 1).
Based on such comparisons, Ruhl and Hodges (2005) were able to say with some
confidence that one detrital suite from a 200 km2 drainage in the Annapurna Range of
central Nepal (Nyadi Khola catchment) yielded results consistent with the necessary
assumptions and therefore should provide a robust erosion rate estimate over the -11-2
Ma period. However, their erosion rate estimate was much slower than the rate
estimated by Brewer et al. (2005) for the same drainage using the DMT-B variant that
requires a constant erosion rate from -11 Ma to the present. In order to better
understand which approach more reliably represents the rate that might result from a
conventional bedrock age-elevation dating campaign, we elected to conduct the latter in
the Nyadi Khola drainage.
3. Sampling Strategy
The Nyadi Khola catchment, a tributary of the Marsyandi River, is located
roughly 120 km to the northwest of the Kathmandu basin (Figure 2). This position
coincides with the physiographic transition between the rugged Higher Himalayan
ranges containing 7000-8000 m peaks and the more subdued Lower Himalayan foothills
immediately to the south (Hodges et al., 2001; Wobus et al., 2003; Hodges et al., 2004;
Wobus et al., 2005). Geomorphic (Seeber and Gornitz, 1983; Wobus et al., 2003;
Hodges et al., 2004) and geodetic (Jackson and Bilham, 1994a; Jackson and Bilham,
1994b; Bilham et al., 1997) studies indicate that the Higher Himalayan ranges are being
uplifted relative to the Lower Himalayan foothills, although exactly how deformational
structures relate to this differential movement remains a topic of debate (Cattin and
Avouac, 2000; Hodges et al., 2004).
Hodges et al. (2004) mapped the area near the confluence of the Nyadi and the
Marsyandi rivers in detail, and divided the local bedrock into three units, each rich in
our target mineral muscovite: 1) the pelitic gneisses and granites of the Bahundada unit;
2) the underlying pelitic schists, granitic orthogneisses, marbles, and quartzites of the
Siurun Complex; and 3) the structurally lowest Kuncha Schist, composed of pelitic
schists and phyllites similar in composition to the schists of the Siurun Complex. At the
regional scale, the Bahundada gneiss correlates with the traditionally defined Greater
Himalayan Sequence (Le Fort, 1975; Hodges, 2000), whereas the Kuncha and Siurun
units are both part of the Lesser Himalayan Sequence (Gansser, 1964; St6cklin, 1980;
Valdiya, 1980). The Siurun-Bahundada contact, or Nalu Thrust (Figures 2 and 3),
corresponds to the principal fault of a major Himalayan fault system, the Main Central
Thrust (MCT) system as defined in Nepal by a variety of workers (Colchen et al., 1986;
Pecher, 1989; Coleman and Hodges, 1998; Hodges et al., 2004). Breaking with
tradition, Martin et al. (2005) suggested that the principal thrust of the MCT system in
this area was actually a structure roughly 1 km south of the trace of the Nalu Thrust.
This interpretation was not based on structural observations or a lithologic discontinuity,
but instead on a discontinuity in the Nd isotopic characteristics of samples collected
north and south of that specific position in the tectonic stratigraphy. Previously, Hodges
et al. (2004) had mapped a -30* north-dipping thrust fault (the Usta Thrust) at
approximately that position. In the Marsyandi Valley, the MCT system was an active
tectonic feature by the Early Miocene (Coleman and Hodges, 1998), but the occurrence
of ductile shear fabrics as young as Pliocene (Edwards, 1995; Catlos et al., 2001), as
well as brittle faults and breccia zones (Hodges et al., 2004), imply a long history of
faulting at a variety of structural levels. Of particular importance to our study is the
evidence cited by Hodges et al. (2004) for some amount of Pleistocene slip on the Nalu
Thrust, the Usta Thrust, and other faults within the physiographic transition from the
Higher to the Lower Himalaya. Hodges and colleagues considered the Nalu, Usta, and
one other fault -the structurally lower Nadi Thrust (Figures 2 and 3) - as the most
likely structures to have experienced significant Pleistocene slip, but poor exposure and
the existence of a broad zone of brittle shearing allow the possibility that there are other
important (but unmapped) Quaternary thrust faults in the area (Figure 2).
Previously published bedrock 40Ar/39Ar results for the region (Copeland et al.,
1991; Macfarlane et al., 1992; Macfarlane, 1993; Edwards, 1995; Catlos et al., 2001;
Bollinger et al., 2004) are in broad agreement with the detrital cooling ages documented
by Ruhl and Hodges (2005) and Brewer et al. (2005). However, none of these data were
collected along a single age-elevation profile over a lateral distance short enough to
ensure that the erosion rate estimate that could be made from such data was insensitive
to the effects of topography on isotherm geometry (Braun, 2002). Unfortunately, there
is no easily accessible part of the Nyadi Khola drainage that is not crossed by the swarm
of Quaternary faults mapped by Hodges et al. (2004). We present here 40Ar/39Ar
muscovite data for bedrock samples collected along a steep ridge transect, near the
confluence of the Nyadi Khola and the Marsyandi, over elevations that range from 900
to 3345 m (Figure 2). The lowest elevation sample in this suite (from the Siurun
Complex) and the second lowest (at 1400 m) are separated by both the Usta and Nalu
Thrusts. Seven samples (1400 m to 3345 m) were collected from the Bahundada Gneiss.
The four lowest of these are from the steepest part of the transect and are likely to
represent a structurally contiguous block. The three highest samples were collected a
significant map distance away from the others and their structural relationships are less
clear.
4. 40Ar/39Ar Thermochronology Methods and Results
Bedrock 40Ar/39Ar ages and sample elevations are summarized in Table 2.
Aliquots rich in muscovite were prepared from each bedrock sample using standard
magnetic and gravimetric techniques. For each sample, 30-50 mg of muscovite separate
was hand picked to ensure 99.9% purity. The grains were washed in distilled water and
ethanol and packaged in copper foil prior to irradiation at the McMaster University
nuclear reactor in Ontario, Canada. Values for the irradiation parameter J were
determined using Taylor Creek sanidine at 27.92 Ma (Dalrymple and Duffield, 1988;
Renne et al., 1998) as the flux monitor. Corrections for interfering reactions were
measured using a combination of synthetic and natural salts (Kirby et al., 2002). Step-
heating experiments were carried out for samples 01NLO2, 01NLO4, 01NLO5, 01NLO6,
and 01NL08 at the noble gas laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), and total-fusion analyses were carried out for samples NBE-4, 01NL03, and
01NL07 at the Scottish Universities Environmental Research Center (SUERC).
At MIT, samples were heated incrementally in a double-vacuum furnace. After
purification, Ar isotopic ratios for each step were measured on an MAP 215-50 mass
spectrometer using an electron multiplier detector and blank corrected. Dates for each
increment were determined and 2o apparent age uncertainties were assigned using the
program ArArCALC version 2.2 (Koppers, 2002). The step-heating data with 20
uncertainties are reported in Table A in the supporting online materiala. Apparent-age
release spectra (cumulative percent potassium-derived 39Ar released vs. apparent age)
and inverse isotope correlation plots (39Ar/4 oAr vs. 36Ar/'oAr) are shown in Figure A in
the supporting online material (see footnote a). In this paper, a "plateau" in one of these
spectra is defined as comprising three or more contiguous steps that overlap with the
mean at the 20 level of error excluding the error contribution from the irradiation
parameter J, with a total minimum 39ArK release of 60%. Steps with less than 20%
radiogenic 40Ar were not considered. Plateau ages for samples in this study comprised a
minimum of 70% of the total 39ArK released, and were calculated as the weighted mean
of ages of steps on the plateau, with each step age weighted by the inverse of its
variance.
Total-fusion analyses at SUERC were done using a modified double-vacuum
resistance furnace. Each sample was heated for 30 minutes (15 minutes at 950 0 C
followed by 15 minutes at 1400 0C). After the resulting gas was purified, Ar isotopic
ratios were measured on an MAP 215-50 mass spectrometer using a Faraday detector.
a Supporting material is available via Web browser or via Anonymous FTP from ftp://ftp.agu.org/apend/"
(Username = "anonymous", Password = "guest").
Following blank corrections, dates were determined and 20 apparent age uncertainties
were assigned using the program ArArCALC version 2.2 (Koppers, 2002). The total-
fusion results with 20 uncertainties are reported in Table A in the supporting online
material (see footnote a).
Ages for step-heating and total-fusion experiments summarized in Table 2 range
from 2.46+0.22 Ma (20) to 5.30±0.24 Ma.
5. Bedrock and DMT Estimates of Erosion Rate
Bedrock muscovite 40Ar/ 39Ar age is plotted against structural position and sample
elevation in Figure 3. Cooling ages of the four samples collected from the apparently
coherent block between 1400 m and 2314 m increase smoothly with elevation, and the
same age-elevation trend appears to extend to include the 2697 m sample with a cooling
age of 4.98 ± 0.11 Ma. A linear regression of the elevations of these five samples
against their cooling ages suggests an erosion rate of 0.6 km/my over the -5.0 to -2.5
Ma time range. However, this simple pattern is apparently complicated by faulting at
structurally lower and higher levels. The one sample collected beneath the Usta and
Nalu thrusts has a muscovite cooling age of 5.30±0.24 Ma, but the age of the
structurally lowest sample in the Nalu Thrust hanging wall is only 2.46+0.22 Ma. This
disruption is consistent with post-2.46 Ma offset of either the Nalu Thrust, the Usta
Thrust, or both. The two highest samples yield cooling ages that are younger than the
age-elevation trend of the 1400 m to 2697 m samples would predict. We speculate that
this inconsistency may be related to an unmapped, N-dipping thrust (Figure 3a). Future
detailed mapping of the ridge between the elevations of 2697 and 3032 m might serve
as a test of this hypothesis.
Such structural complications notwithstanding, the 0.6 Ma apparent erosion rate
derived from the 1400 m to 2697 m bedrock data can be compared with the results of
previous DMT studies by Brewer et al. (2005) and Ruhl and Hodges (2005). The DMT-
R estimate (0.7 km/My), a maximum value, is entirely consistent with the conventional
bedrock estimate. (While the analytical uncertainty on individual grain ages tends to
increase the apparent age range represented by a detrital sample, underestimation of the
extremes of the distribution due to limited sample size tends to decrease the apparent
age range. The DMT-R method accounts for the tendency of the analytical uncertainty
to overestimate the age range. Thus, because of finite sample size, the resulting age
range is a minimum value, making the erosion rate a maximum estimate). However, the
DMT-B estimate (2.3 km/My) is very different. We believe that the cause of this
inconsistency can be traced to differences between the sets of assumptions required by
the DMT-R and DMT-B methodologies, and the time periods over which each method
aims to estimate erosion rates, discussed in detail below.
6. A Comparison of the DMT-B and DMT-R Techniques
The difference in erosion rates estimated by Brewer et al. (2005) and Ruhl and
Hodges (2005) cannot be attributed to a difference in the cooling-age distributions used
to represent the Nyadi catchment bedrock, as the distributions used in the two studies
are statistically indistinguishable (Figure 4a). Instead, the approach of Brewer and co-
workers (2005) differs from that of Ruhl and Hodges (2005) in two important ways that
could account for the fact that the DMT-B estimate does not agree with the conventional
bedrock estimate while the DMT-R estimate does. First, the DMT-B result depends on
an ad hoc thermal model, the accuracy of which, unfortunately, is unavoidably difficult
to evaluate in rapidly eroding mountainous regions. Second, the DMT-B approach
requires more restrictive assumptions than the DMT-R approach. For the Nyadi case, a
particularly important assumption is that the erosion rate in the catchment has been
constant from the beginning of the age range in the detrital sample (in this case, 11 Ma)
to the present.
Brewer et al. (2003; 2005) modelled the thermal structure beneath the Nyadi
catchment as a function of rock thermal properties and a constant, spatially uniform
erosion rate. In their forward model, this prescribed rate defines the synthetic
catchment's bedrock age-elevation gradient. The age-elevation gradient, closure
isotherm depth from the thermal model, and catchment's hypsometry are then used to
create a synthetic detrital cooling-age distribution (Figure 4b). This process is repeated
for an array of erosion rates, and the preferred rate estimate is that which minimizes the
misfit between the synthetic cooling-age distribution and the sample cooling-age
distribution. Unfortunately, rock thermal properties and heat-flow estimates vary greatly
in mountainous regions (e.g., Ehlers, 2005), and it is impossible to evaluate a priori
whether or not the boundary condition and configuration of a particular thermal model
faithfully reproduce the thermal structure beneath a particular catchment since the
closure interval. Moreover, it is likely that different model erosion rates could produce
the same predicted age peak when combined with a different set of thermal parameters.
Using the DMT-B approach, the best-fit synthetic age distribution for the Nyadi
catchment correctly matches the location of the sample's main age peak at -5 Ma if the
erosion rate is 2.3 km/My (Figure 4b). However, this model does not accurately
reproduce the sample's cooling age range; if the rate of erosion had been a constant 2.3
km/My for the past 11 My, the range of muscovite cooling ages in the Nyadi catchment
should be no more than about 3 My. The observed 8.5 My age range invalidates this
assumption, which is essential to the DMT-B approach. In contrast, the DMT-R
erosion-rate estimate of Ruhl and Hodges (2005) does not require a constant erosion
rate for the period of time not represented by the sample cooling ages, nor does it
require an a priori assumption of the closure isotherm depth. Perhaps the most
important difference between the two methods is our ability to evaluate the assumptions
upon which each relies. In this case, the qualitative observation that the best-fit thermal
model age range from the DMT-B approach is much narrower than the observed age
range in the sample. This observation indicates that the assumption of a constant erosion
rate from -11 Ma to the present does not hold. However, even if the model fit both the
mean age and age range of the observed distribution, if the closure-isotherm depth
estimate is wrong, the rate estimate will be wrong - in this case there would be no way
to evaluate the accuracy of the result. In contrast, using the comparison of detrital
cooling-ages and hypsometry, it is possible to evaluate the assumptions required by the
DMT-R approach (e.g., Figure 4c; Table 1). If bedrock cooling age in the catchment
increases linearly with elevation and the detrital mineral sample represents the
catchment's cooling-age signal in proportion to area, the ratio of relief to detrital age
range is analogous to the elevation-age gradient that would be given by a traditional
bedrock age-elevation study. It is possible to evaluate these assumptions because a
strong correlation of hypsometry and cooling ages is expected if they are valid. As a
consequence, a significant mismatch between the hypsometric curve and detrital
mineral cooling-age distribution indicates that one or more assumptions have been
violated (Ruhl and Hodges, 2005). For the Nyadi catchment, cooling age is well-
correlated with hypsometry (Figure 4c), so there is no reason to suspect that the erosion
rate estimate of -0.7 km/My over the interval from -11 to 2.5 Ma determined by Ruhl
and Hodges (2005) would not be consistent with the results of a traditional bedrock age-
elevation study. The favorable correlation of detrital cooling-age signal and hypsometry
further suggests that the 0.6 km/My bedrock result is a robust rate estimate, not only for
the limited elevations and -5.0 to 2.5 Ma time interval represented by the bedrock
samples, but for the full relief of the catchment and entire age range represented by the
detrital sample from -11 to 2.5 Ma.
7. Reconciliation of the DMT-B, DMT-R, and Bedrock Results
Provided that all of the assumptions of the two DMT variants are correct, we
might expect them both to yield consistent - and correct - estimates of erosion rate. The
fact that this is not the case for the Nyadi Khola dataset has important implications
regarding the erosional history of the catchment. While the bedrock data confirm the
DMT-R estimate for the 11-2.5 Ma interval, an erosion rate of only a few tenths of a
kilometer per million years seems insufficient to bring the youngest bedrock sample
from the depth of the muscovite closure isotherm (nominally 350*C) to the surface in
only 2.5 Ma. The simplest explanation for the young average age and the wide age
range represented by the Nyadi catchment samples is that exhumation rate increased
dramatically over the Pliocene-Recent interval. Very young (< I Ma) apatite fission-
track dates - representing a bulk closure temperature of -110-1400C for rapid cooling
rates (Hodges, 2003) - for Greater Himalayan Sequence bedrock samples from the
Marsyandi drainage lend support to this interpretation (Burbank et al., 2003). Under
such circumstances, the DMT-B approach would be expected to yield a result that
overestimates the 11-2.5 Ma rate, underestimates the 2.5 Ma-Present rate, and does not
necessarily represent a geologically meaningful average rate for this time period.
Nevertheless, it is generally true that large inconsistencies between DMT-B and DMT-R
estimates are indicative of a late-stage change in erosion rate; if the DMT-B rate
exceeds the DMT-R rate, then an acceleration in rate is indicated. This suggests that the
combined use of the DMT-R and DMT-B approaches provides a powerful way to
investigate the erosional history of a catchment from the beginning of the closure
interval to the time the sediment sample was deposited.
8. Conclusions
Cooling-age distributions from modern river sediments have great potential to
constrain long-term erosion rates while avoiding many limitations of traditional bedrock
studies. We compared two detrital mineral thermochronology approaches that are both
based on the relationship between bedrock cooling age and elevation in an eroding
catchment. The DMT-R approach of Ruhl and Hodges (2005) emphasizes the range of
single-grain ages from a detrital sample, and the erosion rate over the time interval
represented by the range of ages is given by the ratio of catchment relief to the age
range. If assumptions regarding the topographic and thermal history of the catchment
over this time interval are not valid, this rate still represents a geologically meaningful
maximum estimate of the average rate for this time interval. A comparison of the
catchment's cooling age distribution and hypsometry indicate the likelihood that the
assumptions have been met. The DMT-B approach of Brewer et al. (2003; 2005)
emphasizes the mean of the detrital sample age distribution, and the erosion rate from
the beginning of the closure interval to the time of sample collection is a function of the
mean age and the modelled closure temperature isotherm depth. If assumptions
regarding the thermal and topographic history of the catchment - particularly the
assumption that the erosion rate has remained constant in time - are not valid, or if the
thermal model does not accurately predict the depth of the closure temperature
isotherm, the rate estimate is not geologically meaningful. Although there is no direct
way to evaluate the accuracy of the thermal model, comparing results for the DMT-R
and DMT-B approaches may help to evaluate whether or not these assumptions or the
closure temperature isotherm depth estimate are appropriate for the catchment of
interest.
Because the assumptions required by the DMT-B approach are more restrictive
than those required by the DMT-R approach, in general, a disagreement of DMT-R and
DMT-B estimates can help indicate which conditions required by the DMT-B approach
have not been met. This has important implications for our ability to investigate the
erosional history of a catchment after the time period represented by the sample cooling
ages. In the Nyadi catchment case, the DMT-R assumptions appear to be satisfied given
the good match of hypsometry and cooling ages, indicating that the erosion rate estimate
for the closure interval is robust. Indeed, the rate estimate is consistent with the
conventional bedrock age-elevation rates estimate over the same time period. Even if
the DMT-R model assumptions were not valid, the DMT-R estimate would represent a
geologically meaningful maximum value. As a consequence, the fact that the DMT-B
estimate is greater than the DMT-R estimate strongly suggests that an increase in
erosion rates occurred sometime after the youngest sample cooled through its closure
temperature.
The DMT-B approach is analogous to the bedrock thermochronology practice of
assuming a closure temperature isotherm depth and estimating a rate from the ratio of
the depth estimate to a single sample's age. As is the case in conventional bedrock age-
elevation studies, the age-elevation gradient given by the DMT-R method provides a
proxy for erosion rate during the time period represented by the range of sample ages
without requiring the assumption of a particular closure temperature isotherm depth.
Just as a combination of the age-elevation approach and closure temperature isotherm
depth estimates can provide a more complete picture of erosion history in conventional
bedrock studies, a combination of DMT-R and DMT-B approaches can be advantageous
in detrital studies.
In addition, because it allows the direct comparison of hypsometry and cooling
age distributions, the DMT-R approach has some added benefits. Like other detrital
approaches, it is time- and cost-efficient, as the entire catchment relief can be
characterized with an easy-to-collect sediment sample from low elevation that
represents a longer time range than most traditional bedrock age-elevation studies.
However, when bedrock cooling-age patterns are determined independently, this
technique also can be used to explore erosional processes for individual fluvial systems
through time and thus track the geomorphic evolution of mountainous landscapes.
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Notation
R total catchment relief (km)
trange total range of ages given by single-grain analyses from a detrital sample (My)
zx sample x elevation (km)
tx sample x cooling age (My)
Zmax elevation of highest point in catchment (km)
Zmin elevation of lowest point in catchment (km)
tmax cooling age of sample collected at highest point in catchment (My)
tmin cooling age of sample collected at lowest point in catchment (My)
Tsurface surface temperature (C)
Tc closure temperature for system of interest (C)
t* normalized cooling age; equal to the difference between the observed age (tx)
and minimum age (tmin) divided by trange
Z* normalized elevation; equal to the difference between sample elevation (zx) and
minimum elevation (Zmin) divided by R
E apparent erosion rate, equivalent to inverse of elevation-age gradient
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Schematic diagram outlining method of Ruhl and Hodges (2005) for
estimating long-term catchment-averaged erosion rates using the distribution of detrital
mineral cooling ages from modern stream sediment and the hypsometry of the
contributing catchment: R equals the total catchment relief, and trange is the cooling-age
range. (a) dT/dz indicates increase of temperature with depth beneath the catchment,
and dz/dt denotes the erosion rate. A detrital sample from the catchment outlet (star)
represents bedrock in proportion to surface area in the contributing catchment. Bedrock
(open circle) at the lowest elevation (Zmin) has the shortest exhumation path from the
closure temperature isotherm at depth zTC where T=Tc to the surface (T=Tsurface), and
thus represents the minimum cooling age in the catchment (tmin). A bedrock grain at the
highest elevation (Zmax) has the longest exhumation path and oldest cooling age (tmax),
and bedrock grains from intermediate elevations (zx) have cooling ages (tx), where
tmin<tx<tmax. (b) Hypsometric curve is determined from the catchment digital elevation
model (DEM). (c) Cooling-age synoptic probability density function (SPDF) is used to
describe detrital cooling age distribution for single-grain analyses. (d) Cumulative
SPDFs (CSPDFs) for cooling age (dashed curve) and elevation (solid curve).
Normalized cooling age, t* (equal to the difference between the observed age and
minimum age divided by trange), and normalized elevation, z* (equal to the difference
between the observed elevation and minimum elevation divided by R), as described in
equations 9a and 9b of Ruhl and Hodges (2005), are plotted on the abscissa. Apparent
erosion rate E=R/trange.
Figure 2. Simplified structural map of area near confluence of the Nyadi and
Marsyandi Rivers. Inset shows location of study area, roughly 120 km to the northwest
of the Kathmandu basin. Basemap is 90-m DEM draped over a hillshade map. Nyadi
catchment is outlined with a black dashed line. Map symbols: bedrock 40Ar/39Ar sample
locations (white circles); from north to south, towns of Ghemu, Bahundada and
Bhulbhule (white inverted triangles); structures as mapped by Hodges et al. (2004), with
black lines with triangles indicating faults (dashed where inferred), labeled with
numbers in white boxes: (1) northern limit of low-temperature shear zone, (2) Nalu
thrust, the major fault strand of the Main Central Thrust in this area, (3) Arkhale thrust,
(4) Usta thrust, (5) Nadi thrust, and (6) southern limit of low-temperature shear zone.
Line of section A to A' refers to Figure 3.
Figure 3. Bedrock sample locations in the context of mapped structures: (a) Cross
section with 40Ar/39Ar muscovite bedrock sample locations (circles) from this study.
Age in millions of years with 20 analytical uncertainty and sample elevation in meters.
(b) Bedrock muscovite 40Ar/39Ar cooling age with 20 uncertainties plotted vs. sample
elevation. Least-squares linear regression of the 1400 m to 2697 m data, with elevation
as the dependent variable, yields an erosion rate estimate of -0.6 km/Ma (0.57+0.05
km/My (2o); error-weighted best-fit line dashed through data).
Figure 4. Detrital muscovite 40Ar/39Ar thermochronology for the Nyadi catchment: (a)
Synoptic probability density functions (SPDF) representing the Nyadi catchment detrital
cooling age signal measured by Brewer et al. (2005), n=35 (gray curve) and Ruhl and
Hodges (2005), n=1 II (black curve). The two SPDFs are statistically indistinguishable
according to the Kuiper equality test, and the difference between them can be attributed
to a difference in sample size and analytical precision (Ruhl and Hodges, 2005). (b)
Modelled best-fit synthetic SPDF of Brewer et al. (2005) (black curve) and observed
detrital cooling-age signal for all available data (gray shaded area). Synthetic SPDF
approximately fits the main peak of the observed cooling-age distribution, but is too
narrow to fit the tails of the distribution (Brewer et al., 2005). (c) Cumulative SPDF
(CSPDF) of observed cooling-age distribution shown in (b) (dashed black curve) and
observed hypsometry for the Nyadi catchment (solid black curve), plotted with 300
model simulations (solid gray curves) after Ruhl and Hodges (2005). The R and trange
values define an average age-elevation relationship of -0.7 km/My for the catchment.
This result is a maximum estimate for the time period represented by the sample ages.
The observed cooling-age CSPDF falls easily within the range of model curves,
providing strong evidence that this age-elevation relationship is robust.
Tables
DMT-B DMT-R
Time period for erosion Time period from the time represented by the Time interval represented by the range of sample
rate estimate: oldest sample date to the present. dates, or "closure interval".
Spatial extent for erosion The entire contributing area, or catchment. The entire contributing area, or catchment.
rate estimate:
Summary of method for - Analyze large number of single grains from - Analyze large number of single grains from
estimating erosion rate: detrital sediment sample collected in modem detrital sediment sample collected in modem
channel, channel.
- Model Tc isotherm depth beneath catchment as - Estimate erosion rate from the ratio of
a function of rock thermal properties and a catchment relief (total elevation difference in
spatially uniform, constant in time erosion rate. contributing area) to age range observed in
- Use prescribed erosion rate from thermal model detrital sample:
to define model age-elevation gradient. E=R/t,,g,
- Combine age-elevation gradient, closure - Test assumptions (see below).
isotherm depth from thermal model, and
catchment's hypsometry to create synthetic
cooling-age distribution.
- Repeat process for an array of rates.
- Select preferred rate estimate as that which
minimizes misfit between observed and synthetic
cooling-age distribution.
Required Assumptions: (1) Detrital sample represents bedrock in (1) Detrital sample represents bedrock in
proportion to area. (Implicit in this assumption is proportion to area. (Implicit in this assumption is
(1) Representative sampling assumption of spatially uniform modem erosion assumption of spatially uniform modem erosion
and assumption of uniform target mineral and assumption of uniform target mineral
distribution.) distribution.)
(2) Erosion in space (2) Catchment's long-term (million-year (2) Catchment's long-term (million-year
(topographic steady state) timescale) erosion is spatially uniform from the timescale) erosion is spatially uniform from the
beginning of closure interval to the present, and beginning of closure interval to the present, and
erosion is spatially uniform at time of sample erosion is spatially uniform at time of sample
collection. collection.
(3) Erosion through time (3) Erosion rate is constant from beginning of (3) Erosion rate is constant during closure
(thermal steady state) closure interval to the time of sample collection, interval, but rate may vary afterwards.
(4) Tc isotherm geometry (4) Tc isotherm is approximately horizontal over (4) Tc isotherm is approximately horizontal over
topographic wavelength of interest, topographic wavelength of interest.
(5) Tc isotherm depth (5) Tc isotherm is at constant depth from the (5) Tc isotherm is at constant depth during the
beginning of the closure interval to the time of closure interval, and depth may vary afterwards.
sample collection. Tc isotherm depth from Actual Tc isotherm depth does not need to be
thermal model must be the same as the actual Tc assumed.
isotherm depth.
(6) Particle paths (6) Rocks follow vertical particle trajectories; if (6) Rocks follow vertical particle trajectories; if
not, thermal model is not appropriate, not, relative estimates still good.
Tests of assumptions: - No direct test of model assumptions available. - Statistical tests available to evaluate the
- Poor fit of best-fit synthetic cooling-age, mismatch between the observed cooling-age
distribution to observed distribution qualitatively distribution and the catchment's hypsometric
indicates that one or more model assumption has curve.
been violated. - Significant mismatch between cooling-age
- Comparison of best-fit model and observed distribution and hypsometric curve indicates that
distribution does not provide a test of the one or more model assumption has been violated.
Saccuracy of the Tc isotherm depth estimate. I
Table 1. Comparison of DMT-R and DMT-B methods and assumptions.
Sample Name Elevation (m) Age (Ma) Experiment Type
NBE-4 900 5.30+0.24 Total fusion after degassing step
01NL02 1400 2.46±0.22 Step-heating plateau
01NL03 1695 3.32+0.22 Total fusion after degassing step
01NL04 1981 3.84±0.08 Step-heating plateau
01NL05 2314 4.13±0.54 Step-heating plateau
01NL06 2697 4.98+0.11 Step-heating plateau
01NL07 3032 3.49±0.09 Total fusion after degassing step
01NLO8 3345 5.10±0.23 Step-heating plateau
Table 2. Summary of bedrock muscovite 40Ar/ 39Ar ages (Ma) with 2y uncertainty
including the uncertainty in the irradiation parameter J. Sample elevation (m) and
experiment type are also noted.
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Figure A: 40Ar/ 39Ar step-heating release spectra and inverse isotope correlation plots
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Table A
Muscovite 40Ar/?9Ar Results
Total-Fusion Following Degassing Step Results
Sample 36Ar(a) 37Ar(ca) 38Ar(cl) 39Ar(k) 4"Ar(r) Age- 20 4°Ar(r) J
(Ma) %
0.00248
0.00298
0.00221
0.00441
0.09772
0.00372
0.00036
0.00018
0.00064
0.59121
0.53021
1.20646
0.64862
0.92929
1.39150
3.32 ± 0.22
5.30 ± 0.24
3.49 ± 0.09
46.93 0.001680
51.37 0.001638
68.08 0.001677
Intercepts "6Ar 1a 39Ar lo 4°Ar 10o
01NL-03 0.002503 0.000046 0.589470 0.000153 1.532200 0.000136
NBE-4 0.003022 0.000023 0.515515 0.000298 1.958969 0.000684
OINL-07 0.002230 0.000015 1.200741 0.000459 2.193888 0.000122
Isotopic 36Ar/4OAr 2a 39Ar/4 Ar 20 39Ar(k) 20
Ratios (x10 -5) (x10 - ) (xl0 o 5 mol)
5.96
2.40
1.30
0.219
0.367
0.417
58.9
51.6
12.0
0.0153
0.0298
0.0459
Step-Heating Results
01NL-02 Incremental heating (J=0.001706)
T 36Ar(a) 37Ar(ca) 38Ar(cl) 39Ar(k) 40Ar(r) Age ± 20 40Ar(r) 39Ar(k)(Ma) (%) (%)
1253 oC
1273 oC
1293 °C
1313 *C
1343 C
1373 *C
0.01778
0.01517
0.01398
0.01332
0.01247
0.00561
1.94753
1.78077
1.59706
1.55756
1.58112
1.53776
0.00868
0.00433
0.00696
0.00614
0.00439
0.00452
0.89545
0.86544
0.97107
1.44600
2.82819
2.05815
0.34330
0.35730
0.49287
1.22353
2.24900
1.61071
1.18
1.27
1.56
2.60
2.45
2.41
* 1.86
* 0.89
* 0.84
* 0.51
+ 0.32
+ 0.38
6.13
7.38
10.66
23.71
37.89
49.25
9.88
9.55
10.71
15.95
31.20
22.71
01NL-02 Intercepts
36Ar 1i 39Ar 1i 40Ar 1c
0.020753
0.018006
0.016722
0.016027
0.015155
0.008035
0.000520
0.000209
0.000218
0.000280
0.000374
0.000244
0.904393
0.874063
0.980325
1.458563
2.850449
2.075008
0.014843
0.009592
0.007464
0.014166
0.023451
0.017823
5.706580
4.950890
4.735376
5.270669
6.045647
3.380521
0.200220
0.061319
0.080517
0.041962
0.067213
0.095796
01NL-03
NBE-4
OlNL-07
01INL-03
NBE-4
01NL-07
01NL-02 Isotopic ratios
36Ar/*4Ar 2o 39Ar/40Ar 20 39Ar(k) 20
(xl0 5) (xl03) (xl0-5mol)
90.4
87.4
98.0
145.9
285.0
207.5
Weighted Plateau
Total Fusion Age
+ 0.0718 + 0.220.8002 8.97% 2.46 .2
+ 8.97% ± 9.02%
External Error + 0.22
Analytical Error +± 0.22
+ 0.08780.6925 0.0878 2.13
± 12.68%
External Error
Analytical Error
* 0.27
* 12.72%
+ 0.27
+ 0.27
01NLO4 Incremental heating (J=0.001704)
T 36Ar(a) 37Ar(ca) 38Ar(cl) 39Ar(k) 40Ar(r) Age ± 20 40Ar(r) 39Ar(k)(Ma) (%) (%)
1043 oC 0.00932
1063 oC 0.00558
1083 oC 0.00719
1103 oC 0.01200
1123 oC 0.01827
1133 oC 0.01124
1143 0 C 0.00532
1153 oC 0.00408
1163 oC 0.00310
1183 0 C 0.00416
1203 oC 0.00406
1223 oC 0.00473
1253 0C 0.00590
1273 oC 0.00541
1293 oC 0.00482
1313 oC 0.00668
1343 oC 0.00450
1373 oC 0.00286
0.00379 0.00089 0.38773 0.21470
0.00413 0.00102 0.44764 0.40297
0.00420 0.00122 0.59722 0.63966
0.00361 0.00098 0.89575 1.31301
0.00930 0.00068 1.94064 2.17116
0.00463 0.00008 3.55450 4.42759
0.00324 0.00057 2.82143 3.56626
0.00433 0.00114 2.26152 2.81004
0.00236 0.00198 1.90944 2.54048
0.00267 0.00055 2.04859 2.51034
0.00304 0.00105 1.76700 2.26670
0.00301 0.00129 1.28715 1.53197
0.00334 0.00026 1.00778 1.31288
0.00288 0.00148 0.64330 0.90470
0.00233 0.00103 0.50680 0.67366
0.00272 0.00100 0.86080 1.04088
0.00282 0.00082 1.81487 2.32919
0.00340 0.00000 1.24058 1.67759
1.70 ± 1.60 7.23
2.77 ± 1.37 19.63
3.29 ± 1.09 23.15
4.50 ± 1.24 27.02
3.44 ± 0.65 28.68
3.83 ± 0.27 57.12
3.88 ± 0.15 69.41
3.82 ± 0.21 69.94
4.09 ± 0.26 73.49
3.76 ± 0.13 67.12
3.94 ± 0.29 65.37
3.66 ± 0.22 52.29
4.00 ± 0.42 42.95
4.32 ± 0.68 36.12
4.08 ± 1.22 32.11
3.71 + 0.67 34.53
3.94 ± 0.40 63.65
4.15 ± 0.35 66.52
0 NL04 Intercepts
36Ar 1o 39Ar 1 o 40Ar lo
0.010572 0.000286
0.006710 0.000318
0.008386 0.000341
0.013394 0.000583
0.009952 0.000306
0.012637 0.000442
0.006506 0.000133
0.005244 0.000238
0.004237 0.000236
0.005352 0.000085
0.005266 0.000263
0.005972 0.000114
0.007202 0.000204
0.006710 0.000201
0.006117 0.000332
0.008055 0.000290
0.005810 0.000392
0.004115 0.000212
0.391727 0.003387 3.078483 0.025904
0.452196 0.003235 2.162464 0.026518
0.603119 0.003226 2.873069 0.003895
0.904300 0.013000 4.970275 0.002201
0.979180 0.005428 3.839832 0.014140
3.586341 0.024385 7.861501 0.058931
2.846922 0.007850 5.248205 0.040813
2.282166 0.014186 4.127767 0.019633
1.927051 0.007726 3.566723 0.039553
2.067462 0.009398 3.850014 0.020483
1.783459 0.012616 3.577404 0.018433
1.299461 0.004863 3.039578 0.011952
1.017699 0.003389 3.166848 0.010965
0.650068 0.006409 2.614661 0.026708
0.512440 0.003994 2.207886 0.019136
0.869567 0.004962 3.124258 0.018635
1.831995 0.009990 3.769599 0.026294
1.252721 0.014466 2.631892 0.022759
1.49
1.72
2.30
3.45
7.47
13.67
10.85
8.70
7.35
7.88
6.80
4.95
3.88
2.47
1.95
3.31
6.98
4.77
01NLO4 Isotopic ratios
36Ar/Ar 2o "9Ar/Ar 20 "3 Ar(k)
(x10 -5)
343.4
311.0
292.3
269.1
259.4
160.5
124.0
127.3
119.1
139.1
146.9
196.3
227.7
256.6
276.6
258.2
154.8
155.8
19.2
29.7
22.9
24.5
16.3
11.7
5.3
12.0
13.1
4.4
14.7
7.8
13.3
16.1
29.9
19.7
20.7
16.1
(xl0-3 )
127.3
209.2
209.9
181.9
255.0
456.3
542.4
553.0
540.4
537.0
498.5
427.6
321.3
248.8
232.0
278.2
486.1
476.3
(x10 15 mol)
39.2
45.2
60.3
90.4
97.9
358.6
284.7
228.2
192.7
206.7
178.3
129.9
101.8
65.0
51.2
87.0
183.2
125.3
Weighted Plateau
Total Fusion Age
+ 0.02211.2520 ± 0.0221+ 1.76%
1.2440 + .0351
+ 2.82%
+ 0.083.84 ± .
+ 2.03%
External Error + 0.08
Analytical Error + 0.07
3.82 ±0.11
+ 2.99%
External Error + 0.11
Analytical Error + 0.11
01NLO5 Incremental heating (J=0.001712)
T 36Ar(a) 37Ar(ca) 38Ar(cl) 39Ar(k) 40Ar(r) Age ) 20 40Ar(r) 39Ar(k)(Ma) (%) (%)
1013 0 C 0.00982
1113 oC 0.00694
1163 oC 0.00169
1213 oC 0.00151
1313 oC 0.00011
1363 oC 0.00018
0.00258
0.00273
0.00238
0.00126
0.00033
0.00052
0.00035
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00009
0.15701
2.31004
1.22557
0.38984
0.04177
0.03660
0.58713
3.14298
1.52359
0.48600
0.05751
0.00955
11.51 + 4.15
4.20 + 0.60
3.84 ± 1.42
3.85 ±2.51
4.25 5.41
0.81 ± 7.75
16.83
60.49
75.28
52.05
62.93
15.11
3.77
55.52
29.45
9.37
1.00
0.88
01NLO5 Intercepts
36Ar 10 39Ar lo 40Ar 1y
0.000500 0.000015
0.000331 0.000035
0.000079 0.000044
0.000085 0.000029
0.000103 0.000087
0.000098 0.000073
01NLO5 Isotopic ratios
0.007750
0.106502
0.054704
0.020677
0.028686
0.016645
0.000013
0.000208
0.000180
0.000142
0.000057
0.000088
0.170869
0.237698
0.089769
0.049358
0.065574
0.030745
0.000721
0.000570
0.000453
0.000366
0.000649
0.000164
36Ar/ 40Ar 20 39Ar/ 4°Ar 2a 39Ar(k) 2a
(x10 "5 ) (x10 "- ) (x10 "'5mol)
292.6
139.8
90.9
170.3
159.7
320.5
17.8 45.4 0.4
29.8 448.0 2.8
100.6 609.5 7.4
119.7 419.2 8.3
266.0 437.4 8.4
488.7 541.3 8.3 1.7 0.0
Weighted Plateau
+ 0.1743
1.3386 ± 13.02%
± 0.54
4.13 4
13.04%
External Error 4 0.54
Analytical Error k 0.54
Total Fusion Age
±0.1982
1.3956 + 14.20%
+0.61
4.31 -
14.22%
External Error -0.61
alytical Error ± 0.61
01NL06 Incremental heating (J=0.00 1704)
Age _ 20 40Ar(r) 39Ar(k)
T 36Ar(a) 37Ar(ca) 38Ar(cl) 39Ar(k) 40Ar(r) (Ma) (%) (%)
873 oC
963 oC
993 oC
1043 oC
1063 oC
1083 oC
1103 oC
1123 oC
1143 oC
1163 oC
1193 oC
1223 oC
1253 oC
1273 oC
1293 oC
1313 oC
1343 oC
1373 oC
1403 oC
1453 oC
1503 °C
1553 oC
0.00311
0.00186
0.00726
0.01139
0.00571
0.00553
0.01051
0.01339
0.00847
0.00388
0.00572
0.00602
0.00675
0.00546
0.00435
0.00578
0.00614
0.00337
0.00147
0.00104
0.00200
0.00202
0.00000
0.00287
0.00316
0.00352
0.00304
0.00341
0.00324
0.00896
0.00429
0.00411
0.00654
0.01012
0.02622
0.02495
0.00458
0.00267
0.00271
0.00275
0.00339
0.00251
0.00304
0.00332
0.00000
0.00079
0.00068
0.00129
0.00038
0.00061
0.00069
0.00098
0.00104
0.00104
0.00000
0.00084
0.00073
0.00128
0.00001
0.00000
0.00135
0.00094
0.00015
0.00042
0.00035
0.00061
0.09536
0.11084
0.19804
0.38201
0.47486
0.61060
0.91035
2.45314
4.08636
2.22763
2.51032
1.26728
0.88074
0.73329
0.69701
0.75763
1.33352
1.24470
0.47682
0.22346
0.10889
0.04135
0.18872
0.06216
0.24204
0.75304
0.65668
0.94688
1.47165
4.04485
6.75937
3.63794
4.11554
1.93392
1.29196
1.14256
1.30620
1.02593
2.07817
2.22661
0.69079
0.39830
0.07588
0.00943
6.07
1.72
3.75
6.05
4.25
4.76
4.96
5.06
5.08
5.01
5.03
4.69
4.50
4.78
5.75
4.16
4.78
5.49
4.45
5.47
2.14
0.70
* 3.53
+ 2.17
* 1.74
+ 1.65
± 1.11
+ 0.99
+ 0.70
+ 0.48
S0.17
+ 0.20
+ 0.22
+ 0.37
+ 0.52
+ 0.63
S0.44
+ 0.96
+ 0.38
_ 0.30
+ 0.64
+ 1.32
S2.41
+ 8.20
17.03
10.17
10.14
18.28
28.00
36.68
32.14
50.54
72.97
76.03
70.87
52.10
39.29
41.47
50.42
37.51
53.39
69.10
61.34
56.54
11.40
1.55
0.44
0.51
0.91
1.75
2.17
2.79
4.16
11.21
18.68
10.18
11.47
5.79
4.03
3.35
3.19
3.46
6.10
5.69
2.18
1.02
0.50
0.19
1653 oC 0.00909 0.00625 0.00041 0.05323 0.19214 11.06 ± 10.77 6.68 0.24
01NLO6 Intercepts
36Ar 1a 39Ar 1 o 40Ar 1a
0.004128 0.000177 0.096523 0.001336 1.238156 0.011592
0.002877 0.000125 0.112360 0.001271 0.741173 0.011035
0.008489 0.000121 0.200366 0.001834 2.516573 0.013735
0.012803 0.000273 0.386033 0.002602 4.248578 0.013471
0.006934 0.000273 0.479724 0.004079 2.475276 0.015067
0.006759 0,.000311 0.616694 0.001267 2.711233 0.026344
0.011942 0.000280 0.919096 0.005472 4.708602 0.025933
0.007471 0.000304 1.237698 0.003080 4.066382 0.013682
0.009851 0.000284 4.122913 0.024760 9.392647 0.040940
0.005119 0.000197 2.247993 0.016064 4.915144 0.018999
0.007045 0.000261 2.533197 0.013650 5.937096 0.022657
0.007367 0.000215 1.279333 0.005385 3.842249 0.024326
0.008152 0.000196 0.889475 0.002498 3.418400 0.029413
0.006819 0.000234 0.740776 0.002769 2.884966 0.010649
0.005677 0.000143 0.704220 0.002764 2.720584 0.010039
0.007178 0.000391 0.765421 0.003010 2.864739 0.021788
0.007560 0.000234 1.346401 0.007337 4.022532 0.031551
0.004700 0.000183 1.256887 0.012852 3.352229 0.004591
0.002747 0.000160 0.482379 0.007190 1.256134 0.012820
0.002305 0.000161 0.226901 0.003875 0.834490 0.011045
0.003310 0.000138 0.111445 0.001802 0.795458 0.010748
0.003346 0.000185 0.043428 0.000759 0.737014 0.009940
0.010679 0.000267 0.055545 0.001575 3.007696 0.014943
100
01NLO6 Isotopic ratios
36Ar/*4Ar 2o 39Ar/40Ar 2o 39Ar(k) 20
(x10 -5) (X 10 3) (xl0 -"1 5 mol)
333.3
388.2
337.3
301.4
279.9
249.5
253.4
183.4
104.8
104.2
118.7
191.6
238.8
236.1
208.8
251.3
187.9
140.5
219.4
276.7
415.8
453.0
354.9
27.7
35.0
10.1
13.3
22.5
23.4
11.6
14.8
6.0
7.9
8.9
11.0
12.6
16.4
10.8
26 7
11.9
10.9
26.4
37.8
36.4
51.0
17.8
78.0
151.5
79.6
90.9
193.7
227.5
195.2
304.4
439.1
457.3
426.6
333.1
260.3
256.9
258.8
267.3
334.8
374.9
384.2
272.1
140.0
59.0
18.4
9.7
11.2
20.0
38.6
48.0
61.7
91.9
123.8
412.3
224.8
253.3
127.9
88.9
74.1
70.4
76.5
134.6
125.7
48.2
22.7
11.1
4.3
5.6
Weighted Plateau
Total Fusion Age
+ 0.0323 + 0.111.6230 4.98 -+ 1.99% ± 2.22%
External Error ± 0.11
Analytical Error + 0.10
1.6113 ±0.0379 + 0.13
±+ 2.36% ± 2.56%
External Error + 0.13
Analytical Error ± 0.12
OlNLO7 Incremental heating (J=0.001704)
T 36Ar(a) 37Ar(ca) 38Ar(cl) 39Ar(k) 4OAr(r) Age ± 20 40Ar(r) 39Ar(k)(Ma) (%) (%)
1063 oC
1123 oC
1173 oC
1223 oC
1273 oC
1323 oC
1373 *C
1423 OC
1523 oC
1623 oC
0.00084
0.07190
0.08903
0.01090
0.00806
0.00895
0.01178
0.00186
0.00317
0.00246
0.00201
0.16067
0.34040
0.00175
0.01108
0.01471
0.02379
0.03474
0.09048
0.00999
0.00003
0.00732
0.02276
0.00342
0.00179
0.00195
0.00227
0.00146
0.00123
0.00129
0.04685
1.55080
13.44136
2.33394
1.09701
1.27096
1.94222
1.22440
0.44258
0.12007
0.09274
1.91494
20.55132
3.63578
1.71889
2.18077
3.51868
2.12953
0.69456
0.19213
6.07 7.17
3.79±2.19
4.69±0.73
4.78± 0.71
4.80± 0.53
5.26±0.68
5.55±0.65
5.33± 0.39
4.81±1.55
4.91± 7.76
27.11
8.27
43.85
53.01
41.92
45.20
50.26
79.43
42.59
20.88
0.20
6.55
56.74
9.85
4.63
5.37
8.20
5.17
1.87
0.51
01NLO7 Intercepts
36Ar 1o 39Ar 1 40Ar 1
0.003237
0.019250
0.011856
0.013735
0.010799
0.011726
0.014661
0.004369
0.005710
0.004908
0.000188
0.000309
0.000576
0.000319
0.000134
0.000421
0.000603
0.000139
0.000158
0.000364
0.049334
0.391510
1.694537
2.355612
1.108358
1.283785
1,960691
1.236893
0.448606
0.123339
0.001085
0 002865
0.033125
0.045569
0.009676
0.0 17697
0.034111
0.014717
0.009514
0.007762
0.542030
5.840676
5.883411
7.058137
4.300002
5.024968
7.200413
2.881169
1.830803
1.120220
0.004331
0.027600
0.078184
0.233884
0.071688
0.039315
0.060914
0.060180
0.099108
0.109244
01NL07 Isotopic ratios
36Ar/40Ar 20 39Ar/40Ar 20 39Ar(k) 20
(x10-5 ) (x10-') (x10-" mol)
596.0 64.9
330.0 10.9
201.0 20.1
195.0
251.0
234.0
204.0
152.0
313.0
440.0
15.3
10.5
17.8
16.9
11.2
39.3
111.0
91.1 4.4
67.0 1.2
288.0 13.4
334.0
258.0
256.0
273.0
430.0
246.0
ll1.0
24.9
9.9
8.2
10.6
21.7
29.1
25.7
4.9
39.2
169.0
236.0
111.0
128.0
196.0
124 0
44.9
12.3
Weighted Plateau
Total Fusion Age
1.6648 ±0.0748
+ 4.49%
± 0.14761.5496 953%
510 ±0.23
± 4.59%
External Error ± 0.23
Analytical Error ± 0.23
± 0.45 External Error
±+ 9.57% Analytical Error
* 0.45
* 0.45
Key for results in Table A:
36Art4°Ar, 20 measured isotopic ratio and 20 analytical uncertainty
40Ar(r) (%) percent of total 40Ar that is radiogenic
Age + 2o apparent age and 2 a analytical uncertainty without contribution from J
36Ar(a) measured abundance of 36Ar atmospheric (volts)
37Ar(ca) calcium-derived 37Ar (volts)
38Ar(cl) chlorine-derived 38Ar (volts)
39Ar(k) (%) percent potassium-derived 39Ar represented by step
39Ar(k) potassium-derived 39Ar (mol)
40Ar(r) radiogenic 40Ar (volts)
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Abstract
Studies of active mountain ranges suggest that atmospheric and geodynamic processes
may be strongly coupled through erosion - a hypothesis that has led to a debate over the
relative importance of climate and far-field tectonic forcing in influencing erosion. We
addressed this debate by developing the detailed long-term erosional history of a
transect in the central Annapurna Range of Nepal for comparison with the climate and
tectonic forcing histories of the region. Patterns of apatite fission-track and muscovite
40Ar/39Ar apparent ages with elevation indicate a striking increase in apparent erosion
rate between 2.5 and 0.9 million years ago. The time frame for this change corresponds
to that of an important destabilization of global climate associated with the onset of
Northern Hemisphere glaciation and an intensification of the Asian winter monsoon.
There is no evidence for important changes in the far-field tectonics of the Himalayan-
Tibetan orogenic system over that interval, suggesting a largely climatic driver for
enhanced erosion at the Himalayan range front.
1. Introduction
It has long been recognized that rock deformation and surface processes interact
to shape landscapes (Davis, 1896; Gilbert and Brigham, 1911). More recently, both
modeling studies (Koons, 1989; Willett, 1999; Beaumont et al., 2001; Hodges et al.,
2001) and field-based studies of active mountain ranges have suggested that
atmospheric and geodynamic processes may be strongly coupled through erosion
(Montgomery et al., 2001; Finlayson et al., 2002; Dadson et al., 2003; Reiners et al.,
2003; Wobus et al., 2003b; Hodges et al., 2004; Thiede et al., 2004; Vannay et al., 2004;
Wobus et al., 2005). This intriguing hypothesis has led Earth scientists to debate the
relative importance of climate and far-field tectonic forcing in influencing erosion over
million-year timescales (Molnar, 2003).
One way to address this debate is to examine spatial correlations among proxies
for climate, exhumation, and deformation (Montgomery et al., 2001; Finlayson et al.,
2002; Burbank et al., 2003; Dadson et al., 2003; Reiners et al., 2003; Wobus et al.,
2003b; Hodges et al., 2004; Thiede et al., 2004; Vannay et al., 2004; Wobus et al.,
2005). An example of this approach is the work of Reiners et al. (2003), who found that
erosional patterns over the past several million years in the North Cascade Mountains,
Washington, matched well with precipitation patterns. An alternative tactic is to find a
mountainous region where there has been a major change in erosional rate or pattern,
determine the timing of this change, and search for temporal correlations with changes
in climate or tectonic activity (e.g., a change in convergence rate, or a major
reorganization of structural patterns). If one of these forcing factors has changed but the
other has not, it is logical to deduce that the one which changed had a major influence
on erosion in the studied region. Unfortunately, this exercise requires that the timing of
the erosion rate change be known precisely, and examples of this are rare in the
geologic literature.
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In this paper, we report a thermochronologic dataset that provides an unusually
sharp definition of the timing of a major acceleration in apparent erosion rate in the
central Himalaya. The timing of this acceleration coincides with that of a dramatic
destabilization in global climate, providing strong evidence from the bedrock record of
a coupling between climate and long-term erosion in the Himalaya.
2. Approach and Geologic Setting
Muscovite is a common rock-forming mineral in the metamorphic core of the
Himalaya and, as a consequence, it figures prominently in thermochronometric studies
of the orogen. For cooling rates typical of regionally metamorphosed terrains, a
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar date represents the time a sample cooled through the -350 0C
closure isotherm (McDougall and Harrison, 1998; Hodges, 2003). Among the most
frequently encountered accessory minerals in Himalayan metamorphic rocks is apatite,
which is amenable to fission-track dating; at nominal cooling rates, apatite fission-track
dates represent cooling through -~140*C (Laslett et al., 1987). If we assume a geothermal
gradient during the cooling interval and convert such closure temperature estimates to
"closure depths", it is possible to crudely estimate the average rate of erosion from the
time of closure to the present by dividing the closure depth by the elapsed time since
either a fission-track or 40Ar/39Ar date (Wagner et al., 1977).
Fission-track dates for metamorphic rocks of the physiographic Higher Himalaya
are typically quite young, in most cases within error of 0 to less than 3 Ma (Bergman et
al., 1993; Arita and Ganzawa, 1997; Sorkhabi et al., 1997; Burbank et al., 2003). Such
young dates imply extremely rapid erosional exhumation in the recent past. In contrast,
published muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages for most of the Higher Himalaya are millions of
years older (Copeland et al., 1991; Macfarlane et al., 1992; Macfarlane, 1993; Edwards,
1995; Hodges, 2000; Catlos et al., 2001; Bollinger et al., 2004). As pointed out by
Sorkhabi et al. (1997), this difference suggests that the period of rapid erosion recorded
by fission-track thermochronometry does not extend far back into the geologic past.
Based on a comparison of two 40Ar/39Ar detrital mineral thermochronology methods for
estimating erosion rates in the Annapurna Range of central Nepal, Ruhl and Hodges
(2005) suggested that the accelerated erosion hypothesized by Sorkhabi et al. (1997)
probably began in the Pliocene.
One way to better refine our understanding of the timing of this transition
involves the thermochronometery of samples collected along steep topographic profiles.
Such datasets provide an opportunity to estimate erosion rates independent of
assumptions about the geothermal gradient. (Here we assume that exhumation occurs
only via erosion.) During exhumation, samples collected in valleys travel shorter
distances from the closure isotherm to the surface than samples collected from ridge
tops. Thus, cooling ages increase with elevation at a rate that is proportional to the long-
term erosion rate during the closure interval, which we define as the period over which
the samples along the transect cooled through the closure isotherm. The inverse of the
slope of the best-fit line through an array of age-elevation data therefore can be used as
a rough proxy for the average erosion rate over the closure interval (Wagner and
Reimer, 1972; Hodges, 2003). Note, however, that non-vertical exhumation pathways
and the influence of topography on closure isotherm geometry have the potential to
complicate the interpretation of age-elevation gradients in terms of erosion rates (Braun,
2005; Ehlers, 2005). This is because the approach of using the slope of the best-fit line
through a suite of age-elevation data to infer erosion rates hinges on several
assumptions, including: (1) that all samples cooled through the closure isotherm at the
same elevation (depth) with respect to sea level, and (2) that all samples followed
vertical exhumation paths from the closure isotherm to the surface. In this paper, we
compare muscovite 40Ar/39Ar and apatite fission-track dates for samples collected along
a single age-elevation profile over a lateral distance short enough to largely eliminate
problems related to coupled rock and isotherm advection (Braun, 2005). Moreover,
since we are interested in changes in apparent erosion rate, rather than absolute rates,
problems related to non-vertical exhumation paths are largely unimportant for this
exercise. By examining how the age-elevation profiles for the two thermochronometers
differ, we were able to explore variations in apparent erosiom rates over different parts
of the time-temperature history of the same rock column in a simple-minded, yet
effective, way. In Section 4 we discuss possible limitations on the robustness of our
conclusions due to the effects of topography and non-vertical exhumation.
Samples were collected along a steep ridge separating the Marsyandi and the
Nyadi rivers of the Annnapurna Range of central Nepal (Figure 1). They include pelitic
gneisses of the Neoproterozoic Greater Himalayan sequence, as well as structurally
underlying pelitic schists and phyllites of the lower part of the Meso-Paleoproterozoic
Lesser Himalayan sequence (Coleman, 1998; Catlos et al., 2001; Hodges et al., 2004).
The lowest sample comes from near the level of the Marsyandi-Nyadi confluence, the
highest is from a point nearly 1800 m above, and the transect spans a horizontal distance
of -4.6 km. Muscovite 40Ar/39Ar dates for these samples were determined as part of an
evaluation of the fidelity of detrital muscovite thermochronology in the Nyadi
catchment (Huntington and Hodges, 2006); they are reviewed here for comparative
purposes. The apatite fission-track date for the lowest of these samples was published
previously by Burbank et al. (2003). We present here for the first time the apatite
fission-track dates for all other samples from the transect.
3. Fission Track Analytical Methods
Aliquots rich in apatite were prepared from each sample by Donelick Analytical
using standard magnetic and gravimetric techniques. Final separates for analyses were
hand-picked to ensure purity. The apatites were mounted in epoxy, and their surfaces
ground and polished. The mounts were etched in 7% HNO3 at 180C for 22s. An
"external detector" (e.g., Naeser, 1979), consisting of low-U (<5 ppb) Brazil Ruby
muscovite, was used for each sample. Samples were irradiated in the Cornell
University and Oregon State TRIGA nuclear reactors. Following irradiation, the Brazil
Ruby muscovites were etched in 48% HF at 180 C for 30 min. Tracks in crystals with
well-etched, clearly visible tracks and sharp polishing scratches were counted using a
100X dry lens and 1250X total magnification. A Kinitek stage and software written by
Dumitru (1993) were used for analyses. Parentheses in Table 1, where the results are
summarized, show the number of tracks counted. Standard and induced track densities
were determined on external detectors (with a geometry factor of 0.5), and fossil track
densities were determined on internal mineral surfaces. Ages were calculated using ý =
359 ± 10 for dosimeter glass CN5 (e.g., Hurford and Green, 1983). All ages are central
ages, with the conventional method (Green, 1981) used to determine errors on sample
ages. The X2 test was used to judge the probability that individual grain ages for each
sample belong to a single population with a Poisson distribution (Galbraith, 1981). All
ages were calculated using TrackKey (Dunkl, 2002).
4. Results and Interpretations
The lowest elevation sample plotted in Figure 2 yielded anomalous results; the
significance of this is discussed below. The remaining samples, collected at elevations
ranging from 1400 to 2697 m, contributed apatite fission-track and muscovite 40Ar/39Ar
data that are indicative of simple exhumation through the -140°C and -350*C closure
isotherms, respectively. The muscovite dates for these samples range from 2.46±0.22
Ma to 5.10±0.23 Ma (Huntington and Hodges, 2006), and are strongly correlated with
elevation; the Pearson correlation coefficient for these data is 0.99. A least-squares
linear regression routine - weighing the analytical uncertainty on the sample dates as
the dependent variable (York, 1969) - predicts an increase in muscovite 40Ar/39Ar date
of roughly 1 Ma for every 0.57 km of elevation gain, equivalent to an apparent erosion
rate of 0.57 km/My (or mm/yr). More importantly, the linearity of the plot of elevation
vs. 40Ar/39Ar date implies a more or less uniform erosion rate between 5.1 and 2.5 Ma.
Detrital muscovite 40Ar/39Ar cooling ages ranging from -2.5 to -11 Ma correlate well
with hypsometry in the Nyadi catchment (Ruhl and Hodges, 2005). This suggests that
the period of uniform erosion at a rate of roughly 0.57 km/My recorded by the bedrock
muscovite samples extended well into the Miocene (Huntington and Hodges, 2006).
Apatite fission-track dates for these samples range from 0.5±0.4 Ma to 0.9±0.4
Ma (Table 1). The relatively large errors, reported at the 20 or -95% confidence level,
can be attributed to the very small numbers of fission tracks in these young apatites.
Nevertheless, the age variation is reasonably well correlated with elevation (Figure 2);
the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) for these data is 0.75. A linear fit to the data,
produced in the same way as the fit for the 40Ar/39Ar data, predicts an increase in apatite
fission-track age of 1 Ma for every 3.1 km of elevation gain. Monte Carlo simulations
indicate that the roughly five-fold difference between the apatite and muscovite age-
elevation gradients is statistically significant despite the relatively large uncertainties in
the apatite data (see Appendix A). This conclusion is bolstered by the simple
observation that the 1400 m sample was at a temperature of -350*C as recently as 2.5
Ma and is now exposed at the surface. Without invoking an unrealistically high
geothermal gradient (-2450 C/km), it is not possible to explain how a sample could have
cooled this rapidly if exhumation continued at a constant rate of 0.57 km/My from 2.5
Ma to the present.
Whether or not the apparent erosion rates of 3.1 km/My for the fission-track data
and 0.57 km/My for the 40Ar/39Ar data can be taken as actual measures of the erosion
rate averaged over the 0.5-0.9 Ma and 5.1-2.5 Ma intervals, respectively, depends on the
kinematics of exhumation and the topography during the closure intervals, and the
(possibly dynamic) morphology of the closure isotherms at depth (Stilwe et al., 1994;
Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997; Braun, 2002; Ehlers and Farley, 2003; Braun, 2005;
Ehlers, 2005).
While closure isotherms for low-temperature thermochronometers may be
significantly perturbed by topography when erosion is rapid and relief is high, closure
isotherms for higher-temperature thermochronometers such as the 40Ar/4oAr muscovite
system (closure temperature, Tc-3500 C) are relatively insensitive to topographic effects
and remain approximately horizontal over a wide range of erosion rates and topographic
settings (e.g., Sttiwe et al., 1994). As a result, under some circumstances a difference in
apparent erosion rates from age-elevation gradients corresponding to different closure
temperatures could be explained not by a change in erosion rate, by simply as the result
of topographic effects (e.g., Figure 2 in (Braun, 2002)).
In order to investigate these potential complications, we used the finite-element
program FRACTure (Kohl and Hopkirk, 1995; Kohl et al., 2001) to calculate the three-
dimensional thermal field for the region of mountainous topography surrounding our
study area. We then tracked the thermal histories of rock particles as they were
exhumed through this thermal field and predicted apatite fission-track and muscovite
40Ar/aoAr cooling ages sampled at the surface using the program TERRA (Ehlers et al.,
2005) in an approach similar to that of Ehlers et al. (2001) and Whipp et al. (2005). The
model is described in Appendix B, and age-elevation gradient results are summarised in
Table 1. If we assume, for simplicity, purely vertical exhumation at a rate of 0.50
km/My, the model predicts a muscovite age-elevation gradient of 0.59 km/My
(consistent with the data obtained by Huntington and Hodges (2006)) and an only
slightly higher apatite age-elevation gradient of 0.63 km/My. Following the statistical
approach outlined in Appendix A, it can be shown that the probability of this gradient
being indistinguishable from the observed gradient of 3.1 km/My, even given the
magnitude of the errors for the apatite data, is less than I in 10,000. These results
indicate that if samples follow vertical exhumation pathways to the surface, no single
constant erosion rate can explain both the muscovite and apatite data.
But can a single constant erosion rate account for the difference in muscovite and
apatite age-elevation gradients if non-vertical exhumation pathways are considered?
Several models for the Pliocene to Holocene transport of Higher Himalayan rocks have
been proposed that predict exhumation pathways with a significant component of lateral
motion (Seeber and Gornitz, 1983; Pandey et al., 1995; Bilham et al., 1997; Cattin and
Avouac, 2000; Hodges et al., 2004). As lateral transport changes the distance rocks
travel from the closure isotherm to the surface and crustal-scale faults may be expected
to perturb the position of the closure isotherms with respect to exhumation trajectories,
we also calculated apparent erosion rates from predicted muscovite and apatite age-
elevation gradients for simulations with lateral and thrust geometries (Appendix B,
Table 1). When these non-vertical exhumation pathways are considered (true model
erosion rates of 0.5-3.0 km/My), apatite and muscovite age-elevation gradients vary by
<33% in all cases (Table 1). This difference is still less than half of the difference (82%)
we observe in the Nyadi data, suggesting that a single constant erosion rate cannot
satisfy the data even when lateral transport is considered.
Three-dimensional modeling of this sort allows us to rule out erosional scenarios
that do not involve a rate change, but cannot be used to pinpoint the exact rates before
and after this change because the models simulate steady-state erosion and because
predicted age-elevation gradients are sensitive to the kinematics of deformation during
exhumation (Table 1, (Ehlers, 2005)). In this part of the Himalaya, however, there is no
structural evidence to suggest that there were major variations in deformation
kinematics in this region over the past five million years (Hodges et al., 1996; Bollinger
et al., 2004). Thus, the roughly five-fold difference between the fission-track and
40Ar/39Ar exhumation rates is important regardless of whether or not the apparent rates
are equivalent to the actual rates. More importantly, the data strongly imply that the
acceleration in erosion rate occurred sometime between -2.5 and -0.9 Ma.
Ruhl and Hodges (Ruhl and Hodges, 2005) noted that detrital muscovite 40Ar/39Ar
cooling ages from the Nyadi catchment are well correlated with hypsometry, implying
that the modem catchment is eroding uniformly. Along with the data presented here,
this observation suggests that the timescale for relief adjustment to accelerated
exhumation must be on the order of -0.9-2.5 millionl years. This is consistent, to first
order, with the response time that would be predicted based on the expected rate of
vertical knickpoint migration through the Nyadi catchment. Niemann et al. (Nieman et
al., 2001) pointed out that when uplift rate varies temporally, knickpoints travel through
a catchment with constant vertical velocity, and the response time of a catchment to a
change in rate follows directly from the vertical velocity of the knickpoint. If incision
depends on unit stream power (Whipple and Tucker, 1999) and channel concavity does
not vary with uplift rate, this response time should be given by the ratio of the modem
topographic relief (-6 km) to the final erosion rate (-3.1 km/My).
5. Corroborating evidence for a 2.5-0.9 Ma change in erosion rate in
the central Himalaya
In addition to the work described here, two other fission-track studies in the
Himalaya appear to support a regional Late Pliocene-Pleistocene increase in erosion
rate. The first, published only in abstract form (Bergman et al., 1993), found that apatite
fission-track dates for samples collected on a climbing expedition to Mount Everest on
the Nepal-Tibet border (-27°59'N; 86°56'E) ranged systematically from 1.7±1.4 Ma to
7.1+1.2 Ma as a function of elevation between 2560 and 6500 m. The authors reported a
small increase in age with elevation below 4000-5000 m and a much larger increase at
higher elevations. When such inflections are observed in age-elevation profiles, they are
usually interpreted as an indication of a pulse of exhumation beginning approximately at
the time of closure of the samples that define the inflection (Fitzgerald et al., 1995); in
the case of the Everest dataset, the inflection implies an exhumation rate increase at -2-
3 Ma.
A second example of such an inflection can be found by comparing data from two
apatite fission-track studies of different lobes of the Badrinath-Gangotri plutonic
complex in the Garhwal Himalaya of India. Working on samples collected along the
Bhagirathi River at -31*00'N; 7900'E and at elevations ranging from 3020-4370 m,
Sorkhabi et al. (1997) documented an increase in apparent age from 1.5 + 0.6 Ma to 2.4
+ 0.5 Ma. These data indicate a gradient of -2.5 km/Ma, which is similar to our
Marsyandi apatite fission-track gradient. However, Searle et al. (1999) reported a much
shallower gradient (~0.4 km/Ma) for samples collected from the 5000-5500 m levels of
the Shivling massif (-33023'N; 76027'E), ranging in age from 2.2-3.5 Ma. The youngest
of the Shivling ages (2.2 + 0.4 Ma) overlaps with the oldest ages recovered by Sorkhabi
and co-workers, indicating the approximate time of accelerated unroofing.
While the Everest data have not been completely published and neither they nor
the Badrinath-Gangotri data are as compelling as the Marsyandi data, we regard it as
significant that elevation-age patterns from widely separated locations in the Himalaya
can be interpreted easily in terms of a sharp increase in exhumation rate between -2.5
and 0.9 Ma.
6. Arguments in favor of climate change as the cause of accelerated
erosion
Was the abrupt increase in exhumation rate between 2.5 and 0.9 Ma documented
here caused by climate change, a change in the pattern and rate of far-field tectonic
forcing, or both? We would argue that the evidence points to a predominantly climatic
driver. Although there was a rapid change in the surface pattern of tectonic activity in
the Himalayan hinterland over the Middle to Late Miocene interval, the period between
-5 Ma and -1 Ma was marked by gradual and passive uplift of the Greater Himalayan
sequence relative to the downgoing Indian plate (Robinson et al., 2003). In contrast, the
Late Pliocene-Pleistocene interval was one of profound climate change on a global
scale. Although there is some debate regarding the exact timing of the onset of Northern
Hemisphere glaciation, virtually all available data point to at least a dramatic
intensification of it between -3.0 and -2.4 Ma (Raymo, 1994; Maslin et al., 1998). At
the same time, an increase in the frequency and amplitude of oscillations in the 8180 in
signatures of benthic foraminifera indicate a marked destabilization of global climate
(Zachos et al., 2001; Molnar, 2004). In Asia, the effects of this included an
intensification of the East Asian winter monsoon and establishment of the current
seasonal pattern of the Indian "summer" monsoon (Quiang et al., 2001; Zhisheng et al.,
2001; Gupta and Thomas, 2003). Although some workers have argued against it
(Burbank et al., 1993; Clift et al., 2002), many argue that Late Pliocene-Pleistocene
climate destabilization corresponded with a dramatic increase in sedimentation rates in
basins surrounding the Himalayan-Tibetan orogenic system (Metivier et al., 1999; Clift
et al., 2004). Given the lack of geologic evidence for tectonic forcing of a -2.5-0.9 Ma
increase in exhumation rate in the Higher Himalaya, our data support arguments for
climatic forcing of global increases in Late Pliocene-Pleistocene sediment accumulation
rates (Zhang et al., 2001; Molnar, 2004).
7. Evidence for late-stage slip near the trace of the Main Central thrust
Although there is no evidence for a change in far-field tectonic forcing in the
Himalaya over the past 2.5 Ma, recent studies have revealed evidence for very recent
out-of-sequence faulting along the Himalayan range front (Wobus et al., 2003a; Hodges
et al., 2004; Wobus et al., 2005). Our findings provide additional support for these
observations. The thermochronometric data for samples collected between 1400 m and
2697 m are consistent with simple exhumation through the closure-temperature
isotherms for the apatite fission-track and muscovite 40Ar/39Ar systems - the
approximately linear age-elevation relationships suggest that (1) the samples were
exhumed together as a block; (2) the rate was constant during the closure interval for
muscovite (i.e., during the time period represented by the sample ages, from 5.1 to 2.5
Ma); and (3) the rate was roughly constant again during the closure interval for apatite
(i.e., during the time period represented by the sample ages, from -0.9 to -0.5 Ma).
However, neither the apatite fission-track date nor the muscovite 40Ar/39Ar date for the
lowest elevation (900 m) sample in our profile falls on the simple age-elevation trends
exhibited by the other samples. Having only the muscovite 40Ar/39Ar dates at their
disposal, Huntington and Hodges (2006) suggested that the disruption in that trend
could have been caused by post-2.46 Ma fault activity. Indeed, the 900 m sample was
separated from the other samples by two faults. The structurally highest of these is the
Nalu thrust (Hodges et al., 2004). Separating gneisses of the Greater Himalayan
sequence in the hanging wall from Lesser Himalayan sequence footwall rocks with a
distinctive metamorphic history (Catlos et al., 2001), this structure corresponds to the
Main Central Thrust as traditionally defined in Nepal by a variety of workers (Colchen
et al., 1986; Pecher, 1989; Coleman, 1998). The other fault separating the inconsistent
sample from the rest of the transect is the Usta Thrust (Hodges et al., 2004). Martin et
al. (2005) recently suggested that this is the actual Main Central Thrust on the basis of a
contrast across it in detrital U-Pb zircon ages and Nd isotopic characteristics. Regardless
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of which interpretation of the position of the Main Central Thrust is correct, the
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data suggest that there has been significant thrust-sense
displacement on the Nalu thrust, Usta thrust, or both. The new apatite data presented
here - which show the same relative offset of the age-elevation trend as the 40Ar/4oAr
data - provide important corroborating evidence for young displacement. Moreover, the
apatite data provide better constraints on the age of the latest post-Pliocene
displacement, requiring that it be younger than -1 Ma.
8. Discussion and Conclusions
The significantly different age-elevation gradients defined by apatite fission-track
and muscovite 40Ar/39Ar bedrock data provide strong evidence that a substantial erosion
rate acceleration began between --2.5 and 0.9 Ma. Although the apatite fission-track and
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar thermochronometers constrain the timing of this transition
reasonably well, we note that it may be possible to pinpoint it even more precisely using
a thermochronometer that is sensitive to temperatures between -140 and -350 0 C if
analytical uncertainties are small. For example, we would predict that the zircon (U-
Th)/He thermochronometer, sensitive to a temperature of roughly 2000 C for nominal
cooling rates (Reiners, 2005), would exhibit a kinked age-elevation profile near the
Marsyandi-Nyadi confluence with the point of inflection located between 2.5 and 0.9
Ma.
We are not aware of any evidence for a significant change in far-field tectonic
forcing during the -2.5-0.9 Ma timeframe; however, there exists a wealth of evidence
for global-scale climate change at approximately the time of this change in exhumation
rate. As a consequence, we conclude that climate more likely had the stronger influence
on enhancing long-term erosion and exhumation at the Himalayan range front during
Late Cenozoic time. While it is impossible to prove causation from correlation, it could
be argued that a temporal correlation of climate change and erosion rate change
provides much stronger evidence for a causal relationship between climate and erosion
than a spatial correlation of precipitation and exhumation patterns (cf., Reiners et al.,
2003). It is difficult to disprove the null hypothesis that enhanced precipitation
coincides with steps in topography associated with high exhumation rates simply due to
the physics of weather, even in the absence of a causal relationship between climatic
forcing and erosion. However, there is no physical reason to expect a change in
exhumation to occur in concert with climate change unless the two are coupled.
Information regarding the timescales of landscape adjustment to climate
perturbations may help us to evaluate the strength of these relationships. In the case of
the Nyadi catchment, a series of special circumstances allow us to place bounds on the
landscape response time to this change in climate forcing: we have constrained the
timing of erosion-rate change, and the good correlation of detrital muscovite 4"0Ar/39Ar
cooling ages and hypsometry in the Nyadi catchment indicate that modern erosion is
uniform. These constraints indicate that relief and channel-profile adjustment to this
increase in exhumation rate must have occurred within a time period of roughly 0.9 -2.5
My, on the order of the response time predicted by knickpoint celerity estimates. A
record of this transition may also be expected in the shape of detrital mineral cooling-
age distributions from proximal ancient sedimentary deposits, for example in nearby
fluvial terraces.
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Appendix A: Statistical comparison of apatite fission-track and
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar age-elevation gradients
In order to evaluate the significance of the difference between the age-elevation
gradients defined by the apatite fission-track and muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data, we
determined the probability that the two datasets define the same slope using a Monte
Carlo approach. For each analyzed apatite fission-track date Xn with one-sigma
analytical uncertainty on, we created a random distribution Rn of 10,000 normally
distributed values with a mean equal to Xn and a standard deviation of on. One value
was randomly chosen from each of the distributions Rn, and these values were regressed
(using the same approach as for the original age-elevation gradient calculations) in order
to calculate a slope. This exercise was repeated 10,000 times to produce an array of
10,000 slopes, and each slope was compared with the slope defined by the muscovite
40Ar/39Ar data (0.57±0.048 km/My at the two-sigma confidence level). If the calculated
slope was within 20 error of 0.57, we concluded that the test slope was
indistinguishable from the muscovite 40Ar/39Ar slope; if it was not, we concluded that
the slopes were distinguishable. The percentage of test slopes that were
"indistinguishable" provides an excellent empirical indication of the distinctiveness of
the actual 40Ar/39Ar and fission-track age-elevation gradients. Specifically, the
simulations showed that there is less than a 1:10,000 chance that the gradient recorded
by the apatite data is equal to the gradient recorded by the muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data.
Appendix B: Thermal model details
Our modeling approach is similar to that of Ehlers et al. (2001) and Whipp et al.
(2005). It consists of three components: a kinematic model, a thermal finite-element
model, and a thermochronometer age-prediction model. The kinematic model prescribes
the velocity field for nodal advection for the thermal model, and the thermochronometer
age-prediction model predicts sample ages at the surface based on their thermal histories
as they are exhumed from depth.
Heat transfer occurs as a function of the exhumation geometries given by the
kinematic model. In this model, material is assumed to be incompressible and mass is
conserved. The topography is prescribed by a digital elevation model of the study region
(size: 140x84 km), and remains static. As a result, the vertical component of the erosion
rate at the surface is equal to the vertical component of velocity in the kinematic model
(v=). While the topography varies in three-dimensions, the kinematic field is one-
dimensional for the "vertical" model simulations and two-dimensional for the "lateral"
and "thrust" simulations. In the "vertical" model simulations, particle paths are vertical.
In the "lateral" model simulations, particles are transported horizontally as they
are exhumed. For these models, the horizontal velocity vy is a function of the prescribed
vertical component of the erosion rate v- and the dip of the particle trajectory, which we
hold constant at 280:
v VZ (1)Y tan(28°)
In the "thrust" model simulations, particles are transported horizontally as they are
exhumed along a single, discrete, crustal-scale thrust fault. The fault is simulated as a
planar surface composed of two segments - a horizontal segment (dip angle =00) at
28 km depth and a ramp segment (e=280). Slip occurs parallel to these planes, and the
slip rate on the fault is a function of the dip angle and the horizontal convergence
velocity across the fault, Vconverge:
= converge (2)
vsti = 
C2OS
where 6, is the dip of the ith fault segment. The underthrusting rate is set to equal half
of Vconverge. For the thrust models, we only predict hanging-wall sample ages. The
horizontal transport velocity vy for these particles is equal to Vconverge/ 2 , and their vertical
exhumation rate v-(x,y,z) is given by
V:(X, y,Z) = Vconverge -tanOe , (3)
We calculated the 3D thermal field beneath the model topography to 50 km
depth using the steady-state advection-diffusion equation
V(KVT) vVT=- A (4)
____- ivTT = A- (4)pc pc
where T is temperature and V is the material velocity from the kinematic model. K, A,
p, and c are the thermal conductivity, radiogenic heat production per unit volume,
density, and heat capacity, respectively. This calculation was performed in the Eulerian
reference frame using the finite-element program FRACTure (Kohl and Hopkirk, 1995;
Kohl et al., 2001). The upper surface has a constant temperature boundary condition
(14'C - 70 C per km elevation above sea level). The constant temperature boundary
condition was set to 6000 C. Velocity-dependent shear heating on the fault planes is
included after the methods of (Henry et al., 1997) and Hansen and Carter (1982) and
with the following assumptions: the fault zone is 1 km wide, the strain rate is equal to
the fault slip rate, the maximum allowed shear stress is 50 MPa, and the shear stress is
calculated using a brittle pressure-dependent law or ductile temperature-dependent
power law, whichever is smaller. Additional heat produced is added to the nodal
radiogenic heat production within the shear zone. We also assume that heat transfer by
fluid flow is not a major thermal influence.
Thermochronometer ages for the Nyadi transect sample locations are calculated
using model-predicted cooling histories, which are calculated by tracking samples from
the surface back to different depths in the model. Predicted apatite fission-track ages
were calculated using the method outlined by Ehlers et al. (2005), and muscovite
40Ar/39Ar ages were calculated assuming a closure temperature of 3500 C.
Free parameters in the model include the basal and surface boundary conditions,
radiogenic heat production, thermal conductivity, specific heat, density, and kinematic
field. We hold constant the boundary condition (6000 C), radiogenic heat production (0.5
[LW/m 3), thermal conductivity (2.5 W/mK), specific heat (800 J/kgK), and density (2750
kg/m3), and vary the exhumation geometry and rate (0.5-3.0 mm/yr or km/My).
Table and Figure Captions
Table 1. Apatite fission-track results and sample locations. Number of tracks counted in
parentheses.
Table 2. Age-elevation predictions for the Nyadi Transect from thermal-kinematic
model results. "Observed" indicates results of actual measurements from the Nyadi
transect from this study and (Huntington and Hodges, 2006). The designations
"vertical," "lateral" and "thrust" indicate results for model simulations (see Appendix B
for model details). The model rate (vz) is the vertical particle velocity prescribed in the
model, and is equal to the vertical component of the erosion rate. Particle trajectories are
vertical in the "vertical" model simulation, and the "lateral" and "thrust" geometries
prescribe particle paths that have a significant component of horizontal transport. AFT
indicates age-elevation gradient for apatite fission-track samples, and MAr indicates
age-elevation gradient for muscovite 40Ar/39Ar samples. Difference % is the percent
difference between age-elevation gradients for the muscovite and apatite sample
transects, and is calculated as (AFT-MAr)/AFT* 100.
Figure 1. Simplified structural map of study area on shaded-relief basemap. Map
symbols: bedrock sample locations (white circles); from North to South, towns of
Ghemu, Bahundada and Bhulebhule (white triangles); structures as mapped by Hodges
et al. (Hodges et al., 2004), with black lines with triangles indicating faults, dashed
where inferred, from north to south, the Nalu thrust, Arkhale thrust, Usta thrust, and
Nadi thrust.
Figure 2. Cooling age vs. sample elevation. Cooling age and 20 uncertainty vs. sample
elevation plotted with least-squares regression best-fit age-elevation gradient for apatite
fission-track data (open circles) and muscovite 40Ar/ 39Ar data (black circles).
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Table 1. Apatite Fission-Track Analyses
Standard Fossil Induced Chi Central
Sample Lat. (E), Elev. # track track track square age
Long. (N) (m) grains density density density prob. ± 20
x10 6 cm2 x104 cm2 104 cm-2 % (Ma)
NBE-4 280 19.538'
840 24.095'
01NL-02 280 20.006',
840 25.274'
01NL-03 280 20.228',
840 25.489'
0 1INL-04 280 20.430'
840 25.588'
01NL-05 280 20.721'
840 25.816'
01NL-06 280 21.165 '
840 26.288'
See Burbank et al. (2003) 1.9 ±2.2
1400 40 1.51 6.6 2889
(14) (6140)
1695 28 1.47 5.9 3312
(9) (5066)
1981 30 1.47 6.8 2314
(10) (3421)
2314 40 1.67 7.4 2518
(15) (5109)
2697 10 1.62 8.6 3256
(4) (1521)
41 0.6±0.4
96 0.5 ± 0.4
84 0.8±0.4
82 0.9 ± 0.4
53 0.8±0.8
Table 2. Summary of Constant Erosion Rate Thermal-Kinematic Model
Predictions for the Nyadi Transect
AFT MAr Difference
Observed (km/My) (km/My) %
3.10 0.57 82
Vertical AFT MAr Difference
Model Rate vertical vertical %
vz (km/My)
0.5 0.63 0.59 6
1.0 1.29 1.22 5
2.0 2.70 2.58 4
2.5 3.43 3.28 4
3.0 4.20 3.97 5
Lateral AFT MAr Difference
Model Rate lateral lateral %
vz (km/My)
0.5 0.65 0.55 15
1.0 1.40 1.09 22
3.0 5.36 4.59 14
Thrust AFT MAr Difference
Model Rate thrust thrust %
vz (km/My)
0.5 0.63 0.52 17
1.0 1.33 1.08 19
3.0 5.16 3.44 33
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Abstract
Two- and three-dimensional thermal modeling studies suggest that ID interpretations of
erosion rates from thermochronometer age-elevation profiles can be compromised by
topography, erosion, and non-vertical exhumation pathways. We evaluated the magnitude
of error in ID erosion rate estimates using 3D thermal models to predict cooling ages at
the surface for a variety of steady-state exhumation geometries. Free parameters in the
model include exhumation rate and pathway, and profile orientation, and the models
assume a surface topography based on the central Nepalese Himalaya. We find that
profiles oriented orthogonal to the long-wavelength topography and orogenic transport
direction are relatively insensitive to topography and exhumation pathway, and that
simple ID interpretations of age-elevation data actually provide reasonable rate estimates
if samples are collected along steep hillslopes. For profiles oriented parallel to the
transport direction, horizontal transport during exhumation partly counteracts the
tendency of age-elevation gradients to overestimate erosion rates due to topographic
effects. Because closure isotherms for low-temperature thermochronometers are more
strongly influenced by topography than are those of many higher-temperature
thermochronometers, the error introduced by the 1ID assumption is greater for erosion
rate calculations made using low-temperature data. The magnitude of this error is greatest
when the exhumation kinematics are dominated by vertical movement. The application of
model results to natural settings is complicated by uncertainties in measured
thermochronometer ages. To address this issue, we modeled the probability that the true
erosion rate will be recovered as a function of sample uncertainties of different
magnitudes. Our results indicate that the magnitude of error in 1D erosion rate estimates
varies dramatically as a function of sample uncertainty, particularly when erosion is
rapid. The nature of this variation can be used to design sampling strategies for which ID
interpretations of age-elevation gradients are likely to be within error of the true erosion
rate. Our results also indicate that if sample uncertainties can be reduced, studies that
combine thermal modeling with age-elevation data for samples collected in a range of
profile orientations with respect to the transport direction will have the potential to
provide important constraints on thermal and kinematic fields at depth.
1. Introduction
Mineral cooling histories related to rock exhumation are widely used to investigate
long-term (> -10 5O yr) erosion rates. Sample cooling ages vary as a function of the sub-
surface thermal field and the paths rocks travel from some closure isotherm to the
surface. The simplest and most commonly used ID approaches for interpreting erosion
rates from thermochronometer ages assume that rocks follow vertical exhumation paths,
and that the closure isotherm of interest is horizontal (Figure la). In this model, a
sample's cooling rate can be related to the exhumation rate using an assumed geothermal
gradient (e.g., Hodges, 2003). Alternatively, in the "age-elevation" approach examined in
this study, the relationship between sample elevation and cooling age can be used as a
proxy for long-term exhumation rate (e.g., Wagner and Reimer, 1972; Foster and
Gleadow, 1996; Brandon et al., 1998; Crowley et al., 2002; Reiners et al., 2002;
Balestrieri et al., 2003; Bartolini et al., 2003; Ducea et al., 2003; House et al., 2003;
Reiners et al., 2003; Thiede et al., 2004) (Figure lb).
Several workers have pointed out that simple I D interpretations might lead to
inaccurate erosion rate estimates due to perturbations in the thermal field from
topography and lateral advection from thrust faulting (Sttiwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow
and Grasemann, 1997; Stiwe and Hintermtiller, 2000; Braun, 2002a; Ehlers and Farley,
2003; Safran, 2003; Braun, 2005). Indeed, for many landscapes of interest, it may be
more realistic to assume that the exhumation trajectory is two- or three-dimensional and
includes both lateral and vertical components due to fault orientation (e.g., Batt et al.,
2001; Ehlers et al., 2001; Batt and Brandon, 2002; Ehlers and Farley, 2003), and that the
depth to the closure temperature isotherm is spatially variable due to topographic
perturbations to the subsurface thermal field (Stilwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and
Grasemann, 1997; Stiwe and Hintermilller, 2000). Unfortunately, the practical
application of more sophisticated models to infer erosion rates (e.g., Batt and Braun,
1997; Batt and Braun, 1999; Batt and Brandon, 2002; Bollinger et al., 2006; Brewer et
al., 2006; Whipp et al., in press) is complicated and results are often difficult to apply to
other settings which may have different topography and deformation histories.
This study builds upon previous work by quantifying general relationships and
tradeoffs among thermochronometer transect orientation, topography, and rock
exhumation trajectory. We investigate the circumstances under which apparent erosion
rates calculated from age-elevation profiles will substantially underestimate or
overestimate the vertical component of the true erosional exhumation rate (referred to
hereafter as simply "the erosion rate," or vz; Figure I a). We use a 3D thermal model with
variable erosion rates (vz=0.1-3.0 mm/yr) and end member exhumation geometries
(Figure 2a-c) to predict cooling ages for various thermochronometers sampled at the
surface (Figure 2d-e). Furthermore, we complement previous studies by considering the
influence of sample uncertainties on interpreted erosion rates. The probability that the
true erosion rate will be calculated from age-elevation plots is determined for different
thermochronometer systems with variable uncertainty in measured ages.
2. Age-elevation transects and apparent erosion rates
2.1. One-dimensional interpretations
The thermochronometer age-elevation method for estimating erosion rates exploits
the difference in elevation between rocks collected in valleys and on ridges and its effect
on cooling age distributions at the surface (Wagner and Reimer, 1972; Wagner et al.,
1977). This elevation difference between samples results in shorter exhumation paths
from the closure isotherm to samples collected in valleys than to samples collected from
ridges. As a result, cooling age increases with sample elevation in proportion to the
erosion rate, and the age-elevation gradient is equal to the apparent erosion rate, E
(Figure 1 b). In order for the simple model shown in Figure lb to apply, several important
assumptions must be made, including: (1) that all rocks follow vertical exhumation paths
from the closure isotherm to the surface, and (2) that all samples pass through the closure
isotherm at the same elevation (or depth) with respect to sea level. When these
assumptions are violated, E may overestimate or underestimate the true erosion rate (e.g.,
Sttwe et al., 1994).
Both topography and rock advection due to erosion and lateral transport have the
potential to affect the accuracy of erosion rate estimates from age-elevation gradients.
Topography has a lateral cooling effect that compresses isotherms beneath valleys and
depresses isotherms under ridges, causing increased and decreased thermal gradients,
respectively. The magnitude of this effect depends on the relief and wavelength of
topography as well as the erosion rate and decays with depth (Stilwe et al., 1994;
Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997). Furthermore, erosion advects warm rocks towards
the surface, causing isotherms to shallow and thermal gradients to increase. While two-
dimensional models have shown that age-elevation gradients may severely overestimate
true erosion rates when topographic effects are significant (e.g., Stftwe et al., 1994;
Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997), even in the absence of topographic effects, non-
vertical exhumation paths increase the distance samples must travel from the closure
isotherm to the surface and can change apparent erosion rates.
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2.2. Multi-dimensional considerations
In addition to the complications described in the previous section, the orientation of
the sample profile with respect to the transport direction can also be important if samples
are not collected in a strictly vertical profile (i.e., on a cliff face). We illustrate some
potential effects of sample profile orientation on age-elevation gradients with a thought
experiment in three dimensions (X, Y, and Z), where Z is the vertical coordinate.
Consider first the simplest case where the closure isotherm is horizontal (Figure 2a). This
configuration might represent a high-temperature (>2000 C) isotherm in a region eroding
at a rate of, for example, 0.5 mm/yr. In this case if exhumation pathways are vertical,
assumptions (1) and (2) from section 2.1 are satisfied and the age-elevation gradient
returns an accurate erosion rate estimate.
However, if samples are transported laterally during exhumation, the ID model is
no longer appropriate, and the age-elevation gradient may be expected to underestimate
the true erosion rate (Figure 3a). In Figure 3a, the sample profile and the rock trajectories
are in the same plane (YZ). If the sample profile and the rock trajectories are in different
vertical planes, for example if the sample profile is in plane (XZ), the magnitude of
underestimation in erosion rate is the same (Figure 3b). However, the effect is different if
the closure isotherm is curved in one direction due to long-wavelength topography
(Braun, 2002a), but not in the orthogonal direction, as in Figure 3c-d. In the case where
the isotherm is curved in the plane of the sample profile (Figure 3c), the age-elevation
calculation could overestimate the true erosion rate when samples are transported
laterally. In the case where the exhumation trajectory and the sample profile are
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orthogonal (Figure 3d), then the apparent erosion rate would actually underestimate the
true erosion rate. As summarized in Figure 3e, many different apparent erosion rates may
be expected depending on the orientation of the sample profile and rock trajectory.
These thought experiments highlight the potential impact of topography and non-
vertical exhumation pathways on sample profiles of different orientations. They also
underscore the potential impact of, and need to constrain, the closure isotherm geometry
when interpreting erosion rates. Three-dimensional thermal models can provide valuable
intuition regarding the magnitude of effect complex topographies can have on subsurface
temperatures and age-elevation gradients (e.g., Ehlers and Farley, 2003; Braun, 2005;
Whipp et al., in press).
3. The model
3.1 Model setup and geometry
Mountain topography varies in 3D at many different wavelengths and amplitudes.
Rather than generate a synthetic landscape for simulating subsurface thermal fields we
elected to use the naturally occurring landscape of the Marsyandi drainage in the Nepal
Himalaya. The Himalaya are particularly well suited for our investigation because the
region is characterized by steep, high-relief topography (>5 km) and by a distribution of
ridges that trend at a variety of orientations with respect to the transport direction along
the Main Central Thrust (MCT) (e.g., Seeber and Gornitz, 1983; Pandey et al., 1995;
Bilham et al., 1997; Cattin and Avouac, 2000; Hodges et al., 2004). Furthermore, a
growing number of thermochronologic studies have been conducted in this region
(Edwards, 1995; Brewer et al., 2003; Burbank et al., 2003; Bollinger et al., 2004; Brewer
et al., 2005; Ruhl and Hodges, 2005; Huntington and Hodges, 2006; Blythe, in review;
Huntington et al., in review), and future studies will benefit from our investigations.
3.2. Coupled thermal, kinematic, and age prediction models
We used a series of coupled numerical models including a kinematic model (Figure
2a-c), a 3D steady-state thermal finite-element model (Figure 4), and a
thermochronometer age prediction model (e.g., Ehlers and Farley, 2003; Whipp et al., in
press). The modeling approach used is identical to that of Whipp et al. (in press) and only
a brief description of the different components is presented here and in Appendix I.
The thermal model uses a Galerkin formulation of the finite element method. In the
simulations presented here, a modified version of a program developed by Kohl and
Hopkirk (1995) and Kohl (1999) is used to solve the steady-state advection diffusion
equation for user defined material properties (heat production, thermal conductivity,
density, and specific heat), boundary conditions, and nodal advection velocities that
define rock exhumation pathways. The kinematic model simulates heat transfer for each
of three exhumation geometries we refer to as "vertical" (Figure 2a), "lateral" (Figure
2b), and "thrust" (Figure 2c). Topography is assumed to remain constant (see section 3.3)
such that the vertical component of the velocity field is equivalent to the erosion rate. As
a consequence, the vertical exhumation case considered below is equivalent to purely
erosional exhumation of rocks. The other scenarios we consider explore the sensitivity of
cooling ages to erosion during active faulting and lateral rock motion.
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We hold constant the surface and basal boundary conditions, radiogenic heat
production, thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density, but vary the exhumation
geometry and rate (vz) from 0.1 to 3.0 mm/yr (Tables 1 and 2). We chose to examine only
one fault geometry for the thrust model simulations, selected to mimic the geometry that
has been inferred for the MCT in Nepal (e.g., Lav6 and Avouac, 2000). The ramp-flat
geometry consists of a deep flat segment and a 28°-dipping ramp segment. This geometry
allows straightforward comparison of results for the thrust and lateral models in order to
isolate the effects of rock paths with significant lateral component from the influence of
the thrust fault on the thermal field.
Thermal histories of rocks exhumed to different sample locations (Figure 2d, e)
were recorded for calculation of cooling-rate dependent thermochronometer ages. Age
are predicted for the apatite (U-Th)/He (AHe), apatite fission-track (AFT), and zircon
fission-track (ZFT) systems using the TERRA software of Ehlers et al. (2005). Muscovite
40Ar/39Ar (MAr) thermochronometer ages were predicted assuming a nominal closure
temperature of 350'C, and the general trend in MAr results discussed here is relatively
insensitive to this assumption. A series of simulations were conducted (see section 4)
with different erosion rates and exhumation trajectories to generate predicted cooling
ages at the model surface. The ages are used to examine age-elevation gradients and
compare apparent rates with actual rates prescribed by the model.
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3.3. Caveats
In order to isolate the effect of exhumation trajectory on cooling ages, we assume
that the model topography is static. More complicated treatments of topography (i.e.,
evolving landscapes) are possible (e.g., van der Beek and Braun, 1999), but the influence
of exhumation trajectories on cooling ages would be subject to many of the same
processes we investigate here for a steady-state landscape. This approach is the first step
towards identifying how exhumation trajectories might influence age-elevation
relationships in eroding regions.
We note that the model results are non-unique, and that different combinations of
parameters can result in the very similar distributions of predicted ages (e.g., Whipp et
al., in press). Examples of how trade-offs among some of the different parameters
investigated here influence predicted age-elevation gradients are discussed in section 5.
4. Results
In this section we present predicted thermochronometer age-elevation profiles for
variations in model input parameters and sample profile orientation. We first present
results from a simple simulation that documents the effect of vertical exhumation
pathway on age-elevation profiles with different orientations across topography. Next, we
explore the conditions under which lateral exhumation pathways and thrust faulting cause
measurable deviations from the baseline simulations. Results of selected model
simulations are summarized in Table 2. A detailed statistical analysis of the difference
between age-elevation gradients and true erosion rates as a function of sample uncertainty
follows in section 5.
4.1. Effect of Vertical Exhumation Pathway on Predicted Ages (baseline
model)
In the absence of active range-bounding structures, rocks are exhumed via erosion
and follow vertical exhumation pathways (Figure 2a). Most thermochronometer studies
assume this type of geometry. As a consequence, we use a vertical exhumation trajectory
as our baseline simulation to explore how variations in the exhumation rate and sample
profile orientation with respect to topography (Figure 2d-e) influence the apparent
erosion rate, E, derived from the slope of a best-fit line through an age-elevation plot.
Vertical exhumation model and thermal field
In the vertical model simulations, the thermal field beneath the Himalaya is
controlled primarily by the rate of erosion (vz) and the overlying topography. In these
simulations thermal gradients were highly variable beneath ridges and valleys at low
erosion rates and less variable for simulations at high erosion rates. At erosion rates of
0.1 mm/yr thermal gradients were as low as -17 0 C/km on average. At a higher erosion
rate of 3 mm/yr, thermal gradients were up to 500 C/km. This variation in thermal
gradients causes variation in the closure temperature depth for different
thermochronometer systems. Vertical exhumation simulations for erosion rates <1.0
mm/yr predict closure depths of -15-20 km for MAr samples, -9-14 km for ZFT
samples, -6-12 km for AFT samples, and -2-6 km for AHe samples. Closure depths are
significantly shallower for vertical models with model erosion rates that exceed this
range; the MAr closure depths range from -7-12 km and AHe closure depths range from
<1-4 km when the model erosion rate is high (vz=3.0 mm/yr).
Age-elevation transect orientation
The final output from the model consists of an array of predicted cooling ages for
different thermochronometer systems sampled along a variety of age-elevation transects
(Figure 2e). The age-elevation gradients are sensitive to the topographic slope over which
each profile is sampled as well as the surrounding 3D topography (e.g., Braun, 2002a),
and the sampling schemes investigated (Figure 2d,e) were selected to represent a range of
slopes (Table 3) and localities. We start with two end-member scenarios, hereafter
referred to as the "sub-vertical" and "river-bottom" profiles (Figure 2e). Sub-vertical
profiles comprise sample locations from steep slopes that average 700 m of relief for
every 1000 m of horizontal distance (350 slope angle), while river-bottom profile
represents an elevation increase of only 50 m per 1000 m distance. Because it is difficult
to sample sub-vertical profiles in the field, and age-elevation studies rarely employ only
river-bottom sample profiles, we also investigated "intermediate slope" profiles. These
profiles, sampled at four locations across the topography denoted A, B, C, and D (Figure
2e), span a much smaller horizontal distance than the river-bottom profiles, but are less
steep than the near-vertical profiles. In our model, the long-wavelength (greater than
-100 km) topography varies significantly in the YZ plane as mean elevations increase
from the foreland to the range crest and Tibetan plateau. In contrast, long-wavelength
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topography varies little in the orthogonal direction (XZ plane). Since the influence of
long-wavelength topography differs in orthogonal directions, at each of the locations A,
B, C and D, we sampled one profile collected in the YZ plane and one profile collected in
the XZ plane. Profiles oriented in the direction of the long-wavelength topographic signal
(YZ plane) were collected on slopes representing an elevation gain of 170-330 m per I
km of horizontal distance (10-18' slopes), while profiles oriented in the orthogonal (XZ)
plane were sampled on slopes representing an elevation gain of 460-520 m per 1 km of
horizontal distance (25-27' slopes; Table 3). As shown in Figure 3a-d and Figure 2d, we
refer to sample profiles in the XZ plane with the subscript x, and sample profiles in the
YZ plane with the subscript y.
Influence of closure temperature on apparent erosion rates
The influence of erosion rate and sample profile orientation on apparent erosion
rates (E) interpreted from age-elevation gradients is greatest for low-temperature
thermochronometers. A comparison of apparent erosion rates for the four vertical
exhumation simulations shown in Figure 5 (filled symbols) reveals that the AHe
thermochronometer generally provides worse overestimates of the model erosion rate
than the higher-temperature thermochronometers. For each of the simulations shown in
Figure 5, AHe age-elevation gradients for the different sample profile types (river-bottom
profiles and location B profiles oriented in the XZ and YZ planes) also provide a greater
range of apparent rates than the other thermochronometer systems we examined. Both the
worst rate overestimates and largest spread of apparent rates occur for the AHe
thermochronometer in the most rapid erosion model (Figure 5b), with the apparent
erosion rate from the river-bottom AHe profile being almost nine times greater than the
model erosion rate. The error is largest for the low-temperature systems (e.g. AHe, AFT)
because topographic perturbations to the thermal field are greatest at shallow crustal
depths where these data are most sensitive. The error increases with increased erosion
rates above -0.5 mm/yr (e.g. compare Figure 5a and c) for all thermochronometer
systems because higher erosion rates cause shallower closure temperature depths where
topographic disturbances to the thermal field are prevalent.
Influence ofprofile steepness on apparent erosion rates
The topographic slope over which samples are collected has a strong influence on
erosion rate estimates from age-elevation gradients. Steep profiles generally return the
most accurate rate estimates for the vertical exhumation simulations. Representative
results for the six sub-vertical profiles we examined are listed in Table 2 and can be
summarized as follows: at moderate model erosion rates (for example, 1.0 mm/yr), the
average difference between the model rate and the apparent rate is small - less than 3%
for the MAr, ZFT, and AFT thermochronometers, and <10% for the AHe
thermochronometer. At higher rates (vz=3.0 mm/yr), the average difference between the
model and apparent rates increases significantly to -3%, 5%, 7%, and 25% for the MAr,
ZFT, AFT, and AHe thermochronometers, respectively. For the slowest vertical
exhumation cases (vz=0.1 mm/yr), the average difference between the model and
apparent rates remains small (less than -6% for all thermochronometers). These results
highlight the fact that when age-elevation profiles are sufficiently steep, the model and
apparent rates agree relatively well. This finding is consistent with those of (Stiiwe et al.,
1994) for regions of high relief and short wavelength topography. In contrast, the
difference between apparent and real erosion rates dramatically increases when samples
are collected over a large lateral distance (river-bottom sample profiles; Figure 5, Table
2). River-bottom apparent erosion rates are up to six times greater than the model rate
when erosion is rapid (Figure 5b), and apparent rates for the thermochronometers we
examined are still only within 128% of the model rate when erosion is gradual (0.1
mm/yr) (Table 2). Although the difference between the model and apparent erosion rates
decreases for slower erosion rates and for higher-temperature thermochronometer
systems, river-bottom profiles in the vertical exhumation simulations do not produce age-
elevation gradients that come within even 50% of the actual erosion rate in the model.
Influence ofprofile orientation on apparent erosion rates
Predicted age-elevation gradients for the vertical exhumation simulations vary by
profile orientation with respect to the long-wavelength topography and by location on the
landscape (Figures 5, 6, 7). In all of the vertical exhumation simulations (model erosion
rates from 0.1-3.0 mm/yr), sample profiles oriented parallel to the long-wavelength
topography (YZ plane) provided worse estimates than profiles oriented in the orthogonal
direction (XZ plane). This relationship between age-elevation gradients from orthogonal
sample profiles, shown in Figure 6 for a case of rapid erosion at 3.0 mm/yr, holds for all
thermochronometer systems and all locations we examined on the landscape. For the
higher-temperature thermochronometers (MAr, ZFT, and AFT), apparent erosion rates
for most profile locations (B, C, and D) are within 2% of the model rate for age-elevation
transects collected orthogonal to the long-wavelength topography (in the XZ plane) over
a wide range of erosion rates (0.1-3.0 mm/yr). In contrast, the difference between model
and apparent erosion rates for these thermochronometers and locations increases to 15-
45% for transects oriented parallel to the long-wavelength topography. For the same
range of model rates, profiles collected at location A provide much less accurate rate
estimates: apparent erosion rates for samples collected perpendicular to the long-
wavelength topography (in the XZ plane) are within 8-12% of the model erosion rate, and
samples collected in the orthogonal profiles (in the YZ plane) overestimate the model
erosion rate by 42-60% (Figure 7a).
To first order, we might expect that this difference between apparent erosion rates
for orthogonal profiles can be explained simply by the difference in topographic slope
over which they were collected - profiles oriented parallel to the long-wavelength
topography (in the YZ plane) were collected along shallower slopes than profiles in the
orthogonal (XZ) plane (Table 3). However a detailed examination of the variation of age-
elevation gradients from orthogonal profiles in different locations suggests that local
topographic slope is not the only influence on age-elevation gradients (Figure 8). For the
vertical exhumation simulation results shown in Figure 8 (model erosion rate of 1.0
mm/yr), the difference between the model and apparent erosion rates generally decreases
as the topographic slope of the age-elevation transect increases. However, the
relationship is not always monotonic. While the age-elevation gradient given by the AHe
thermochronometer system actually provides a worse rate estimate when collected over a
topographic slope of 250 than it does over a slope of 270, the apparent erosion rate for this
thermochronometer varies little between a topographic slope of 100 and 130. Although
sample profiles oriented orthogonal to the long-wavelength topography (in the XZ plane)
at both location C and D have a topographic slope of 250 (Table 3), they yield different
age-elevation gradients (Figure 8). These observations suggest that even when samples
are exhumed along vertical pathways, 3D topographic variations around each profile also
influence the age-elevation gradient for a given thermochronometer system.
The magnitude of the difference between the model and apparent erosion rates for a
given thermochronometer, profile location, and profile orientation with respect to the
long-wavelength topography increases for faster model erosion rates, and decreases for
slower rates. For a profile collected over a topographic slope of 100 in the direction of the
long-wavelength topographic signal (YZ plane), the age-elevation gradient overestimates
the model erosion rate by up to -5 mm/yr when erosion is rapid and by less than I mm/yr
when erosion is more gradual. Regardless of the model erosion rate, the magnitude of the
rate-estimate error decreases for the higher-temperature thermochronometer systems. In
terms of percent error, the difference between model and apparent erosion rates also
decreases with increasing closure temperature.
4.2. Effect of Lateral Exhumation on Predicted Ages
Age-elevation gradients are subject to the same effects of topography and erosion
when rocks are exhumed laterally as they are when vertical exhumation occurs strictly
via erosion. Additional effects of horizontal rock transport during exhumation are
discussed in the following paragraphs, as simulation results for a simplified exhumation
geometry that does not include faults are explored.
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Lateral exhumation model and thermal field
In the lateral exhumation simulations, rocks remain stationary with respect to the
X-axis, but change position with respect to the Y- and Z-axes as they are exhumed to the
surface at an angle of 280 from the horizontal. The near-surface thermal field and closure
depths for the lateral models deviate somewhat from those of the vertical models. For
example, the closure depth for river-bottom samples changes by an average of 0.25 km
(-23%) when erosion is rapid (3.0 mm/yr). AHe closure depths change by -10% for
model erosion rates of 0.1 mm/yr, and the difference decreases for higher-temperature
thermochronometers. Thus, much of the observed difference in predicted age-elevation
gradients is a consequence of the difference in exhumation pathway from closure depths
to the surface in the two model geometries, rather than from a change in the closure
isotherm depth.
Age-elevation gradients in the lateral exhumation simulations
For the majority of the sample profiles we examined, lateral rock motion results in
a lower misfit between the model and apparent erosion rates than we observe when
exhumation is vertical (e.g., Figure 5); however, the difference in age-elevation gradients
as a function of lateral transport is sensitive to the profile steepness and orientation with
respect to the transport direction. For moderate erosion rates (1.0 mm/yr), sub-vertical
sample profiles provide better erosion rate estimates when exhumation is lateral than
when exhumation is vertical, overestimating the model rate by averages of 0-4% and -3-
10% for these cases, respectively. The difference between the model and apparent erosion
rates increases when erosion is rapid (3.0 mm/yr), such that sub-vertical profiles provide
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rate estimates that are within 4-10% of the model rate for all thermochronometers,
compared to up to 25% error for the estimate from the vertical exhumation case. For all
but the AHe profile, river-bottom age-elevation gradients provide better rate estimates in
the lateral exhumation simulations than in the vertical exhumation simulations over a
range of erosion rates (Figure 5, Table 2). At moderate erosion rates (51.0 mm/yr),
apparent rates for intermediate-slope profiles oriented parallel to the long-wavelength
topography (in the YZ plane) also more closely approximate the model rate when rocks
are exhumed laterally than in the corresponding vertical models with the exception of the
AHe thermochronometer system (Figure 5a,c). This behavior reflects the ability of lateral
transport to partly counteract the tendency of age-elevation gradients to overestimate
erosion rates due to topographic effects under some circumstances (e.g., Figure 3c-d). For
rapid erosion rates (3.0 mm/yr), however, age-elevation gradients for the same profiles
provide worse rate estimates in the lateral exhumation simulations than in the
corresponding vertical cases (Figure 5b). On average, apparent rates for profiles oriented
orthogonal to the long-wavelength topography (in the XZ plane) were similar for the
vertical and lateral exhumation scenarios, differing by 25% for the AHe
thermochronometer system and by only 5% for the other systems we examined.
However, rate estimates do not improve when rocks are exhumed laterally for these
profiles oriented orthogonal to the transport direction (in the XZ plane) (Figure 5).
4.3. Effect of Thrust Faulting on Predicted Ages
It is well known that crustal-scale thrust faults significantly influence the sub-
surface thermal field (e.g., Bird et al., 1975). In order to gain additional insight into the
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potential magnitude of this effect on our predicted age-elevation gradients, we
incorporated a structural discontinuity into the model simulations discussed in this
section.
Thrust model and thermal field
For the thrust model simulations we chose a fault geometry to mimic the MCT in
central Nepal, as it is thought to be a major structural and metamorphic discontinuity in
the study region (e.g., Hodges et al., 2004). In the thrust model simulations, rocks in the
footwall travel in the positive Y direction and rocks in the hanging wall travel in the
negative Y direction while remaining fixed with respect to the X-axis (Figure 2c).
Footwall rocks are not exhumed as they are transported towards the fault, and the model
erosion rate (vz) in the footwall is 0.0 mm/yr. The model erosion rate in the hanging wall
varies with distance as the dip of the fault changes, as described in Appendix I (Equation
3). Rocks are exhumed at the maximum erosion rate in the immediate hanging wall of the
thrust (above the ramp segment with a dip of 280). As all of the rocks we tracked were
sampled from above the 280-dipping ramp, the model erosion rate at the surface for each
point is the same for corresponding lateral and vertical exhumation simulations (Table 2).
The thermal field in the thrust models is influenced by lateral heat flow across the
fault as well as lateral heat flow owing to topography. Such thermal effects of thrust
faulting have been investigated by a variety of workers (e.g., Oxburgh and Turcotte,
1974; Bird et al., 1975; Toksoz and Bird, 1977; Ruppel and Hodges, 1994). When
crustal-scale thrust faults are active, the juxtaposition of hot hanging wall material and
cold footwall material drives heat flow across the boundary, causing closure isotherms to
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become curved (Figure 2c). When fault slip rates are rapid enough, this effect may
significantly perturb the thermal field. As the thermal mismatch between the hanging
wall and footwall increases with increasing slip rate, the contrast drives more heat flow
and depresses the geothermal gradient in the hanging wall. Although in natural
convergent settings frictional heating due to fault slip, redistribution of radiogenic heat
producing material, topographic development, and topographically-driven fluid flow may
also be important (e.g., Ehlers, 2005), we include only frictional heating in our steady-
state simulations (see Appendix I).
We find that the thermal field in the thrust simulations is significantly different
from the thermal field in the lateral exhumation simulations when the slip rate across the
fault is rapid. Because the erosion rate in the hanging wall of the thrust is a function of
the slip rate in our model (Appendix I), this effect is manifested at rapid model erosion
rates. Although we do not show the thermal models here, we note that closure depths for
river-bottom samples are roughly twice as deep in the thrust simulations as they are in the
lateral exhumation simulations when fault slip is rapid (for model erosion rates of 3.0
mm/yr in the immediate hanging wall of the thrust) due to significant lateral heat flow
across the fault. When slip is moderate and model erosion rates are less than or equal to
-1.0 mm/yr, the difference in closure depths for the lateral and thrust simulations is
reduced to an average of <0.75 km, or 14%.
Age-elevation gradients
Given the similarities in the exhumation pathways for the lateral exhumation and
thrust simulations, it is not surprising that age-elevation gradients are similar for lateral
and thrust simulations except when significant heat flow across the fault occurs at rapid
slip rates. This similarity is evident in a comparison of river-bottom apparent erosion
rates for the two sets of simulations (Table 2). While river-bottom age-elevation gradients
from thrust and lateral exhumation simulations differ by up to 79% when erosion is rapid
(3.0 mm/yr), they are in many cases identical for less rapid erosion rates (Table 2).
Although age-elevation gradients for the lateral exhumation and thrust simulations differ
somewhat, in all but one case, apparent erosion rates for the sub-vertical profiles are
within 10% of the model erosion rate for both exhumation geometries (Table 2).
For intermediate-slope profiles, the difference between age-elevation gradients for
thrust and lateral exhumation simulations is very sensitive to the erosion rate, and the
effect of profile orientation with respect to the transport direction is similar for the two
exhumation geometries. The difference in apparent erosion rates for the two exhumation
pathways increases rapidly with increasing fault slip and erosion rate, both in terms of
magnitude (Figure 9a) and in terms of the percent error in erosion rate estimates (Figure
9b-e). In the most extreme case examined here - a model erosion rate of 3.0 mm/yr for
the AHe thermochronometer system - age-elevation gradients for the lateral exhumation
and thrust simulations differ by a maximum of -75% (Figure 9c). At lower slip and
erosion rates, however, age-elevation gradients for lateral exhumation and thrust
simulations differ by less than a percent (e.g., Figure 9b,d,e). Although when erosion is
sufficiently rapid (>0.5 mm/yr), age-elevation gradients provide better rate estimates for
the thrust simulations than for the lateral exhumation simulations (Figure 9a,c), when
erosion is very slow (0.1 mm/yr), the relationship is more complicated (Figure 9e). The
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relationship between age-elevation gradients for orthogonal profiles is the same for the
two exhumation geometries for all but the slowest model erosion rates (vz=0. 1 mm/yr).
We note that the influence of thrust faults on exhumation paths will vary
significantly if the thrust geometry is varied, for example if the fault surface shape or
ramp depth are modified, or if multiple faults are active. It is possible that additional
complications may arise as a result of the interaction between closure isotherms and
exhumation pathways. For hanging wall samples, depending on the fault geometry and
exhumation kinematics, two rocks collected beside one another could have experienced
very different cooling histories (Figure 10). Although we attempted to avoid this
complication by using a very thick thrust-sheet geometry and by only tracking samples in
the immediate hanging wall of the fault, in natural settings the fault geometry and
location at depth are not generally known apriori.
5. Discussion
The magnitude of error in apparent erosion rates due to topography, erosion,
exhumation pathway, and profile steepness, location, and orientation are discussed in this
section. We find that the sensitivity of age-elevation gradients to these effects varies
greatly as a function of sample uncertainty when natural samples are considered.
Traditionally, the percent error in apparent erosion rates from model predictions has been
compared with the percent uncertainty in thermochronometer ages or in the best-fit slope
through an array of age-elevation data to evaluate the likelihood that simplifying
assumptions will compromise geologic rate interpretations. However, the analysis in
section 5.2 indicates that a more sophisticated approach to determining the significance
of the erosion rate errors predicted by the model is warranted.
5.1. Influence of exhumation pathway on age-elevation relationships
Sub-vertical age-elevation profiles
Although the influence of topography causes closure isotherm depth to vary with
distance in all model simulations, age-elevation gradients from vertical profiles (i.e., cliff
faces) should still provide an accurate proxy for erosion rate as long as the depth of the
closure isotherm beneath the vertical profile does not change while samples are passing
through it. This condition is met in steady-state models, and as anticipated, sub-vertical
age-elevation profiles provide good erosion rate estimates with the best estimates being
for higher-temperature thermochronometers (Table 2). For sub-vertical profiles, our
results indicate that samples with exhumation pathways that have a significant
component of lateral transport actually provide better rate estimates using the age-
elevation method than samples with vertical exhumation pathways, for all but very slow
exhumation rates on the order of 0.1 mm/yr (Table 2). While the influence of topographic
relief has the effect of causing age-elevation gradients to overestimate erosion rates
(Stilwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997), as long as sample profiles are
not oriented orthogonal to the direction of the lateral component of transport, the
influence of lateral exhumation paths should have the opposite effect (Figure 3). For the
slowest erosion rates we examined (0.1 mm/yr), the age-elevation gradients for sub-
vertical sample profiles are very similar regardless of exhumation pathway, all within 8%
of the actual rate (Table 2). This suggests that sub-vertical transects are relatively
insensitive to the influences of topographic relief and lateral rock transport if exhumation
is this gradual. In contrast, lateral, vertical, and thrust exhumation pathways result in
significantly different age-elevation gradients for sub-vertical sample profiles at higher
erosion rates (Table 2). The observation that these apparent rates always overestimate the
erosion rate indicates that topographic effects still tend to outpace the effects of lateral
exhumation pathways when erosion is rapid.
River-bottom age-elevation profiles
Although age-elevation gradients from river-bottom samples provide the worst
erosion rate estimates observed (Table 2), they are useful for examining relative
differences in age-elevation gradients as a function of exhumation pathway. AHe river-
bottom profiles result in age-elevation gradients that are essentially the same for vertical
and lateral exhumation pathways, except in higher erosion rate simulations (>0.5 mm/yr).
The remaining thermochronometers return rate estimates that are up to three times better
for models that incorporate lateral advection over the range of erosion rates examined
here (Table 2). River-bottom ZFT, AFT, and AHe age-elevation gradients from thrust
and lateral exhumation simulations are remarkably similar at model erosion rates of less
than -3 mm/yr. The river-bottom sample locations are widely spaced over a large area
(-60 km; Figure 2e), and the age-elevation gradient they define appears to be relatively
insensitive to short-wavelength (valley-ridge) topographic relief. Instead, the tendency of
the river-bottom profiles to severely overestimate the erosion rate may reflect the thermal
influence of the long-wavelength elevation increase from the foreland to the core of the
range. Because the lateral component of the exhumation pathway for the thrust and lateral
exhumation simulations is oriented in the direction of this dominant long-wavelength
topographic influence (in the YZ plane), lateral rock transport tends to reduce rate-
estimate error. A simple explanation for the observation that AHe age-elevation profiles
for fast rates are an exception to this pattern (e.g., Figure 5b) is that isotherms
corresponding to AHe closure depths beneath a given profile shallow when erosion is
rapid, so the AHe samples are more sensitive to local topography than they are to the
foreland-to-range-crest elevation increase and exhumation pathway (Batt and Brandon,
2002).
Effect ofprofile orientation with respect to long-wavelength topography
The intermediate-slope profiles (Table 3) are useful for examining the effects of
topography and exhumation as a function of profile orientation with respect to long-
wavelength topography and the lateral transport direction. For a given
thermochronometer in the vertical exhumation simulations, profiles oriented parallel to
the long-wavelength elevation rise from the foreland to the range crest (in the YZ plane)
always provide worse rate estimates than orthogonal profiles (Figure 7a). Local
topographic slope influences the sensitivity of age-elevation profiles to non-horizontal
closure isotherms, and for the vertical exhumation models, most of the difference
between age-elevation gradients for these orthogonal profiles may be attributed to the fact
that the profiles in the YZ plane were collected along shallower slopes (Table 3).
However, not all of the difference between orthogonal profiles can be attributed to local
topographic slope (Figure 8). In our model domain, long-wavelength topographic
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variation (foreland to range crest) tends to dominate the thermal field near closure depths
in the Y-parallel direction, while shorter-wavelength topographic variations (valley-ridge
elevation differences) tend to dominate the thermal field in the X-parallel direction. As a
consequence, some of the difference between age-elevation gradients for Y-parallel
profiles and X-parallel profiles that cannot be explained by a difference in local
topographic slope might be explained by the influence of local 3D topography on closure
isotherms (Figure 6, 7a).
In comparison to the vertical exhumation simulations, the relationship between
profile orientation and age-elevation gradient for the lateral exhumation pathway samples
is less straightforward (e.g., Figure 7b), as age-elevation gradients for orthogonal profiles
may be expected to differ even in the absence of topographic effects (Figure 2c-d). For
profiles that are oriented perpendicular to the transport direction, samples with vertical
exhumation pathways still provide better rate estimates than samples with lateral
exhumation pathways for all but the slowest exhumation rates (e.g., Figure 5). When
erosion is very slow (0.1 mm/yr), higher-temperature thermochronometers can slightly
underpredict the real erosion rate for profiles in this orientation (in the XZ plane) (e.g.,
Figure 5d, ZFT Bx). The difference between lateral and vertical exhumation pathways is
more complicated for the profiles collected parallel to the transport direction (in the YZ
plane), and which exhumation pathway results in the better rate estimate depends on the
profile location (e.g., Figure 7) and the model erosion rate. In many of these cases, the
tendency of lateral exhumation pathways to cause age-elevation gradients to
underestimate rates partially balances the tendency of topographic effects to cause rate
overestimates.
In both the vertical and lateral exhumation simulations, apparent erosion rates
derived from profiles collected on intermediate topographic slopes (Table 3) vary as a
function of location across the 3D landscape (Figure 7b). For the moderate rate (1.0
mm/yr), lateral exhumation simulation shown in Figure 7b, AFT samples collected
perpendicular to the long-wavelength topography (in the XZ plane) provide a better
proxy for the model erosion rate than the orthogonal profiles at all four locations (A, B,
C, and D). However, the difference between age-elevation gradients for orthogonal
profiles varies greatly from location to location. While the AHe apparent erosion rate for
samples collected in the YZ plane is closer to the model erosion rate than the apparent
erosion rate for the orthogonal profile at locations A and C, the opposite is true at
locations B and D, and this variability cannot be explained simply as a function of local
topographic slope (Table 3). Figure 7b suggests that the variability in age-elevation
gradients as a function of position on the landscape is especially large for the AHe
thermochronometer, probably because shallow isotherms are most sensitive to short-
wavelength local topography. Results for lateral exhumation simulations over a range of
model erosion rates (0.1-3.0 mm/yr) indicate that this variability increases with
increasing erosion rate, and decreases for higher-temperature thermochronometers.
If lithology, outcrop, and access permit, collecting samples along a truly vertical
profile or cliff face is ideal for avoiding complications due to the influence of
topography. Although it is well known that collecting steep profiles is advantageous for
erosion-rate studies, Braun (2002b; 2002a) alluded to the fact that different types of
sample profiles are well-suited for relief evolution and erosion-rate investigations. The
results of our study suggest that if lateral transport is known to be significant, profiles
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oriented orthogonal to the transport direction and long-wavelength topography are likely
to be insensitive to this influence even if they are collected across moderate topographic
slopes.
The reverse is also true: the model simulations indicate that lateral rock motion
can result in a lower misfit between model and apparent erosion rates when sample
profiles span some horizontal distance along the direction of transport. In some cases the
tendency of lateral transport to cause rate underestimates balances the tendency of
topographic effects to cause rate overestimates, and the apparent erosion rate closely
approximates the true vertical component of exhumation. However, this close agreement
is fortuitous in the sense that the apparent rate calculation assumes purely vertical motion
and a 1 D static thermal field. Obviously, rock motion is not strictly vertical in the lateral
simulations, and the thermal field varies in 3D as indicated by the vertical exhumation
scenarios. Thus, workers interpreting apparent erosion rates in these settings might
fortuitously get the right answer (for the wrong reason), but not have any information
about equally plausible alternative kinematic scenarios without the aid of numerical
modeling.
5.2. Probabilistic model for the influence of sample uncertainty on
erosion rate interpretations
To this point we have focused on synthetic age distributions to explore the potential
effects of topographic relief, erosion, and exhumation pathways on erosion-rate estimates
derived from age-elevation gradients. While this exercise is necessary for gaining
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intuition regarding interactions of rock paths with the sub-surface temperature field,
ultimately we are interested in evaluating the accuracy of erosion-rate estimates from
natural samples with real uncertainties. When do these effects significantly influence
geologic interpretations of thermochronologic data?
We must ask how apparent erosion rates from natural samples vary as a function of
sample uncertainty to determine when the ID assumptions will significantly compromise
our interpretations. It may appear logical to compare the percent error in the erosion-rate
estimates predicted from the model to the percent sample uncertainty that characterizes a
thermochronologic dataset to evaluate whether or not the apparent erosion rate it defines
can be considered accurate. However, this exercise requires something more complicated
than a simple comparison. This is because the larger the sample uncertainty associated
with a dataset, the higher the probability that the calculated age-elevation gradient will be
different from the age-elevation gradient that would be defined by infinitely precise data.
Since each apparent erosion rate and its associated uncertainty are calculated directly
from the slope of the best-fit line through an array of age-elevation data, neither the
apparent rate nor its associated uncertainty varies linearly with sample uncertainty.
Sample uncertainties influence not only the error bars associated with the best-fit slope,
but the best-fit slope itself.
An analogy is useful for illustrating this concept. Imagine three (x,y) points with
the coordinates (1,1), (2,2), and (3,3). If the position of these points is known with
infinite precision, the slope of the best-fit line though these points is 1.00. If instead we
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assume a 1% sample uncertainty I on the y values for the coordinates and perform the
regression 10,000 times, the best-fit slope actually equals 1.00 only 47% of the time. If
the uncertainty on these points is increased to 50% and we repeat the regression another
10,000 times, the best-fit slope equals 1.00 only 10% of the time. As the uncertainty on
the coordinates increases, the number of times a slope of 1.00 is calculated falls, or the
probability of getting a slope not equal to 1.00 rises. Because the best-fit slope of an array
of uncorrelated points is zero, as the sample uncertainty rises, the expected value of the
best-fit slope approaches zero. As a result, the problem is compounded at large
uncertainties and steeper slopes (i.e., slopes that are farther from zero).
In order to investigate the influence of this phenomenon on geologic
interpretations, we explored the dependence of the best-fit slope through an array of age-
elevation data on sample uncertainties using a Monte Carlo approach. We created a
distribution of 5000 normally distributed error values, F, with a mean of zero and a 20
standard deviation that is equal to the sample uncertainty U (%) to be associated with
each thermochronologic age determination. For each predicted age ai in a sample profile,
I To characterize this 1% (0.01) uncertainty, we created a distribution of 5000 normally
distributed error values, F, with a mean of zero and a 20 standard deviation of 0.01. For each y
coordinate, a value Fj was chosen randomly from the distribution of error values to be associated
withy, such that y' = y (Ej +1). They' values for the three points were regressed to determine the
best-fit slope. This process was repeated n=10,000 times to produce an array of best-fit slope
values. This array describes the probability distribution of the expected best-fit slope as a function
of the normally distributed 1% sample uncertainty.
a value sj was chosen randomly from the distribution of error values to be associated with
ai, such that ai' = ai (E•j +1). The ai' values for the sample profile were regressed to
determine the apparent erosion rate, E. This process was repeated n=10,000 times for
each sample profile to produce an array of En values. The mean and standard deviation of
this distribution of En values characterize the probability distribution of expected age-
elevation gradients for that sample profile as a function of sample uncertainty.
If the age determinations are infinitely precise like our "zero uncertainty" model
predicted ages, the apparent erosion rate is given by the slope of the best-fit age-elevation
line, and the probability distribution of apparent rates is also infinitely small. In the
cartoon shown in Figure 11, the age-elevation gradient at infinite precision overestimates
the erosion rate. If the sample uncertainty is moderate, the most likely slope of the best-fit
line through the age-elevation data decreases, and the range of expected slopes increases
such that a proportion of the age-elevation gradients agree with the model erosion rate
(between points I and 11). However, as the age determinations become much less precise,
age and elevation become less well correlated, and the likelihood that the regression will
return a slope of zero increases (point III). In the limit of infinitely large sample
uncertainties, age and elevation are not expected to correlate at all, and the expected
value of the best-fit slope would always be zero. As a result, when sample uncertainty is
very high, age-elevation gradients may underestimate the true rate by a large amount
when erosion is rapid but not when the erosion rate is near zero. This effect causes the
"curvature" in the grey (96%-probability) region shown in Figure 11 because in this
cartoon the apparent erosion rate at infinite precision is shown to be greater than zero.
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The analysis shown schematically in Figure 11 was performed for a subset of the
model age predictions (Figures 12 and 13). A profile oriented parallel to the direction of
long-wavelength topography and lateral transport (in the YZ plane) was selected as an
example because of the sensitivity of such profiles to different exhumation pathways. In
particular, the profile at location A (Figure 2e), collected over a topographic slope of only
100, was selected because it exhibited the largest erosion-rate errors we observed and thus
provides a worst-case scenario example. These simulations indicate that erosion rate
estimates from age-elevation gradients vary not only as a function of topography, erosion,
and exhumation pathway, but also as a function of sample uncertainties (Figures 12 and
13).
The pattern of best-fit age-elevation gradients shown for a range of model erosion
rates in Figure 12 suggests that the magnitude of error in erosion rate estimates should be
greatest for highly-precise, low-temperature thermochronometer data collected in rapidly
eroding areas that are exhumed vertically. While the AHe age-elevation gradient for the
vertical exhumation case shown in Figure 12a overestimates the erosion rate (3.0 mm/yr)
when sample uncertainty is relatively low (uncertainties less than -15% of the measured
date), it is likely to be within error of the erosion rate when the data are less precise. In
the analogous lateral exhumation case, the AHe thermochronometer is likely to very
slightly underestimate the erosion rate when the data are extremely precise, but otherwise
provides an estimate that has a high probability of being within error of the erosion rate
(Figure 12d). In Figures 12a and 12d, the probability that age-elevation gradients for
higher-temperature thermochronometer systems will be within error of the erosion rate
begins to rise at lower sample uncertainties than the AHe age-elevation gradients.
However, because the predicted ages (U=0%) for higher-temperature
thermochronometers overestimate the erosion rate by a smaller amount, the probability
that higher-temperature thermochronometers will begin to significantly underestimate the
erosion rate begins to increase at lower sample uncertainties than the AHe
thermochronometer. When the true erosion rate is closer to zero, the most likely
magnitude of error in erosion rate estimates from age-elevation gradients decreases and
the range of probable apparent rates collapses (Figure 12b,c,e,f). While the most likely
magnitude of error decreases for slower erosion rates (Figure 12), the percent error
increases when erosion is gradual (<-0.5-1.0 mm/yr, Figure 13f) (e.g., Ehlers and Farley,
2003).
These probability curves influence our ability to derive geologically meaningful
information from age-elevation gradients. The percent error in erosion rate estimates can
be large for vertically exhumed samples with AHe sample uncertainties below -20%, and
uncertainties of less than -10-15% for the higher-temperatures systems (Figure 13a-c).
The same is true when rocks are exhumed laterally, but only at slower rates (Figure 13d-
f). However, in terms of the magnitude of error, the results shown in Figure 12 suggest
that even for a profile collected on a 100 slope in an orientation that is strongly influenced
by long-wavelength topography and lateral advection, age-elevation gradients are likely
to provide apparent rates within a mm/yr or so of the true rate given typical sample
uncertainties. This is true for areas that erode at moderate to slow rates like the 1.0 and
0.5 mm/yr examples shown in Figure 12, with little sensitivity to sample uncertainty or
exhumation pathway. In contrast, the magnitude of error for more rapidly eroding areas
with high topographic relief is problematic (e.g., Figure 12a-b), especially for the AHe
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thermochronometer. Typical 20c uncertainties for AHe, AFT, ZFT, and MAr samples
collected in such a rapidly eroding landscape might be on the order of 5, 75, 20, and 5%
of the measured date, respectively (e.g., Huntington and Hodges, 2006; Blythe, in
review). If this is the case and samples follow vertical exhumation pathways to the
surface, the probability distributions in Figure 12a suggest that AHe and MAr age-
elevation gradients would be likely to overestimate the erosion rate while AFT samples
underestimate it and ZFT are within error of it. If samples follow lateral exhumation
pathways to the surface, AHe and ZFT age-elevation gradients would be likely to provide
good erosion rate estimates, while AFT samples might still underestimate the erosion rate
(Figure 12b). Even in this worst-case scenario, because sample uncertainty affects the
error bars associated with rate estimates as well as these probability curves, in many
cases the overestimates and underestimates are likely to be indistinguishable from the
erosion rate if uncertainties are propagated appropriately in the regression analysis.
Significant errors in rate interpretations can still result, particularly when the data
are precise and rocks are exhumed vertically. However, it is difficult to predict when
significant errors will occur because the exhumation kinematics are not often known a
priori. Figure 12 suggests that for an apparent AHe rate of 2.0 mm/yr with sample
uncertainties of -20-30%, if independent constraints on the exhumation pathway are
unavailable, it would not be possible to distinguish among the exhumation pathways and
erosion rates shown in panels a, b, and d. A more encouraging observation is that because
the sensitivity of apparent rates to lateral rock transport varies systematically as a
function of closure temperatures, if sample uncertainty is sufficiently small, comparisons
of multi-thermochronometer age-elevation gradients collected in a variety of profile
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orientations may provide detailed information regarding the subsurface kinematic and
thermal fields.
6. Conclusions
Increasingly complex 2D and 3D thermal models have been successfully used to
gain insight into potential complications associated with the age-elevation method of
estimating erosion rates. Because of such studies, it is well known that topography,
erosion, and lateral transport during exhumation have the potential to influence erosion-
rate estimates from age-elevation gradients (e.g., Stilwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and
Grasemann, 1997; Batt and Brandon, 2002). In addition, previous work has alluded to the
fact that sample profile orientation can affect apparent erosion rates (Braun, 2002a), and
our work indicates that apparent erosion rates are indeed sensitive to the orientation of
age-elevation profiles with respect to long-wavelength topographic features and the
direction of transport.
Given these potential complications, as geochronologists interested in applying this
technique we ask (1) what is the likelihood that it is reasonable to use age-elevation data
to investigate geologic questions of interest, and (2) to what extent are sophisticated
thermal models needed to interpret them? Different types of models are advantageous for
different reasons. A simple l D exhumation model is associated with a correspondingly
simple, short list of assumptions, and this is advantageous as long as the model
adequately describes the physics of the problem. On the other end of the spectrum,
sophisticated 3D models account for the influence of processes that are ignored in 1D
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models, but are associated with similarly sophisticated sets of assumptions. As it is
impossible to test many of these assumptions, we would like to strike a balance where the
most geologically meaningful information is obtained with the fewest assumptions
regarding the interpretation of thermochronologic data.
Like many previous workers (e.g., Sttiwe et al., 1994), we compared a ID
interpretation of synthetic age-elevation gradients to the erosion rate prescribed in the
multi-dimensional model that produced them; however, the error in apparent erosion rates
from synthetic data does not directly translate to the error that would be observed for real
data when sample uncertainties are considered. This is not only because of the error bars
associated with the slope of the best-fit line through a set of age-elevation data. Sample
uncertainties change the probability that a regression through the data will return the
same age-elevation gradient that would be calculated if the cooling ages were infinitely
precise. The relationship between this probability and sample uncertainties varies
nonlinearly, and the effect is most pronounced for rapid apparent erosion rates and
imprecise data. Although highly precise, low-temperature thermochronometer data
collected in rapidly eroding areas are unlikely to provide erosion rate estimates that are
within uncertainty of the true rate even when sample uncertainties are considered, our
results suggest that 1ID interpretations of age-elevation gradients can provide valuable
geologic information over many exhumation scenarios. Because sample uncertainties
affect error bars associated with rate estimates as well as these probability distributions,
even for a shallow age-elevation profile collected in an orientation that is sensitive to
long-wavelength topography and lateral transport, age-elevation gradients can return
erosion rate estimates that are within uncertainty of the true rate.
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Our results indicate that age-elevation gradients are likely to provide reasonable
erosion rate estimates, but in order to address some geologic questions it is more
important to identify a change in erosion rate than the rate itself. If the exhumation
trajectory does not change significantly, can a simple one-dimensional interpretation of
age-elevation gradients be used to identify a rate change? Based on a difference in age-
elevation gradients for AFT and MAr samples, Huntington et al. (in review) hypothesized
that an abrupt erosion rate acceleration occurred in the central Nepal between -2.5 and
0.9 Ma and used the same 3D modeling approach described in this paper to confirm that
their interpretation was robust. Our results suggest that they could have reached the same
conclusion without the use of a complicated model. AFT dates from the Marsyandi
valley, ranging in age from -0.5-0.9 Ma, define an age-elevation gradient of 3.1 mm/yr
(Huntington et al., in review), while MAr dates for the same samples define an age-
elevtion gradient of 0.57 mm/yr from 2.5-5.1 Ma (Huntington and Hodges, 2006). The
MAr data are relatively precise (5% average 2o sample uncertainty), and from the results
presented in Figures 12 and 13 we would expect the MAr age-elevation gradient to
slightly overestimate the erosion rate. Since the AFT data are much less precise (75%
average 2o sample uncertainty), we would actually expect the AFT age-elevation
gradient to underestimate the erosion rate. This indicates that a rate-change interpretation
based on the simple one-dimensional exhumation model is robust and conservative for
this particular dataset.
Given the sample uncertainties that currently characterize many thermochronologic
dating techniques, age-elevation gradients can be interpreted in a straightforward way to
yield geologically meaningful information regarding erosion rates and changes in erosion
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rate. However, the influence of topography, erosion, and exhumation pathway on
synthetic age distributions from sophisticated thermal models is significant in some cases.
This suggests that if age determinations are sufficiently precise - perhaps better than
-20% for AHe, -10-15% for AFT, and -0-5% for the higher-temperature systems - a
combination of age-elevation gradients for different sample profile orientations and a
range of thermochronometers may be used to solve for rock trajectories and exhumation
rate in complicated tectonic settings. For example, our model results indicate that if age
determinations are very precise (20 uncertainties at -0-5% of the measured date) and
erosion is sufficiently rapid (greater than -0.5 mm/yr), age-elevation gradients for AHe,
AFT, ZFT, and MAr thermochronometers should be in agreement if lateral transport is
significant, and should vary systematically as a function of closure temperature if
exhumation is vertical. While our model results are non-unique, and similar age
distributions may be produced with different combinations of parameters, our results
suggest that a combination of 3D thermal modeling, creative sample collection strategies,
and highly-precise analyses of multiple thermochronometers can be used in a
straightforward way to constrain rock exhumation pathways in active orogens.
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Notation
E age-elevation gradient, or apparent erosion rate
vz vertical velocity vector in kinematic model, equal to model erosion rate
X, Y, Z coordinate axes (see Figure 2a-c)
Tc closure temperature
XI thermochronologic sample x,
t xi cooling age for sample x,
z xl elevation of sample x,
AHe apatite (U-Th)/He
AFT apatite fission-track
ZFT zircon fission-track
MAr muscovite 40Ar/39Ar
U 2o characteristic sample % uncertainty (see section 5.2)
8 distribution of 5000 normally distributed error values with a mean of zero
and a 2o standard deviation that is equal to U
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Appendix I:
We use thermal model simulations for simplified exhumation geometries to
predict cooling ages for a range of thermohronometers sampled on 3D topography.
Whipp et al. (in press) combined a similar modeling approach with apatite fission-track
ages from central Nepal to investigate Quaternary Himalayan erosion. This modeling
approach combines a kinematic model, thermal finite-element model, and
thermochronometer age prediction model. These are described below.
Kinematic model
The kinematic model we used explores three exhumation geometries we refer to
as "vertical" (Figure 2a), "lateral" (Figure 2b), and "thrust" (Figure 2c). Mass is
conserved in the model, and the material is assumed to be incompressible. For the
purposes of this study, we also assume that topography is static, such that the vertical
erosional exhumation rate at the surface is the same as the vertical component of velocity
in the kinematic model, vz, (ranging from 0.0-3.0 mm/yr). Note that the velocity vz
defines the vertical component of the model erosion rate (referred to as simply the
"model erosion rate") to be compared to the apparent erosion rate, E, derived from the
age-elevation gradient given by predicted ages in the model. Table 2 summarizes the
rates and geometries explored in each of the model simulations we highlight in this paper.
Rocks in each of these geometries do not move with respect to the X direction during
exhumation,, but predicted cooling ages are affected in the X direction due to the
influence of 3D topography on the thermal field.
While the Y position of each rock also remains fixed in the vertical models, rocks
are transported in the Y direction in the lateral and thrust models. In the lateral models,
the velocity vy is a function of the prescribed erosion rate vz and the dip of the rock
trajectory (held constant in all lateral simulations at 28'):
v Iv = '  (1)Stan(28')
We note that in this formulation, the Y-coordinate does not correspond to geographic
North; the coordinate system is rotated with respect to geographic coordinates such that
the Y-axis is parallel to the shortening direction across the Main Central Thrust (MCT).
The assumed shortening direction (1980) is subparallel to the transport direction inferred
from measured stretching lineations in the MCT shear zone (Brunel, 1986), and is
consistent with the present-day convergence direction between the Tibetan Plateau and
India as measured by GPS (Bilham et al., 1997; Larson et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2001;
Jouanne et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004). A trajectory dip of 280 was chosen to
approximate the dip of the MCT beneath the study area (e.g., Lave and Avouac, 2000). In
the thrust models, faults are approximated as planar surfaces composed of two segments,
as shown in Figure 2c, and slip occurs parallel to the model fault planes. The dip angle 9
is 00 for the horizontal segment at 28 km depth and 280 for the ramp segment of the fault.
The rate of underthrusting is set to equal half of the total lateral convergence velocity
across the fault, Vconverge. The velocity Vconverge is set to yield vertical exhumation rates of
interest for comparison to the vertical and lateral models in the hanging wall of the thrust.
The slip rate on the fault is a function of the dip angle of the structure and Vconverge, and
was calculated as follows:
V converge (2)
v slip =" (2)~
cosl61
where O, is the ith dip plane of the fault. The range of convergence rates explored in the
thrust simulations is 0.19-5.6 mm/yr (corresponding to vz=0.10-3.0 mm/yr in the
immediate hanging wall of the thrust, Table 2). For the thrust models, we only predict
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ages for samples located in the hanging wall of the fault. vy for these rocks is equal to
Vconverge/2 , and their vertical exhumation rate Vz(X,y,z) is given by
v (x,y,z) = Vconverse -tan 9, (3)
Thermal model
We calculated the 3D thermal field of a 140x84 km region of mountainous
topography to 50 km depth see (Whipp et al., in press). The subsurface thermal field is
calculated using the steady-state advection-diffusion equation
V(KVT) T =_A (4)
pc pcPC P
where T is temperature and V is the material velocity from the kinematic model. K, A, p,
and c are the thermal conductivity, radiogenic heat production per unit volume, density,
and heat capacity, respectively. The finite-element program FRACTure (Kohl and
Hopkirk, 1995; Kohl et al., 2001) is used to solve Equation 4 in the Eulerian (spatial)
reference frame.
The thermal model extends an average of 20 km from the edges of the box
containing the synthetic "sample" locations shown in Figure 2e. The upper surface has a
constant temperature boundary condition, and temperatures are fixed at 14'C at sealevel
and decrease at an atmospheric lapse rate of 7oC per kilometer elevation increase. Values
for the range of constant temperature boundary conditions at the base of the model and
material properties investigated are summarized in Table 1. Velocity-dependent shear
heating is included to account for frictional heating on the fault planes after the method of
Henry et al. (1997). Like Whipp et al. (Whipp et al., in press), we follow the moderate
friction case of Hansen and Carter (1982), where the fault zone is assumed to be 1 km
wide and the strain rate is equal to the slip rate across the fault. The maximum allowed
shear stress is 50 MPa. It is calculated using a brittle pressure-dependent law or ductile
temperature-dependent power law, whichever produces the smaller result. The additional
heat produced is added to the nodal radiogenic heat production within the shear zone, and
it is assumed that heat transfer by fluid flow is not a major thermal influence.
Thermochronometer age prediction
Thermochronometer ages for apatite (U-Th)/He (AHe), apatite fission-track (AFT),
zircon fission-track (ZFT), and muscovite 40Ar/39Ar (MAr) samples are calculated using
model-predicted cooling histories for rocks coincident with the 72 sample locations
shown in Figure 2e. Cooling histories are calculated by tracking samples from the surface
back to different depths in the model. Predicted fission-track ages were calculated for
apatite and zircon using the method outlined by (Ehlers et al., 2005), and predicted AHe
ages were calculated according to the method used by (Ehlers and Farley, 2003). MAr
ages were calculated using a nominal closure temperature of 350'C.
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Table and figure captions
Figure 1. Terminology and age-elevation method for estimating erosion rates from
thermochronologic samples. (a) Basic age-elevation model. Samples Xl, x2, and x2 are
exhumed vertically from a horizontal closure isotherm (temperature=Tci) at depth ZTCi to
points on the surface at elevations zxl, Zx2, and Zx2, respectively. Cooling ages txl, tx2, and
tx2, represent the time since samples Xl, x2, and X2, respectively, passed through the
closure isotherm depth, and are plotted vs. sample elevation. The slope of the best-fit line
through these points (the age-elevation gradient) is defined as the apparent erosion rate E.
When the closure isotherm is horizontal and rocks are exhumed vertically as in (b), the
apparent rate E is equivalent to the true erosion rate, vz.
Figure 2. Kinematic model and sample location distribution for cooling age predictions.
(a) Cartoon block diagram of model domain for "vertical" exhumation model, (b) for
"lateral" exhumation model, and (c) for "thrust" exhumation model. (d) Map view
example of age-elevation profile "C." Contours depict relative temperature at the surface
in the model domain, and are a proxy for elevation because the surface boundary
condition is set to reflect an atmospheric lapse rate that is elevation dependent. Cy is
made up of samples collected in the YZ plane, and Cx is made up of samples collected in
the XZ plane. (d) Map view of center of model domain, with sample location distribution
for cooling age predictions. Age-elevation profiles at locations A, B, C, D, and E are
denoted with approximately perpendicular thick black lines, "sub-vertical" profile
locations I, II, III, IV, and V are denoted with stars. River-bottom samples include the
locations denoted with circles, as well as samples from the other profiles that are located
at the river bottom level. Thrust fault location for thrust model in (c) is included for
reference. Box outlines region in (d).
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Figure 3. The influence of sample profile orientation with respect to closure isotherm
geometry and exhumation pathway on age-elevation gradients. (a) Vertical and lateral
rock paths for samples in age-elevation profile Ay, collected in the YZ plane (in the
direction of lateral transport). Closure isotherm (Tcl) is horizontal. (b) Vertical and lateral
rock paths for samples in age-elevation profile Ax, collected in the orthogonal (XZ)
plane. Closure isotherm (Tcl) is horizontal. (c) Vertical and lateral rock paths for samples
in age-elevation profile Ay, collected in the YZ plane, in the direction of long-wavelength
topography. Elevation (z) of the closure isotherm (TC2) does not vary in the X direction,
but shallows in the positive Y direction. (d) Vertical and lateral rock paths for samples in
age-elevation profile A,, collected in the orthogonal (XZ) plane. Elevation (z) of the
closure isotherm (TC2) does not vary in the X direction, but shallows in the positive Y
direction. (e) Age-elevation gradients for the vertical and lateral exhumation scenarios
depicted in (a)-(d), each with the same true erosion rate vz. Age-elevation lines are
normalized by the age and elevation of the youngest sample in each profile to facilitate
comparison of slopes.
Figure 4. Thermal model domain and boundary conditions. Large white arrow indicates
example rock path for the lateral kinematic scenario depicted in Figure 2b. Sample passes
through closure isotherm for Tc2, and later passes through closure isotherm for TIl.
Figure 5. Age-elevation gradient (E) for river-bottom samples and samples in the
orthogonal age-elevation profiles at location B. MAr=-muscovite 40Ar/ 39Ar, ZFT=zircon
fission-track, AFT=apatite fission-track, and AHe=apatite (U-Th)/He thermochronometer
results. River-bottom samples are labelled RB and are shown with a dashed line, and
samples in age-elevation profile B are shown with solid lines and labelled Bx (profile
collected in the X-Y plane) and By (profile collected the in YZ plane, in the direction of
the long-wavelength topographic variation). Filled symbols indicate results for vertical
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exhumation models and open symbols indicate results for lateral exhumation models.
Circles indicate basal boundary condition of T=6000 C, squares indicate basal boundary
condition of T=7000 C, and triangles indicate basal boundary condition of T=8000 C. (a)
Model erosion rate vz=l.0 mm/yr. (b) Model erosion rate vz=3.0 mm/yr, (c) Model
erosion rate vz=0.5 mm/yr, and (d) Model erosion rate vz=0.1 mm/yr. Thick grey line
indicates model erosion rate, vz. Thick dashed grey line indicates double the model
erosion rate, v,.
Figure 6. Comparison of age-elevation plots for orthogonal profiles in different locations
(vertical exhumation pathways, model erosion rate vz=3.0 mm/yr). Profiles collected in
the XZ plane denoted with crosses and dashed best-fit lines. Age-elevation gradients for
orthogonal profiles (in YZ plane), collected in the direction of long-wavelength
topography, denoted with filled circles and black best-fit lines. (a) Profile location A, (b)
Profile location B, (c) Profile location C, and (d) Profile location D. Locations shown in
Figure 2e. Thermochronometer indicated by MAr=muscovite 40 Ar/39Ar, ZFT=zircon
fission-track, AFT=apatite fission-track, and AHe=apatite (U-Th)/He.
Figure 7. Variation in age-elevation gradients for orthogonal profiles by location (A, B,
C, and D shown in Figure 2e). Results for profiles collected in the XZ plane denoted with
x's, and results for profiles collected in the YZ plane denoted with circles. Line type (see
legend) indicates thermochronometer type. MAr=muscovite 40Ar/39Ar, ZFT=zircon
fission-track, AFT=apatite fission-track, and AHe=apatite (U-Th)/He. (a) Vertical
exhumation model with erosion rate vz=1.0mm/yr, and (b) lateral exhumation model with
erosion rate vz=1.0mm/yr. Thick grey line at E=1.0 mm/yr indicates the model erosion
rate, and dashed thick grey line at E=2.0 mm/yr indicates twice the model erosion rate.
Figure 8. Apparent erosion rate from age-elevation gradient (E) as a function of local
average topographic slope over which the profile was sampled. Results shown for vertical
exhumation simulation with a model erosion rate vz=1.0 mm/yr. AHe (diamonds), AFT
(squares), ZFT (triangles), and MAr (circles) age-elevation gradients shown orthogonal
transect orientations in samples locations A, B, C, and D (Figure 2e). Gray line indicates
model erosion rate; results that plot above this line overestimate the erosion rate, and
results that plot below this line underestimate the erosion rate. Note the two circled
diamonds that indicate two profiles collected over the same topographic slope with
different age-elevation gradients.
Figure 9. Difference between age-elevation gradients (E) for thrust and lateral
exhumation simulations for profile location B for model erosion rates (vz) of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0,
and 3.0 mm/yr. (a) Thrust and lateral results for a range of rates on the same scale. Thick
grey lines are labelled with model erosion rate vz for each set of apparent erosion rate
results. (b-e) Same results, plotted in terms of percent difference from the model erosion
rate. (c) Vertical models results for an erosion rate of vz=3.0 mm/yr shown for
comparison. A subset of these results is also presented in Figure 5.
Figure 10. Cartoon of two adjacent samples with very different cooling histories due to
the interaction of rock exhumation pathways and the closure isotherm geometry. While
sample A crosses the closure isotherm during exhumation, sample B remains above the
closure isotherm as it travels to the surface. As a result, sample A is reset for the
thermochronometer of interest while sample B is not.
Figure 11. Cartoon of the difference between apparent and model erosion rates as a
function of sample uncertainty. Horizontal line indicates where the apparent erosion rate
equals the model erosion rate. Data that plot above this line represent age-elevation
gradients that overestimate the true erosion rate, while data that plot below this line
represent age-elevation gradients that underestimate the true erosion rate. I.) black dot
indicates mean of distribution of En values from Monte Carlo simulations, and error bars
indicate 20 spread associated with the En probability distribution for the given level of
sample uncertainty. The mean E value has dropped slightly from the "model E" value.
II.) black dot indicates mean of distribution of En values from Monte Carlo simulations at
with higher sample uncertainties, and grey band and error bars indicate 20 probability
distribution. III.) black dot indicates mean of distribution of En values from Monte Carlo
simulations for which sample uncertainties are very large, and grey band and error bars
indicate 20 probability distribution. Note that for III., the probability distribution of E
values is significantly below the model erosion rate.
Figure 12. Difference between apparent and model erosion rates (E-vz) for profile Ay as a
function of sample uncertainty. Horizontal black lines at (E-vz)=0 mm/yr indicate the
model erosion rate. Black curves indicate values for AHe (apatite (U-Th)/He), long
dashed curves indicate values for AFT (apatite fission-track), short dashed curves
indicate values for ZFT (zircon fission-track), and dash-dot curves indicate values for
MAr (muscovite 40Ar/39Ar). Gray shaded regions indicate 20 range of age-elevation
gradients. See text section 5.2 and Figure 11 for detailed description.
Figure 13. Percent difference between apparent and model erosion rate [100*(E-vz)/Vz]
for profile Ay as a function of sample uncertainty. Horizontal black lines at (E-vz)=0
mm/yr indicate true erosion rate. As in Figure 12, black curves indicate values for AHe
(apatite (U-Th)/He), long dashed curves indicate values for AFT (apatite fission-track),
short dashed curves indicate values for ZFT (zircon fission-track), and dash-dot curves
indicate values for MAr (muscovite 40Ar/ 39Ar). Gray shaded regions indicate 20 range of
age-elevation gradients. See text section 5.2 and Figure 11 for detailed description.
Table 1. Numerical Model Parameters
Property/Parameter Model Input Value
Material Properties
Heat Production 0.5 ltW/m3
Thermal Conductivity 2.5 W/mK
Specific Heat 800 J/kgK
Density 2750 kg/m
Numerical Parameters
Vertical exhumatical ation rate 0.0-3.0 mm/yr
Lateral exhumation angle 280
Fault segment dip 00, 280
Lateral advection rate 0.19-5.6 mm/yr
Fault convergence rate* 2x(0.19-5.6 mm/yr)
Model timestep 0.1-0.5 My
Horizontal node spacing 700 m
Average vertical node spacing -1500 m
Surface temperature 14'C -70C/km*elevation
Basal temperature 600 0C
Thermal Model Domain 84x140x50 km
*Rate of underthrusting equals one-half of the total lateral convergence velocity Vconverge,
which is set to yield vertical erosion rates in the hanging wall of the thrust for comparison
to the vertical and lateral models.
Table 2. Selected Model Simulations
Model Velocity (mm/yr) River-bottom E % error Sub-vertical E % error**
Vertical v, vy vz MAr ZFT AFT AHe MAr ZFT AFT AHe
ml01 0.00 0.00 1.00 75 102 125 225 2 2 3 9
m102 0.00 0.00 3.00 120 157 227 492 3 5 7 25
m103 0.00 0.00 0.50 57 72 96 167 2 1 2 6
m104 0.00 0.00 0.10 - 56 74 128 - 6 2 1
Lateral v, vy vz
m107 0.00 1.63 1.00 - 29 57 162 - 0 4 4
m108 0.00 4.90 3.00 - 113 178 406 - 4 6 10
m109 0.00 0.81 0.50 - 31 54 165 - 8 4 5
mll0 0.00 0.16 0.10 - 25 42 128 - 5 3 4
Thrust Vx Vconverge Vz,max
mIll 0.00 1.63 1.00 - 30 57 162 - 1 1 6
ml12 0.00 4.90 3.00 - 83 141 327 - 18 4 10
m113 0.00 0.81 0.50 - 26 45 133 - 4 10 6
ml114 0.00 0.16 0.10 - 30 41 121 - 7 8 5
** E % error computed as: (E- vz)/ vz*100; Results presented
an average of the sub-vertical profiles. Note that Vconverge= 2 vy
in sub-vertical section are
for the hanging wall rocks
we track. Also note that error % does not necessarily vary systematically by erosion rate
and closure temperature due to the local effects of 3D topography.
--
Table 3. Average topographic slope and relief of sample
transects at locations A, B, C, and D
Location Orientation Slope Degrees Relief (m)
A in XZ plane 0.52 27 2123
in YZ plane 0.17 10 2953
B in XZ plane 0.56 29 1728
in YZ plane 0.24 13 3766
C in XZ plane 0.47 25 2313
in YZ plane 0.25 14 3609
D in XZ plane 0.46 25 3341
in YZ plane 0.33 18 3987
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of detailed geologic mapping in the Modi Khola transect,
Annapurna Range, central Nepal, aimed at evaluating whether Lesser Himalayan
deformational features in the vicinity of the Main Central Thrust (MCT) constitute major
structural discontinuities, or whether a better conceptual framework for describing them
is to consider them as part of a long-lived MCT zone. In particular, it has been suggested
that one of these Lesser Himalayan structures, the Ramgarh thrust, accommodated >120
km of slip as major shortening at higher structural levels was abandoned. However, no
obvious offset of metamorphic isograds is observed across the fault, and structural data
also suggest that it may not be as kinematically important as has been suggested by other
researchers. These observations imply that additional tests of the hypothesis are
warranted.
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1. Introduction
The hypothesis that erosion can fundamentally dictate the style and magnitude of
deformation in active orogens by creating an efficient mechanism for mass removal has
important implications for deformation at the Himalayan range front (e.g., Beaumont et
al., 2001; Hodges et al., 2001; Wobus et al., 2003b; Hodges et al., 2004; Thiede et al.,
2004; Vannay et al., 2004; Wobus et al., 2005; Huntington et al., in review). Geodynamic
models that couple erosion and deformation through gravitational feedbacks predict that
deformation within an active convergent setting should be sustained where erosion is
focused (e.g., Koons, 1989; Willett, 1999; Beaumont et al., 2001), and the distribution of
potential energy anomalies across Himalaya-Tibet indicates that the Himalayan range
front is the optimal location for dissipation of stored potential energy in the system
(Hodges et al., 2001). This suggests that a persistent style of deformation would be
expected where monsoon precipitation and erosion have been focused along the southern
flank of the Higher Himalayan ranges for millions of years. Specifically, shortening
across long-lived structures near the position of the Main Central Thrust (MCT), a major
Himalayan fault system located up to 100 km north of toe of the actively deforming
orogenic wedge, might be expected to persist from early Miocene time to the present.
Although several studies suggest that this could be the case in central Nepal
(Wobus et al., 2003a; Hodges et al., 2004; Wobus et al., 2005; Huntington and Hodges,
2006; Huntington et al., in review), the canonical model for thrust-belt deformation is a
temporal propagation of shortening along major structures towards the foreland as
hinterland slip planes are abandoned (Boyer and Elliott, 1982). Recently, this traditional
model has influenced a new interpretation of the deformation field near the physiographic
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transition between the Higher Himalaya and their foothills in terms of a closely spaced
series of southward-stepping major fault systems that are unrelated to the MCT system
(e.g., Martin et al., 2005; Pearson and DeCelles, 2005).
This paper presents the results of detailed geologic mapping aimed at evaluating
whether Lesser Himalayan deformational features mapped in the vicinity of the MCT
constitute distinctive thrust systems or instead a relatively diffuse zone of deformation
along a long-lived MCT system. If it can be shown that a tectonically significant amount
of shortening was accommodated across southward-propagating regionally continuous
Lesser Himalayan faults, then it would be most appropriate to consider these faults
separately from the MCT system. We conducted our study in the Modi Khola area of the
Annapurna Range in central Nepal (Figure 1), where previous mapping by Hodges et al.
(1996) and Pearson and DeCelles (2005) established a useful tectonic stratigraphy.
Unlike those studies, however, our work focused specifically on the search for both
mesoscale and macroscale deformational features that might favor the interpretation of
Pearson and DeCelles (2005) that distinctive major faults within the Lesser Himalaya
become progressively younger toward the south as the MCT was abandoned.
2. Geologic setting
In this section we outline the well-known faults that separate the major lithotectonic
units of the Himalaya. In addition to these faults, many discrete structures have been
described within Lesser Himalayan rocks. In our discussion we focus on one of these
Lesser Himalayan structures - the Ramgarh thrust - because it has been proposed that it
accommodated a large amount of shortening in the Middle Miocene. The following
paragraphs provide an overview of the MCT and Ramgarh thrust within this context, with
particular emphasis on the criteria used to define them and on evidence of the regional
tectonic significance of each fault system.
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2.1. Himalayan structures separating major lithotectonic units
Intraplate deformation since the collision of India and Eurasia in the early Cenozoic
has been accommodated along major north-dipping Himalayan fault systems that separate
tectonic units thought to be the metamorphosed equivalents of Cambrian to Eocene
sediments deposited on the northern margin of India (Gansser, 1964; Le Fort, 1975;
Dewey et al., 1988) (Figure 1). Striking parallel to the length of the Himalaya, from north
to south, these lithotectonic units are the Tibetan, Greater Himalayan, Lesser Himalayan,
and Subhimalayan zones. The Tibetan zone comprises the Cambrian to Eocene passive
margin Tethyan sedimentary series of shelf carbonates and low-grade metasedimentary
phyllites, limestones, and sandstones (Gansser, 1964; Searle, 1986; Gaetani and Garzanti,
1991). Amphibolite-facies metamorphic rocks of the Greater Himalayan sequence (GHS)
at the core of the orogen are structurally bounded above to the north by the South Tibetan
Fault system (STFS), and below by the Main Central Thrust (MCT) system, both of
which have experienced complicated deformational histories from early Miocene to
Recent times (e.g., Macfarlane et al., 1992; Hodges et al., 1996; Hurtado et al., 2001).
The GHS is structurally underlain by the Lesser Himalayan sequence (LHS), which is
generally composed of low-grade metasedimentary or unmetamorphosed sedimentary
rocks of Neoproterozoic to Lower Eocene age (St6cklin, 1980). The LHS is bounded to
the south by the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT) system, which may have initiated as early
as 9-11 Ma (Meigs et al., 1995), and carries Lesser Himalayan rocks over the Miocene-
Pleistocene Siwalik molasse that constitutes the bulk of the Subhimalayan zone (Gansser,
1964; Johnson et al., 1979). The Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) system, usually assumed to
be a Pliocene-Holocene structure (Molnar, 1984), separates the Subhimalayan zone from
the Indo-Gangetic Plain at the toe of the Himalayan orogenic wedge.
2.2. Overview of the Main Central Thrust (MCT)
The MCT is the oldest and structurally highest of the major fault systems to
accommodate shortening south of the Himalayan crest. Most researchers recognize it as a
large-scale, north-dipping, south-vergent, high-strain deformation zone that places Late
Proterozoic Greater Himalayan metamorphic and mid-Tertiary anatectic rocks over
Precambrian-Paleozoic Lesser Himalayan lower-grade to unmetamorphosed rocks (e.g.,
Stephenson et al., 2000). However, there has been some misconception in the literature
regarding how the fault was originally defined (e.g., Martin et al., 2005). Based on their
work in northwest India, Heim and Gansser (1939) mapped the MCT not at the boundary
between Greater Himalayan and Lesser Himalayan rocks, but as a metamorphic
discontinuity between unmetamorphosed footwall rocks and low-grade (greenschist
facies) rocks above. This discontinuity occurs entirely within what most modern
Himalayan geologists would regard as the Lesser Himalayan Sequence. However, Heim
and Gansser also noted that the hanging wall metamorphic rocks were highly strained
over a structural thickness of several kilometres, with a progressive upwards increase in
metamorphic grade. This was among the first descriptions of the classic "inverted
metamorphic sequence" of the Himalaya. Nearly 50 years later, French and Japanese
workers in Nepal recognized that the principal fault of the MCT system was near the top
of this broad shear zone, at the base of the massive middle-upper amphibolite facies
Greater Himalayan (Formation I) gneisses (Bordet et al., 1972; Hashimoto et al., 1973;
Le Fort, 1975; P8cher, 1975, 1977; Colchen et al., 1986). Valdiya (1980) later pointed out
this discrepancy and recognized the equivalent of the Heim and Gansser MCT as the
Munsiari thrust and the equivalent of the "French" MCT as the Vaikrita thrust in
northwest India.
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Although the French MCT was thought to be a major intracrustal boundary based
on the surface geology, isotopic studies of hanging wall and footwall rocks enabled more
quantitative estimates of the amount of shortening that had been accommodated across it.
Using the French workers' revised definition of the MCT (e.g., Bordet et al., 1975), a
series of workers mapped the fault contact where it is well exposed at the base of the
GHS gneisses in the Langtang area of central Nepal (Inger and Harris, 1992; Macfarlane
et al., 1992; Macfarlane, 1992; Inger and Harris, 1993; Reddy et al., 1993). Following on
these studies, Parrish and Hodges (1996) went on to demonstrate a profound difference in
protolith provenance and age across the MCT using U-Pb and Sm-Nd isotopic data.
Although evidence from a series of half-klippen exposing units underlying GHS rocks
had previously suggested that the MCT accommodated up to 150-250 km of cumulative
slip (Molnar, 1984; Brunel and Kienast, 1986; Schelling, 1992), the difference in U-Pb
ages and Nd model ages documented by Parrish and Hodges (1996) and later confirmed
by other workers (Ahmad et al., 2000; DeCelles et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2000; Robinson,
2001; DeCelles et al., 2004) implies a total displacement on the fault that is substantially
greater than that required by the surface geology.
Rocks associated with this crustal-scale fault system have experienced a complex
history of deformation and metamorphism since displacement began in early Miocene
time (e.g., Brunel, 1986; Macfarlane et al., 1992; Hodges et al., 1996; Grasemann et al.,
1999; Guillot et al., 1999; Wyss et al., 1999; Grujic et al., 2002). The early part of this
history is recorded by south-vergent amphibolite-facies shear zones that initiated between
23 and 20 Ma during regional metamorphism and anatexis (e.g., Hubbard, 1989; Hodges
et al., 1996). These oldest dated structures are overprinted by brittle fabrics within a zone
of inverted metamorphism from biotite to kyanite grade. While such structures have been
abandoned in favor of other slip planes in some parts of the range, other strands of the
Miocene MCT have accommodated significant Quaternary displacement (e.g., Hodges et
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al., 2004). The age of the youngest displacement is not known. However, offset
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar and apatite fission-track dates across strands of the MCT in central
Nepal indicate that at least some of the displacement occurred since the Pleistocene
(Huntington and Hodges, 2006; Huntington et al., in review), and discontinuities in
topographic slope and river gradients across the MCT suggest that at least some segments
may still be active (e.g., Seeber and Gornitz, 1983).
A wide, structurally complex shear zone between Lesser Himalayan schists and
phyllites and Greater Himalayan migmatitic gneisses developed as a consequence of this
protracted deformation history. Dubbed the "schuppenzone" by Heim and Gansser
(1939), the "zone des ecailles" by Bordet (1961), and the "MCT zone" by Hashimoto et
al. (1973), this 100-1000's of meters-thick shear zone has been documented in Nepal
(Bouchez and P8cher, 1981; Arita, 1983; Brunel, 1986; Hubbard, 1989; Hubbard and
Harrison, 1989; Macfarlane et al., 1992; Schelling, 1992; Hodges et al., 1996; Hodges et
al., 2004), northwest India (Jain and Manickavasagam, 1993; Shrivastava and Mitra,
1996; Wyss et al., 1999; Stephenson et al., 2000), and Bhutan (Grujic et al., 1996; Grujic
et al., 2002). Many workers do not attempt to map discrete structures within this zone
because of the pervasive deformation and ambiguity of correlations among
tectonostratigraphic units (e.g., Hodges, 2000). The question of whether it is composed of
tectonic units of Greater Himalayan or Lesser Himalayan affinity, or some combination
of both, remains a matter of debate (e.g., Hodges, 2000; Martin et al., 2005).
Ironically, although the significance of this crustal-scale fault system stretching
from Bhutan to Kashmir is well established, a consensus has not been reached regarding
the criteria that should be used to identify it. While the majority of Himalayan geologists
since the 1980's have identified the MCT zone on the basis of deformational,
metamorphic, and lithologic features, some workers recently have rejected this approach
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and the "MCT zone" concept itself (e.g., DeCelles et al., 2001; Pearson, 2002; Martin et
al., 2005; Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). For example, Martin et al. (2005) suggested that
whole-rock Nd isotopes and detrital zircon U-Pb ages must be used to identify the MCT
because they found Greater and Lesser Himalayan rocks near the fault to be visually
indistinguishable. One possibility is that the apparent lack of consensus is instead just a
difference of perspective. Perhaps it is not so much that the researchers who reject the
notion of an MCT zone have failed to recognize the thick section of tectonites and
structurally repeated units that other workers formerly recognized as the MCT zone;
rather they have simply taken greater care than previous workers to map discrete
structures within it. We would argue that it is not, then, the existence of such structures
that is in question. Instead, the debate comes down to whether or not there is special
value in mapping discrete, "sub-MCT" structures instead of an MCT zone. Ultimately,
the answer depends on whether or not most of the deformation was concentrated on
discrete structures that can be mapped in an unambiguous way, and whether or not the
slip histories on these structures can be established in sufficient detail to permit useful
kinematic reconstructions.
2.3. Overview of the Ramgarh Thrust
Of the many discrete structures that have been mapped within the previously
recognized MCT shear zone, the one that may be the most significant is the Ramgarh
thrust of Pearson and Decelles (2005). Based primarily on along-strike correlations of
tectonostratigraphic units within the Lesser Himalaya, they traced the Ramgarh thrust
along the length of the Himalaya in Nepal, -200-2000 m structurally below the principal
fault of the MCT zone. Because of this persistence along strike and because the thrust
often places a hanging-wall flat above a footwall flat, Pearson and DeCelles (2005)
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proposed that the Ramgarh thrust is a major fault system that must have accommodated
>120 km of shortening between Eurasia and India since Miocene time.
The Ramgarh thrust sheet, composed of Paleoproterozoic low-grade
metasedimentary LHS rocks, has long been recognized in the western Himalaya and has
more recently been recognized in Nepal. Valdiya (1980) mapped the Ramgarh sheet as
the second of three large thrust sheets overlying the oldest Precambrian sedimentary
rocks of the LHS in Kumaon, and thought it to be correlative to the slightly
metamorphosed Lower Midlands Formation that overlies unmetamorphosed Paleozoic
rocks in western Nepal. In western Nepal, the Ramgarh sheet is composed of the Kushma
and Ranimata formations of the Lower Nawakot unit (Figure 2), and is structurally
overlain by the Dadeldhura thrust sheet (DeCelles et al., 2001). Based on detrital zircon
U-Pb age distributions (DeCelles et al., 2000), DeCelles et al. (2001) suggested that the
Kushma and Ranimata formations correlate with the Dunga quartzite and Robang
formation of St6cklin (1980), and that the Ramgarh thrust therefore extends to the
Kathmandu region of central Nepal. Recent mapping of Pearson and DeCelles (2005)
indicates that the Ramgarh thrust can be identified as far as -300 km to the east near the
confluence of the Sunkoshi, Arun, and Tamor rivers in eastern Nepal (-870 E, 27oN).
Pearson and DeCelles (2005) pointed out that although it can be argued that
structures such as the Ramgarh thrust and Dadeldhura thrust are part of the MCT zone,
they prefer to think of them as separate faults. As their mapping throughout Nepal
indicates, the Ramgarh thrust is closely associated with the MCT in space, lying 200-
2000 m structurally below the "French MCT" at the base of the GHS. Nevertheless,
Pearson and DeCelles (2005) ascribed a distinct deformation history to the Ramgarh
thrust, such that its large displacement occurred after Oligocene-Miocene slip on the
MCT and before the Late Miocene-Pliocene MBT activity.
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The first reason it has been suggested that the Ramgarh thrust accommodated a
large amount of mid-Miocene displacement independent of the MCT is that it can be
correlated for >800 km along the length of the Himalaya in Nepal (Pearson and DeCelles,
2005). However, such correlations are not necessarily straightforward. For example,
while Pearson and DeCelles (2005) recognize the Ramgarh thrust as the uppermost LHS
structure near the top of the Midlands sequence, below the MCT in central Nepal,
Valdiya (1980) indicated that the Ramgarh thrust should be placed at the bottom of the
lower Midlands sequence in the footwall of another thrust. The well-known difficulty in
dating and correlating units of the Ramgarh sheet arises from an almost complete lack of
paleontological control within the LHS (e.g., Stacklin, 1980), although some notable
exceptions exist (e.g., Termier and Gansser, 1974; Gupta and StScklin, 1978). Detrital
zircon U-Pb dating has been used to establish correlations among units with the same
maximum depositional age (DeCelles et al., 2000), but an absolute timescale for all of the
units within the LHS has not been established. The fact that no undeformed stratigraphic
section exists poses another challenge for correlating units and mapping structures on the
basis of lithologic repetitions. These challenges notwithstanding, the base of the Kushma-
Ranimata succession in the immediate footwall of the MCT has been correlated along the
length of the Himalaya in Nepal as a regional detachment surface on the basis of careful
lithologic comparisons (Pearson and DeCelles, 2005).
The second piece of evidence for the Ramgarh thrust's tectonic significance is that
it has been mapped as the roof thrust of the Lesser Himalayan duplex in western Nepal
(DeCelles et al., 1998a; Robinson et al., 2003; Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). Such a
structural position would require that the thrust accommodated significant shortening.
Although the Trishuli thrust and Gandruk thrusts form the roof thrust of the equivalent
structure (the Gorkha-Pokhara duplex) in central Nepal (Pearson, 2002), the possibility
that the Ramgarh thrust may once have been the roof thrust for a duplex that also
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contained the Trishuli and Gandruk thrusts cannot be disproved (Pearson and DeCelles,
2005). Indeed, cross sections through far-western Nepal (DeCelles et al., 2001) and the
Kathmandu region of central Nepal (Pearson, 2002) indicate that the Ramgarh thrust
accommodated -120 and -193 km, respectively, of tectonic shortening. However, given
the pervasive shearing and strain within the LHS units, it not possible to evaluate whether
or not these cross sections are truly balanced.
The third reason it has been suggested that the Ramgarh thrust was responsible for
accommodating major shortening without juxtaposing units of significantly different
metamorphic grade is that foliations on either side of the fault are sub-parallel in almost
all places where it has been mapped (Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). The only way that the
Ramgarh thrust could have accommodated 100 km or more of displacement independent
of the MCT without resulting in a great metamorphic discontinuity across it is if this
geometry is interpreted as a hanging wall flat on a footwall flat. This flat-on-flat
relationship would mean that a formerly deep segment of the fault is now exposed at the
surface and has been tilted to its present moderate to steep dip because it has been
upwarped as a result of deformation in the footwall (e.g., Robinson et al., 2003; Kohn et
al., 2004). Because foliations in the Ramgarh thrust sheet and footwall are also sub-
parallel to foliation orientations in the GHS rocks above the MCT, it has been suggested
that the MCT, too, is currently exposed as a hanging wall flat (Pearson and DeCelles,
2005).
If, as its roof-bounding structure, the Ramgarh thrust was tilted to its present
position due to the growth of the of the Lesser Himalayan duplex, then the erosional
history of the duplex places constraints on the timing of deformation. This interpretation
requires that the Ramgarh thrust predates the duplex and the other major LHS structures
(Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). Although the timing of slip initiation on the frontal part of
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the thrust is not known, the Lesser Himalayan duplex was exposed at the surface and
began to erode by -11-12 Ma (DeCelles et al., 1998b), and if the Ramgarh thrust predates
its formation, displacement along its trailing section must have initiated by that time
(Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). The best estimates for the maximum age constraint on the
timing of thrust initiation are given by the minimum age of the Dumri Formation (-15
Ma) (DeCelles et al., 1998b; DeCelles et al., 2004); however, the Dumri Formation could
have been party deposited during the emplacement of the thrust, so the earliest shortening
could have initiated before this time (Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). If it is assumed that
shortening along the Ramgarh thrust ceased before shortening across the MBT system
began, the timing of slip initiation along the MBT system (by -9-11 Ma) (Meigs et al.,
1995) provides a minimum estimate of the timing of Ramgarh thrust abandonment.
2.4. The MCT and Ramgarh thrust in the Modi Khola transect
Hodges et al. (1996) and Pearson and DeCelles (2005) interpreted similar sets of
structural and lithologic observations from the Modi Khola region in the Annapurna
Range of central Nepal in very different ways. Like previous workers (e.g., Colchen et
al., 1986), Hodges et al. (1996) mapped a wide shear zone associated with the MCT
based on deformational fabrics and metamorphic grade. Near the top of this zone, the
sharp lithologic contact between the schists of the upper LHS units and the migmatitic
gneisses of the GHS defines the principal movement surface of the MCT system in this
area. Hodges et al. (1996) designated this fault as the Chhomrong thrust in order to
distinguish it in discussions of the polyphase MCT zone as a whole. They recognized
pervasive shortening structures within the MCT zone and pointed out that the lithologic
contacts within the LHS in the footwall of the MCT were likely to be structural. Although
they did not map these contacts, they did locate faults where a mappable exposure of fault
breccia was oberved (Chandrakot thrust), and interpreted the many undifferentiated
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thrusts and shear zones within the MCT zone to represent an unknown amount of strain
accommodated in the LHS as part of MCT deformation. No attempt was made to
constrain the amount of shortening using balanced cross sections because of the large
amount of internal strain and folding. While Pearson and DeCelles (2005) observed the
same pervasive shearing and structural contacts between different lithologies in the LHS,
they did not consider them to be associated with continued displacement on the MCT.
They identified and mapped the Ramgarh thrust and Gandruk thrust (the northernmost
horse in the Gorka-Pokhara duplex of Pearson (2002)) within the LHS based primarily on
the repetition of stratigraphic units, although they also documented meter-scale mylonites
in the immediate hanging wall of many of the thrusts. Pearson and DeCelles (2005) base
their location of the MCT on Nd isotopic data and U-Pb detrital zircon ages: they place
the fault between the southernmost sample that indicates a GHS provenance and the
northernmost sample that indicates a LHS provenance.
3. Tectonic stratigraphy of the Modi Khola transect
In order to better understand deformational features in the vicinity of the MCT
including the Ramgarh thrust, we elected to remap appropriate parts of the Modi Khola
transect in greater detail than previous workers, paying special attention to the nature of
deformation in the uppermost LHS. This area has been mapped in less detail previously
by workers operating under the conceptual framework of an MCT zone and by workers
who focused on defining discrete structures within it (Arita, 1983; Colchen et al., 1986;
Brown and Nazarchuk, 1993; Hodges et al., 1996; Paudel and Arita, 2000; Searle and
Godin, 2003; Martin et al., 2005; Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). Although many
treatments of the lithostratigraphy of central Nepal are available (e.g., Hashimoto et al.,
1973; Bordet et al., 1975; Colchen et al., 1986; Fuchs et al., 1988), we primarily follow
the tectonic stratigraphy used by Pearson and DeCelles (2005) and examine the Ramgarh
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thrust and other Lesser Himalayan structures both in terms of lithology and deformational
features. Understanding how their mapping units fit into the regional tectonic stratigraphy
(Figure 2) used by other workers is important for us to extend their mapping of the
Ramgarh thrust and examine it in the context of the MCT shear zone previously
recognized in this area. The following section details descriptions of stratigraphic
schemes specific to the Modi Khola transect for the Tibetan Sequence, GHS, and LHS,
with particular focus on the latter. For this area, the unit thickness estimates of Hodges et
al. (1996), Pearson and DeCelles (2005), and our study are based on outcrop patterns
only; they do not account for intraunit deformation and should be considered
approximate.
3.1. Lesser Himalayan sequence (LHS)
Midlands Sequence
Following the nomenclature of PNcher (1978) that was also applied in the Modi
Khola transect by Arita (1983) and Colchen et al. (1986), Hodges et al. (1996) mapped
the rocks of the LHS in the Annapurna Region as the Midlands sequence. According to
Valdiya (1980), the Lower Midlands sequence in Nepal was thought to be the lateral
equivalent of the Ramgarh group in Kumaon, while the Upper Midlands sequence
corresponded to the Munsiari-Almora thrust sheet. Hodges and co-workers (1996)
mapped the fault contact between the upper and lower sections of the Midlands sequence
in the Modi Khola valley on the basis of contrasts in lithology, deformational features,
and metamorphic grade across it.
The Midlands sequence in the Modi Khola area is not an intact stratigraphic
section. It is composed of two rock packages separated by the Chandrakot thrust (Figure
3a): below and to the south, a >700 meter-thick package of light gray quartzites and
sericite-rich, tan phyllites, and above and to the north, a 2600 meter-thick package of
greenish-gray pelitic and psammitic phyllites and impure quartzites which are
intercalated with subordinate orthoquartzites. In the Lower Midlands sequence,
metamorphic grade is low (chlorite zone), and primary sedimentary structures such as
ripples and large-scale cross beds are common. In contrast, the metamorphic grade of the
overlying upper Midlands sequence increases upsection; the 3000 meter-thick package of
schists, phyllites, impure quartzites, amphibolites, and impure marbles, including the
Ulleri augen gneiss (Le Fort, 1975), was much more strongly deformed than most lower
Midlands sequence rocks. Hodges et al. (1996) indicated that the occurrence of mylonitic
and cataclastic fabrics in most outcrops suggests that the lithologic contacts in the upper
Midlands sequence are structural rather than depositional, and interpreted this
deformation as being associated with displacements within the MCT shear zone.
Kushma and Ranimata Formations
Following correlations of LHS stratigraphic units from deformed sections in
western Nepal by DeCelles et al. (2001), Pearson and DeCelles (2005) divided the LHS
in the Annapurna region into the Kushma and Ranimata formations of the Lower
Nuwakot Unit instead of following the Midlands sequence nomenclature (Figure 2). The
quartzites of the Kushma and phyllites of the Ranimata Formations previously were
mapped together as the Kuncha Formation in central Nepal by Upreti (1996). Although
St5cklin (1980) was of the opinion that the Nuwakot Complex should not be divided into
multiple thrust sheets, other workers in the Modi Khola transect (e.g., Arita, 1983) and
across central Nepal (e.g., Macfarlane et al., 1992) mapped multiple thrusts separating a
variety of formations. While these workers did not map repetitions of the Kushma and
Ranimata units, in contrast, Pearson and DeCelles (2005) argued against the use of
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multiple formation names because the quartzite units they define as Kushma appear to be
almost identical.
Following the interpretation of Pearson and DeCelles (2005), we mapped the
contacts between predominantly quartzite and phyllite lithologies as contacts between the
Kushma and Ranimata units, although our map extends over a considerably greater
distance than they studied. The typical lithology of the Kushma Formation in our study
area is a greenish-gray to white massive quartzite with prominent cross bedding defined
by gray silty or micaceous compositional layering. Bedding planes vary from roughly 10-
100 cm in thickness, although most bedding planes are separated by on the order of 10
cm. The Kushma is an L-S quartzite and contains folds defined by compositional layering
that are elongated sub-parallel to bedding planes. The formation is variable, and also
contains centimeter-scale phyllitic horizons and calcite-rich lithologies, for example near
the confluence of the Modi and Kymnu Kholas (Figure 3b-c). The bedding is well-
defined in some places, while primary sedimentary features including ripple marks
(Figure 3d) are prominent in others. The Kushma is a cliff former, and holds up
conspicuous buff- to white-colored ridges throughout the field area. The thickness of this
unit is estimated to be on the order of 500 m in western Nepal (DeCelles et al., 2001), and
only -150 m in central Nepal (Pearson and DeCelles, 2005); we found the thickness to
vary significantly and pinch out in the different thrust sheets of the Modi Khola transect.
The Kushma Formation is overlain by the Ranimata Formation, and we interpret
the contact between them to be gradational. Although DeCelles et al. (2001) did not
observe the contact between the two formations in western Nepal, they suggested that the
units are probably conformable, as sandy and silty lithologies in both units appear
similar. They went on to discuss the tendency of workers to map the Kushma and
Ranimata formations (including the Ulleri gneiss) together under a single formation name
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where they are not laterally continuous mappable units (e.g., the Ramgarh Group in
Kumaon (Valdiya, 1980) and the Kuncha formation of central Nepal (St6cklin, 1980)).
We mapped on the basis of lithology, and found the Kushma and Ranimata Formations to
be mappable units within the Modi Khola transect. We examined the stratigraphic contact
between the Kushma and Ranimata Formations within the Ramgarh thrust sheet in the
western part of the study area, and our observations confirm that the Kushma Formation
is overlain conformably by the Ranimata Formation. The contact between the Kushma
Formation and the overlying Ranimata Formation is mapped where phyllite becomes the
dominant lithology (Pearson and DeCelles, 2005).
The diagnostic lithologic suite for the Ranimata Formation is chloritic phyllite with
quartz veins and blebs of varying size, dark green fine-grained amphibolites, and greenish
impure quartzites (Figure 3e-f). However, lithologies of the Ranimata Formation vary
from silvery phyllite, to dark grey graphitic phyllite, to pelitic schist, to calc-silicate, to
dirty quartzite within the tectonostratigraphic section. Lower in the section, phyllites of
the Ranimata Formation also contain mm-scale garnet and quartz porphyroclasts, and thin
layers of dolostone and impure marble crop out near the base and towards the top of the
Ranimata Formation (Pearson and DeCelles, 2005). Rare outcrops within the Chandrakot
thrust sheet contain a very quartz-rich greenish-gray banded meta-siltstone bearing
muscovite +/- biotite that is strongly lineated and very competent. Occasional pegmatites
and undeformed granites intrude the Ranimata phyllites in the Chandrakot thrust sheet,
and the Ulleri gneiss is also found within the Ranimata Formation at this structural level.
A very low-grade, incompetent, bright white calc-silicate horizon of the Ranimata
Formation containing calcite, actinolite, +/- epidote is found in the hanging wall of the
Gandruk thrust (Figure 4), and displays a well-developed stretching lineation defined by
actinolite. The Ranimata Formation consists of a dark-grey to black graphitic phyllite
near the top of the Gandruk thrust sheet, in the immediate footwall of the Ramgarh thrust.
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A calc-silicate section with a minimum thickness of 58 m is found beneath silvery quartz-
bleb-bearing phyllite towards the middle of the Ramgarh thrust sheet. Above this, typical
Ranimata Formation phyllites grade into a biotite-K-feldspar-garnet-schist in the
immediate footwall of the Chhomrong thrust (Hodges et al., 1996).
Typical lithologies of the Ranimata Formation tend to crop out on slopes and in
valleys, commonly forming dark soils. This Formation is thought to be on the order of 2-
3 km thick in western Nepal (DeCelles et al., 2001). However, in this study area, so much
internal deformation has occurred - for example, penetrative microscpic and mesoscopic
shears, as well as up to 10-m amplitude folds near the Gandruk thrust - that the true unit
thickness is unknown.
Ulleri Gneiss
The Ulleri gneiss (Le Fort, 1975) is a granitic (quartz + orthoclase + plagioclase +
muscovite + biotite) augen orthogneiss. In most places throughout Nepal, the Ulleri
gneiss and its equivalents are characterized by abundant top-to-the-south S-C fabrics and
a well-developed foliation-parallel lineation defined by stretched K-feldspar, biotite, and
quartz aggregates. Similar gneiss bodies that are associated with Ranimata-type phyllites,
fine schists, and amphibolites across the Himalaya have been given other local names in
northern India (Valdiya, 1980) and Nepal (e.g., Schelling, 1992), and they are commonly
thought to be volcanosedimentary in origin. In the Modi Khola area, this marker horizon
defines the basal boundary of the Upper Midlands sequence as mapped by Hodges et al.,
(1996). The map of Pearson and DeCelles (2005) does not extend into the area where the
Ulleri gneiss is exposed, and as a consequence these workers assumed that it was present
as a lenticular body at depth within the Ranimata Formation. We note that in the Modi
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Khola area, the Ulleri gneiss is only found in the footwall of the Gandruk thrust, and is
conspicuously absent from the Gandruk and Ramgarh thrust sheets.
3.2. Greater Himalayan sequence (GHS)
The Greater Himalayan Sequence in the Modi Khola area is a -5.7 km thick section
of amphibolite facies gneisses and schists that can be divided into a pelitic lower section
(-2.8 km thick) and a carbonate-rich upper section (-2.9 km thick) (Hodges et al., 1996).
This lower package, referred to as Formation I (Bordet et al., 1971; Le Fort, 1975), is
predominantly composed of clastic metasedimentary medium to dark grey pelitic
gneisses. Whereas anatexites are only abundant in the upper part of the section in most
other areas of the Himalaya where Formation I has been mapped (e.g., Pognante and
Benna, 1993), in this locality, cm-scale and larger leucogranitic leucosomes are abundant
throughout the section. The upper package of this conformable section, referred to as
Formation II (Bordet et al., 1971; Le Fort, 1975), is composed of greenish-grey, calc-
silicate gneisses, calcareous schists, para-amphibolites, quartzites, and impure marbles
that are characterized by a banded appearance due to centimeter- to decimeter-scale
compositional layering. A concordant, 300-m thick granitic orthogneiss is found at the
top of Formation 11. Although this orthogneiss and the granitic leucosomes found in
Formation I are not discussed in detail here, we note that they do not appear in the
footwall of the Chhomrong thrust (MCT), highlighting the crustal-scale discontinuity
represented by the MCT.
3.3. Tibetan Sedimentary Sequence
In the Annapurna range, strands of the STFS place unmetamorphosed to
amphibolite-facies rocks of the Tibetan Sedimentary sequence (TSS) on amphibolite-
facies rocks of the GHS (Coleman and Hodges, 1998), and in the Modi Khola transect in
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particular, there is no clear metamorphic discontinuity between the GHS and the base of
the Tibetan sedimentary sequence (Hodges et al., 1996). In this area, TSS rocks are
divided into the Sanctuary and Annapurna Yellow Formations (Pecher, 1978; Colchen et
al., 1986; Hodges et al., 1996). The Annapurna Yellow Formation is a 1000-1200 m thick
package of well-bedded coarse-grained limestone marbles that are intercalated with calc-
silicate rocks and minor sandstones, and it is separated from the underlying Sanctuary
Formation by a fault contact (Hodges et al., 1996). The Sanctuary Formation is made up
of dark brownish grey weathering graywackes and shales with minor quartzites and
limestones measuring over 300 m in thickness that are characterized by a slaty or
phyllitic cleavage (Hodges et al., 1996). Although it was once thought that the Annapurna
Yellow Formation overlaid the Sanctuary Formation conformably, it is now known that
the Sanctuary Formation makes up the overturned limb of a large-scale anticlinal fold
(P&cher, 1978; Colchen et al., 1986; Hodges et al., 1996). We note that the centimeter- to
decimeter-scale leucogranitic dikes and sills that intrude the upper part of GHS also
intrude the Annapurna Yellow Formation.
4. New geologic mapping and field relations
The location and extent of the map area in (Figure 4, part I) are shown in Figure 1
near (83o50'00" E, 28022'30"N) in central Nepal. The principal rivers that drain this
terrain include the Modi Khola, Bhurungdi Khola, Kymnu Khola, and Mardi Khola, and
the major peaks include Annapurna I (8091 m), Gangapurna (7454 m), Annapurna South
(7219 m), Machhapuchhare (6993 min), Singu Chiuli (6499 m), and Hiunchuli (6441 m)
(Figure 4, part I). The rugged topography and extensive vegetation make it difficult to
leave established trails, which often follow the major rivers. Mapped structures north of
roughly 28030'00" are after Hodges et al. (1996), who describe interpretations of the two
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major normal faults in this area (Deorali and Machhapuchhare detachments), and the roof
thrust of the MCT zone in detail.
Our new mapping and structural interpretations are mainly focused in the footwall
of the Chhomrong thrust. The structures we map within the LHS (within and to the south
of the MCT zone) include the north-dipping, generally south-vergent Ramgarh, Gandruk,
Chandrakot, and Nayapul thrusts. These thrusts separate what have been interpreted as
thrust sheets (Figure 5, 6) made up of repeated sections of the predominantly quartzite-
and phyllite-rich Kushma and Ranimata Formations. Apparent thicknesses of these
tectonostratigraphic units vary greatly from east to west, and several splays of the faults
that separate them are not laterally continuous. Exposures within the LHS are discussed
by thrust sheet, from the base of the generally east-west striking, north-dipping
tectonostratigraphic sequence to the top with decreasing distance to the Chhomrong
thrust and the roof thrust of the MCT zone.
Nayapul thrust sheet
The Nayapul thrust (Figure 7) is exposed along a road cut between the towns of
Nayapul and Birethanti in the southernmost part of the map area (Figure 4, part I). A fault
called the Nayapur thrust appears at approximately this position on the map of Martin et
al. (2005), and although it is not described or referenced in that paper, we speculate that it
may be the same structure we have mapped as the Nayapul thrust. The Nayapul thrust is a
greenschist facies structure defined by a -1-5 m-thick, shallowly S-dipping mylonite
zone that separates the Ranimata Formation in the footwall from the Kushma Formation
in the hanging wall. Ductile fabrics in the shear zone include composite S-C fabrics
(Figure 7e-f) that have been overprinted by brittle deformational structures; both fault
breccia and fault gouge are present in most outcrops. Exposures of the Ranimata
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Formation in the footwall are typically grey phyllite with abundant quartz stringers.
Above the shear zone, the dominant lithology of the Kushma Formation is a blocky,
massive, green-white banded quartzite. With increasing proximity to the shear zone, the
Kushma quartzite becomes intensely fractured and sheared, with these shear planes
dipping -20' to the south. The best ductile fabrics are developed in the footwall, which
displays penetrative stretching lineations defined by elongated quartz and mica
aggregates. We interpret the average orientation of these lineations (-225', plunging -7 °)
as indicative of the slip azimuth, and the asymmetry of S-C fabrics indicates top-to-the-
southwest fault motion. Farther below the thrust, the mean cleavage planes, which are
sub-parallel to the bedding, dip shallowly to the south (-100), while above the thrust
these planes begin to dip moderately to the north (Figure 5e-f). This suggests that units in
the footwall have been warped into a gentle anticline. Cleavage planes within the
Nayapul thrust sheet appear to have been deformed by a long-amplitude fold that trends
NNW and plunges -14' to the north (Figure 5e).
Chandrakot thrust sheet
The Chandrakot thrust appears on the map of Hodges et al. (1996) near the towns
of Chandrakot and Birethanti, mapped based on outcrops of fault breccia rather than the
repetition of the Kushma-Ranimata Formation succession. Although this structure was
mapped originally because of a local intensification of brittle deformational fabrics, our
new mapping confirms that it also marks a lithologic discontinuity between a Kushma-
type quartzite above and a Ranimata-type phyllite below. Although the orientation of the
meter-scale breccia zone that separates the Kushma and Ranimata Formations at this
structural level is unclear given the geometry of sparse outcrops, bedding and cleavage
orientations do not vary significantly across the fault. Thus, we assume that the thrust
plane is sub-parallel to the cleavage planes, striking approximately E-W and dipping
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moderately to the north. Exposures of the Kushma Formation above the Chandrakot
thrust consist of a massive, greenish-grey quartzite with prominent cross-bedding defined
by silty layers. Locally, the Kushma quartzite is deformed by mesoscopic folds defined
by the silty compositional layering that are elongated sub-parallel to the bedding planes.
Larger-scale (10-m amplitude) folding of the Kushma quartzite has also occurred in the
Chandrakot thrust sheet. Primary sedimentary structures such as ripples are present
within the Kushma quartzite above the fault zone (Figure 3d); however, the lithologic
contact with the Ranimata phyllite above is obscured.
The apparent thickness of the Ranimata Formation in this thrust sheet is great
(>2500 min). Although the gentle upwarping of rocks in the Nayapul thrust sheet is not
observed in the hanging wall of the Chandrakot thrust, much internal deformation is
apparent in the form of pervasive shears as well as discrete fault splays. A laterally
discontinuous but mappable slice of Kushma quartzite is exposed on either bank of the
Modi Khola, cropping out in the vicinity of the town of Landrung on the eastern bank of
the river. The Chandrakot thrust sheet also contains the only exposures of the Ulleri
gneiss in this area. The average orientation of cleavage planes within the Chandrakot
thrust sheet strikes E-W and dips moderately to the north (Figure 5d). The overall spread
of cleavage orientations reflects outcrop-scale deformation, especially along numerous
brittle-ductile shear zones. Nevertheless, A generally consistent mineral stretching
lineation, trending -30' to the NE, characterizes most outcrops (Figure 6b).
A thin band of what we interpret to be the Kushma Formation based on the
tectonic stratigraphy of Pearson and DeCelles (2005) is exposed on either bank of the
Modi Khola. The contacts on either side of this massive white quartzite, lacking in any
obvious lineation, are obscured; however, given the structural distance between
unambiguous outcrops of the Ranimata Formation phyllites on either side, it cannot be
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much thicker than -10 m. We interpret this sheet as a small thrust slice or basal section of
a duplex of uncertain tectonic significance. We know that the contact is not laterally
continuous to the west because it cannot be traced in the Bhurungdi Khola transect where
exposure is generally continuous within the Chandrakot thrust sheet. While it is possible
that the contact continues to the east, its extent in this direction along strike is unclear
because Maoist occupation prohibited access to the Mardi Khola transect and nearby
ridges. If this quartzite has been correctly identified as belonging to the Kushma
formation, a significant structural repetition at this position could help account for the
large east-west change in thickness of the Ulleri gneiss and the relatively uniform
thickness of the Chandrakot thrust sheet.
We found the thickness and deformational character of the Ulleri gneiss to vary
considerably throughout the study area. The unit thickness increases from 8 m on the east
side of the Modi Khola south of the town of Landrung, to 34 m where it is exposed along
a cliff south of Gandrung on the west side of Modi Khola, to 750-850 m near its type
locality at the town of Ulleri to the west. The orientation of the Ulleri gneiss also varies
significantly as its thickness changes along strike. The gneissosity dips as steeply as -30'
on the west bank of the Modi Khola, but flattens substantially where it is exposed in the
immediate footwall of a splay of the Gandrung thrust in the Bhurungdi Khola transect. It
is possible that a thrust splay beneath the Ulleri gneiss at this position may be responsible
for the flat dips (Figure 4, part IIIa). The thin outcropping of Ulleri south of Landrung
does not come into contact with the Gandruk thrust, and is characterized by abundant K-
feldspar augen that are stretched to as much as 15 cm in length.
Where it is thick and relatively flat-lying in the west, the Ulleri transitions from a
highly-deformed mylonitic augen gneiss in the immediate footwall of a splay of the
Gandruk thrust to what can appear to be an undeformed granite at structurally lower
levels. Where the Ulleri is a mylonitic augen orthogneiss in the immediate footwall of the
Gandruk thrust, abundant S-C fabrics indicate top-to-the south shearing (Figure 8). The
dominant C-fabric parallels the gneissosity, oriented at -320/19 N, while .the subordinate
S-fabric is defined by phyllosilicates. Although C-planes are abundant, the angle between
the S- and C- planes is roughly 300, which suggests that the Ulleri is not extremely
strained. The size of the orthoclase augen increases with distance in the footwall of the
Gandruk thrust splay from an average of roughly 3-5 mm. Fractures within the K-feldspar
augen are oriented perpendicular to the C planes, and are consistent with direction of
elongation. Although some of these augen are more almond shaped, they are generally
relatively round, possessing sigma-shaped tails of K-feldspar (+/- quartz) elongated
parallel to the dominant lineation direction; these shear-sense indicators are also
consistent with top-to-the-south displacement (Figure 8). Where the Ulleri gneiss is less
deformed, it has the aspect of a granite, with larger-than-average K-feldspar augen and
aggregates that are as large as 10 cm across. A strong stretching lineation, plunging
shallowly (-4-11o) to the NE, is defined by elongated K-feldspar and occasional biotite,
and quartz tails of the porphyroclasts.
Although the basal contact of this body of Ulleri gneiss is not well exposed, the
Ranimata Formation immediately below is characterized by greenish-grey banded quartz-
rich and competent metasiltstone containing fine muscovite and biotite. This section of
the Ranimata formation contains a strong stretching lineation trending -E30N and
plunging 150, defined by micas and quartz aggregates. The Ranimata formation becomes
phyllitic with thin quartzite horizons beneath this (south of the town of Tirkkeheldunga),
where it occasionally is intruded by what appears to be undeformed, ungneissified granite
pegmatite. It is possible that this granite, which is less deformed than the host phyllite,
was emplaced along another thrust at this structural level.
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Gandruk thrust sheet
Based on deformational features, the Gandruk thrust appears to be a significant
discrete structure within the MCT zone. What we have interpreted to be two splays of this
thrust are mapped along the Bhurungdi Khola transect near the western edge of our study
area (Figure 4, part I). The lower splay at this location is a large top-to-the south brittle-
ductile shear zone that places a flay-lying sheet of the Kushma-Ranimata succession on
top of mylonitic Ulleri orthogneiss in the footwall, while the upper splay places another
repeated section of Kushma-Ranimata above. The Kushma quartzite in the hanging wall
of the lower thrust splay is extremely thin (7 m-thick). This sheared quartzite is finely
interleaved with phyllite of the Ranimata Formation and the Ulleri orthogneiss, which
suggests that Kushma quartzite in the hanging wall comes into contact with Ranimata
phyllite in the footwall of the thrust not far to the east (Figure 4, part I). Within the lower
shear zone in the Bhurungdi Khola transect, the Kushma quartzite cleavage is subparallel
to the bedding, and subparallel to the overlying stratigraphic contact with the Ranimata
phyllite (dipping -29' to the north). Foliations within the Ranimata phyllite in the
immediate footwall of the upper splay of the Gandruk thrust south of the town of
Ghorepani dip - 130 to the NW on average.
This upper splay of the Gandruk thrust is exposed just south of the east-west
trending segment of the Kymnu Khola west of the towns of Gandrung and Chhomrong
(Figure 6f). Throughout exposures in this vicinity it is a small (-1 m thick) shear zone of
finely intercalated phyllite and dirty quartzite mylonite characterized by boudinaged and
folded quartz pods (>10 cm long). The quartzite compositional layering here is
subparallel to the contact of the Kushma with the Ranimata phyllite below, indicating the
approximate fault orientation (dipping -21o to the north). However, this splay does not
appear to be laterally continuous in the vicinity of the Modi Khola northwest of the towns
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of Gandrung and Landrung, and the structural thickness of the Gandruk thrust sheet
appears to decrease towards the east. The immediate vicinity of the lower, apparently
laterally continuous splay of the Gandruk thrust is characterized by thin shear zones of
intercalated phyllite and quartzite, as well as -10-m amplitude folds (e.g., Gandruk fold,
6d). In the vicinity of the town of Gandrung, this splay dips -25-32' to the NNW, and the
Ranimata Formation in the hanging wall contains amphibolite pods, phyllites with 1-2 cm
thick dirty quartzite layers, and occasional hot spring deposits.
Relatively consistent orientations within the thrust sheet as a whole suggest that
although local folds are present near the fault trace, the sheet has not been folded at a
very large scale (Figure 5c). While the Gandruk thrust sheet contains lithologies
interpreted as Ranimata and Kushma that resemble the Ranimata and Kushma lithologies
in the Chandrakot thrust sheet, the Ulleri gneiss does not crop out between the Gandruk
and Ramgarh thrusts. The Gandruk thrust sheet also contains calcsilicates that we have
not observed at lower structural levels. In the Dhuli area of far-western Nepal, the
equivalent of the Gandruk thrust is mapped as the northernmost horse of a duplex within
the LHS (Pearson and DeCelles, 2005) and carries schists that are not present at this
structural position in the Modi Khola transect, but are only located in the Ramgarh thrust
sheet.
Ramgarh thrust sheet
We traced the Ramgarh thrust for >10 km along strike in the immediate footwall of
the Chhomrong thrust. The Ramgarh thrust places quartzites of the Kushma Formation on
top of the Ranimata Formation. Where the thrust surface is well-exposed, roughly 2.5 km
east of the town of Ghorepani, it consists of a very finely laminated quartzite mylonite,
with no obvious shear sense indicators in outcrop or in thin section. This mylonite and the
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foliation within the immediate hanging wall of the thrust are parallel to the bedding
planes and to apertures of isoclinal folds. The orientation of the shear zone is much less
steep than foliations in the footwall at this position, striking -2350, and dipping only 40 to
the north. The orientation of the bedding and cleavage planes within these units steepens
upward; the lithologic contact between the Kushma and Ranimata Formations dips 180 to
the NNE, and is marked by intercalations of calcsilicate in between the quartzite and
phyllite lithologies. We interpret the upward steepening in the hanging wall as evidence
for an additional splay of the thrust within the Kushma quartzite (Figure 2, 4). The
landscape on either side of the thrust here is characterized by subdued topography and
thick soils within a densely forested river valley. Although we did not directly observe
the fault contact to the east near the town of Chhomrong, the Ramgarh thrust must be
significantly steeper there. Foliations throughout exposures in the Modi Khola valley are
subparallel to the Chhomrong thrust and fabric orientations in the overlying GHS near the
town of Chhomrong, and become slightly less steep towards the south.
The best semi-continuous exposures of the tectonostratigraphic package that makes
up the Ramgarh thrust sheet are found within the Modi Khola and Kymnu Khola valleys.
Very large boulders of float from Formation 1, the schists found at the upper extreme of
the Ramgarh thrust sheet, and the Annapumrna Yellow Formation are found in the Kymnu
Khola, as well as boulders containing fault megabreccia. Landslides and slumps of all
sizes become ubiquitous in the east-west trending section of the Kymnu Khola, and
numerous cut and fill terraces line the banks of the river (Figure 9). The network of
terrace and landslide deposits, a history of decadal avulsions of the river's course due to
influx of material from massive bedrock landslides, and large knickpoints downstream of
landslide-dammed sections of the river indicate the importance of landslides to this steep,
high relief terrain (Figure 9).
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Within the section of the Ramgarh thrust sheet exposed at this position, the first
occurrences of the Ranimata Formation above the thrust are composed of deeply
weathered phyllite containing quartz bands and pods up to 10 cm thick. Farther up-
section, the phyllite becomes dark grey and graphitic in some places and silvery white in
others. Bands of bright white to buff calc-silicate schist, up to -31 m thick, also occur
within the Ranimata Formation at this structural level. The metamorphic grade increases
upward within the Ramgarh thrust sheet as the lithology changes from phyllite to very
coarse-grained biotite-muscovite schist, and finally to garnet-bearing chlorite schist
containing garnets in excess of 1.2 cm. Neither the Ulleri gneiss, nor the pods of
amphibolite that were found within the Ranimata Formation in the Gandruk thrust sheet
were observed within the Ramgarh thrust sheet.
The terrain between the Ramgarh and Chhomrong thrusts is pervasively deformed
and numerous small shear zones are present. Fault breccias are developed throughout the
thrust sheet (Figure 10), but we were unable to follow the contacts for a great enough
distance to map as discrete brittle faults because they do not separate different lithologies.
Partly as a result of the pervasive deformation, and partly as a result of the wavy foliation
planes within the Ranimata phyllite, fabrics within the Ramgarh thrust sheet display a
somewhat larger spread of orientations than the underlying Gandruk thrust sheet (Figure
5b-c). A strong stretching lineation defined by quartz and phyllosilicates trending -42o
and plunging -28' to the north is found in most outcrops.
Chhomrong thrust
Although the fault contact is obscured, we located the Chhomrong thrust within the
WNW-striking ductile mylonite zone just north of the town of Chhomrong where the
shearing becomes most intense. The topography around the town of Chhomrong indicates
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that the fault must dip no more than -30' to the north (Hodges et al., 1996). High-
pressure amphibolite facies rock assemblages and migmatitic rocks are not exposed
below this contact. Immediately above it, the steep ascent into the high-peaks of the
Annapurna Range begins in the migmatitic biotite muscovite garnet gneisses of
Formation I (Figure 11). In the immediate hanging wall of the Chhomrong thrust, these
gneisses are on the order of 10-15% migmatitic. A short distance above the Chhomrong
thrust where the intense ductile shearing diminishes, 3-5 cm long blades of kyanite are
abundant in K-feldspar-rich leucosomes. Within the hanging wall of the Chhomrong
thrust, the gneissosity is extremely uniform, with an average strike of 292' and a dip of
-35o to the north (Figure 5a). A pervasive and strong stretching lineation defined
primarily by biotite plunges 270 or more to the northeast (Figure 6a).
5. Kinematic significance of the Lesser Himalayan structures
The geologic observations described in the previous section were collected with our
principal goal of reanalyzing the structural configuration in the vicinity of the trace of the
MCT in mind. Although we were able to confirm the existence of discrete Lesser
Himalayan structures in the Modi Khola transect, the thrust sheets they separate are
pervasively deformed, and the added value of considering structures such as the Ramgarh
thrust independently of an MCT zone remains unclear. In the following paragraphs we
discuss the structural evidence for large-scale displacement across the Ramgarh thrust
and possible datasets that would allow us to determine the magnitude and timing of
displacement quantitatively.
Structural evidence
In the Modi Khola transect, discrete thrusts within the Lesser Himalayan sequence
were mapped by Pearson and DeCelles (2005) based on the repetition of
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tectonostratigraphic units. In our mapping we have followed these workers in designating
units of dominant quartzite lithology the Kushma Formation and units of dominant
phyllite lithology Ranimata Formation. However, whether or not the successions of
quartzites and phyllites observed in the Modi Khola valley actually represent repetitions
of the Kushma and Ranimata Formations is unclear; the units lack paleontological age
constraints and are not identical in the hanging wall and footwall. Like almost all contacts
between different lithologies in the Modi Khola transect, the contacts at the base of the
quartzites that have been mapped at the Kushma Formation are structural. But does this
contact at the position of the Ramgarh thrust represent a crustal-scale fault system that
accommodated hundreds of kilometres of shortening, as proposed by previous workers?
The deformational features that characterize the Ramgarh thrust in the Modi Khola
transect suggest they do not. Firstly, no obvious contrast in metamorphic grade is
observed across the fault contact. It conceivable that large-magnitude thrust displacement
could be consistent with a lack of metamorphic discontinuity, but only if - as argued by
Pearson and DeCelles (2005) - the structure was a flat-on-flat thrust over the entire
displacement distance. However, the orientation of the Ramgarh thrust varies
significantly over a short distance along strike, and the fault does not always place a
hanging wall flat on a footwall flat. Fabrics in the footwall and hanging wall indicate that
the thrust dips in excess of 300 to the north in the Modi Khola valley, while the mylonite
developed at the base of the Kushma quartzite just east of Ghorepani indicates that the
fault dips only 40 to the north less than 15 km away. Near Ghorepani, hanging wall
fabrics are sub-parallel to the relatively flat-lying mylonite, while fabrics in the
immediate footwall dip much more steeply (-270). Even if the contrast in fabric
orientation that we observed across the fault was caused by a lateral or frontal ramp and
the flat-on-flat relationship holds for most of the rest of the fault system, a simpler
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interpretation of the surface geometry would be that a much smaller amount of slip
occurred along the Ramgarh thrust as a part of MCT-related displacement.
Secondly, although the immediate area around the fault contact is marked by small
folds and a meter-scale shear zone, such deformational features are not limited to this
structural position. Shear fabrics and small fault zones are found throughout the Ramgarh
thrust sheet as well as within the other thrust sheets above the Chandrakot thrust. In fact,
we observed the most intense deformation in LHS rocks beneath the Chhomrong thrust,
at the position of the Gandruk thrust as mapped by Pearson and DeCelles (2005).
Mylonites are associated with two splays of the Gandruk thrust, the most extensive of
which is developed in the Ulleri gneiss south of the town of Ghorepani, and the Gandruk
fold is found near the fault trace to the east.
Considering the Ramgarh thrust to represent one of many slip planes that
accommodated shortening as part of the MCT system also provides a simpler explanation
in terms of the mechanical properties of the thrust sheet. As noted by DeCelles et al.
(2001), the Ramgarh thrust sheet is remarkably thin to be a regionally extensive thrust
sheet with a dominant phyllitic lithology. It has been suggested that dehydration
metamorphic reactions took place within the Ramgarh thrust sheet during burial beneath
the overlying thrusts, and that these reactions could have contributed to mechanically
competent behavior, allowing the Ramgarh thrust to accommodate such a large amount
of shortening (DeCelles et al., 2001). Another possibility is that the Ramgarh thrust sheet
could have behaved competently because its effective thickness was actually much
greater than its 200-2000 m thickness throughout Nepal and 1000-2000 km thickness in
the Modi Khola transect. If it is assumed that the Ramgarh thrust only became active after
the overlying Dadeldhura thrust sheet in western Nepal and overlying Chhomrong thrust
in the Modi Khola valley ceased to accommodate shortening, the effective thickness of
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the Ramgarh thrust sheet when it was active would have been equivalent to the combined
thickness of all of the overlying thrust sheets (e.g., DeCelles et al., 2001; Pearson and
DeCelles, 2005).
Possible quantitative tests
Although it is possible that many of the structural observations in the Modi Khola
transect could be explained by a kinematically important Ramgarh thrust, this hypothesis
is difficult to test. Qualitatively, the Ramgarh thrust in the Modi Khola transect does not
appear to be a crustal-scale structure as it is associated with a very narrow shear zone, it
is variable along strike, and it does not juxtapose rocks of significantly different
metamorphic grade or provenance. A considerable difference in cooling histories of
minerals collected in the hanging wall and footwall of the thrust would indicate that a
large amount of shortening occurred across it, but the lack of such a difference does not
necessarily mean that it did not. In fact, since hanging wall and footwall rocks in the
model of Pearson and DeCelles (2005) are not metamorphosed to different grades, they
also would not be expected to have experienced significantly different thermal histories
after their protoliths were deposited. However, if a significant difference in cooling age
across the Ramgarh thrust were documented, it would not only indicate that significant
shortening may have occurred across it; such cooling histories could be used to constrain
the timing and magnitude of thrusting.
Other geochronologic approaches could also be used to constrain the timing of
deformation associated with structures in the MCT zone. In the case of the Chandrakot
thrust sheet, the age of shearing may be bracketed by dating the undeformed granitic
intrusions found within phyllites thought to make up the Ranimata Formation at that
structural position. 40Ar/39Ar analysis of the minerals biotite and K-feldspar from a
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sample of the Ulleri gneiss collected near the town of Ulleri could be used to examine the
kinematic history of the Chandrakot thrust and the overlying series of thrust sheets in
much more detail: If the LHS faults are active, we would expect the sample to have been
exhumed rapidly because of erosion, showing latest Miocene biotite ages indicating
cooling through roughly 300°C (Grove and Harrison, 1996), and Pliocene K-feldspar ages
indicating cooling through temperatures as low as 150*C (McDougall and Harrison,
1999). If the LHS faults were active for a brief time in the Early Miocene, coeval with the
earliest movement along the MCT, we would expect Early Miocene biotite ages and
Middle Miocene K-feldspar ages. If Ordovician biotite cooling ages were observed but
K-feldspar ages were very young, it could be interpreted to mean that the succession of
thrust sheets was not thick enough or long enough to reset biotite, but that the area is still
exhuming rapidly today. On the other hand, Ordovician 40Ar/39Ar ages for both the biotite
and K-feldspar would provide no evidence of significant thrust activity within the LHS.
In the absence of particularly intense deformational fabrics associated with the
Ramgarh thrust, a change in metamorphic grade and deformation style across it, or age
constraints on the timing of displacement, the interpretation of a kinematically important
Ramgarh thrust hinges entirely on tectonic stratigraphy and the recognition of repeated
metasedimentary units. Unfortunately, because no undeformed stratigraphic section has
ever been identified and the Kushma and overlying Ranimata Formations are not
fossiliferous, we find that the hypothesis is largely untestable based on field observations.
Specifically, it is impossible at this time to test the hypothesis that (1) the Ramgarh thrust
can be correlated for >800 km in Nepal; and (2) the Ramgarh thrust and other thrusts
within the MCT zone repeat the Kushma-Ranimata succession. The first hypothesis could
be tested by following the fault contact along strike and directly correlating observations
made in distant locales. However, this exercise would be practically impossible given the
rugged terrain and poor exposure throughout the LHS in much of the Nepal Himalaya.
Alternatively, quantitative age constraints could be placed on possible exposures of the
Kushma Formation in different areas using geochronology to test both (1) and (2). For
example, U-Pb ages for suites of detrital zircons have been used successfully to correlate
the Kushma and Ranimata formations with the Dunga quartzite and Robang formation in
the Kathmandu region (DeCelles et al., 2001). This approach could be applied in more
areas to correlate the thrust along strike, while detailed sampling along a single section
could be used to determine whether the succession of quartzites and phyllites represents
multiple repetitions of the Kushma-Ranimata succession in each thrust sheet.
6. Discussion and conclusions
The detailed work of mapping discrete Lesser Himalayan structures in the vicinity
of the MCT could add significantly to our understanding of Himalayan tectonics if it can
be used to reconstruct the shortening history of the range. Three kinds of information are
generally combined with in-depth structural analysis to estimate the timing and
magnitude of shortening across such structures: 1) the relative changes in equilibration
pressures and temperatures in the footwall and hanging wall; 2) differences in footwall
and hanging wall cooling histories; and 3) the offset of tectonostratigraphic markers.
When appropriately constrained by surface or subsurface data, balanced cross sections
can be one of the most useful indicators of the magnitude of marker offfset. However,
cross-sections are interpretations - not data - and effective balancing requires detailed
knowledge of unit thicknesses (and the variations of those thicknesses across and along
strike), and a detailed knowledge of the amount of internal strain between thrust sheets.
Our detailed mapping in the Modi Khola transect indicates that lithologic unit and thrust-
sheet thicknesses vary significantly over short distances along strike, and the rocks are
pervasively strained at an unquantified level. In our minds, this seriously limits the value
of cross-section construction and retrodeformation in determining the amount of offset on
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the Lesser Himalayan thrusts. Because no obvious metamorphic discontinuity is observed
across Lesser Himalayan structures such as the Ramgarh thrust, thermochronology is
likely to provide the best tools to explore the kinematic importance of individual
structures that have been mapped within the MCT zone.
It could be argued that naming specific high-strain surfaces within an "MCT zone"
is useful for the purposes of descriptive structural geology, but we would argue that the
value of using such nomenclature is limited from the perspective of regional tectonics if
geochronologic data do not indicate that a disproportionate amount of shortening has
occurred on these specific structures. Existing Nd-isotopic and detrital zircon U-Pb data
for bedrock samples throughout the Himalaya indicate that the most fundamental break in
tectonic stratigraphy along the southern flank of the range corresponds to the French
MCT and its lateral equivalents. These data suggest that all of the underlying structures,
including the Ramgarh thrust, Dadeldura thrust, Lesser Himalayan duplex, MBT, and
even the MFT, probably accommodated significantly less cumulative shortening than the
MCT over the Miocene-Recent interval.
Even if isotopic and geochronologic data indicate that the Ramgarh thrust
accommodated a considerable amount of displacement, it would have little bearing on
our understanding of the relationship between focused erosion and deformation at the
Himalayan range front because the Ramgarh thrust is so closely associated in space with
the canonical MCT. As long as shortening persisted along one of these structures since
the Miocene, deformation effectively could be considered long-lived at the foot of the
Higher Himalaya as would be expected if monsoon-driven erosion focused thrusting at
this position for millions of years.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Location map with major structures of the Nepal Himalaya, modified after
Hodges et al. (2000). Main Boundary thrust (MBT), Main Central thrust (MCT), South
Tibetan Fault system (STFS), and other faults indicated with thick black lines. MBT and
MCT hanging wall indicated with triangles. STFS hanging wall indicated with double
hatch marks. Igneous bodies indicated with small triangle pattern. Extent of geologic map
shown in Figure 4 indicated by thick box. Inset indicates location of geologic map of
Nepal.
Figure 2. Tectonostratigraphic column. (a) Correlation across Nepal of Lesser Himalayan
zone stratigraphic units. Modified after DeCelles et al. (2001). (b) Tectonic stratigraphy
of the Modi Khola transect, Annapurna Range, central Nepal. This work "West" section
indicates sequence in western part of our study area, as indicated by cross section B-B';
"East" indicates sequence in eastern part of our study area, as indicated by cross section
A-A' (Figure 4, part III). Midlands nomenclature used by Hodges et al. (1996) is shown
for reference. See text for descriptions of units.
Figure 3. Outcrop photographs of the Lesser Himalayan zone, Modi Khola area, Central
Nepal. (a) Fault breccia developed in mixed quartzite/phyllite lithology marking the
trace of the Chandrakot thrust along the Bhurungdi Khola. Boot shown for scale. (b)
Kushma quartzite near the Kymnu Khola-Modi Khola confluence. Person shown for
scale. (c) Closeup of ourcrop shown in (b). Kushma Formation lithology contains
significant calcite at this locality. Hand shown for scale. (d) Primary sedimentary
structures (ripples) in the Kushma Formation quartzite in the hanging wall of the
Chandrakot thrust, exposed in the Bhurungdi Khola. (e-f) Typical lithology of the
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Ranimata Formation. Phyllite with elongated quartz blebs and stringers. Hat shown for
scale.
Figure 4, part I. Geologic map of the Modi Khola area, Annapurna Range, central
Nepal. Contacts, faults, and folds are dashed where inferred. Basemap is landsat image of
the field area, shaded to indicate topographic features. Major peaks are shown as solid
triangles (with elevation in meters in parentheses). See Figure 4, part II for map
symbology.
Figure 4, part II. Symbology for geologic map of the Modi Khola area, Annapurna
Range, central Nepal, shown in Figure 4, part I.
Figure 4, part III. Interpretive geologic cross sections (a) along the line A-A' in Figure
4, part I and (b) along the line B-B' in Figure 4, part I. Fault and fabric orientations are
derived from structural observations summarized in the map in Figure 4, part I. In these
unbalanced cross sections, the MBT is located in this position because it is assumed that
it is responsible for the steepened planar fabric orientations in the vicinity of the MCT.
While the unshaded portions of the cross sections (above ~1000 m depth) are relatively
well constrained by the surface geology, geometries that are different from those depicted
in the shaded portion of the cross sections (below ~1000 m depth) could satisfy the
available data equally well. No vertical exaggeration.
Figure 5. Equal area, lower hemisphere projection stereonet diagrams of poles to planar
fabrics (foliation and bedding planes) in the map area shown in Figure 4, categorized by
thrust sheet. Measurements indicated by small circles. Contours indicate 1% area. Best-fit
great circle plotted in green. "n" indicates number of measurements. (a) Chhomrong
thrust sheet, (b) Ramgarh thrust sheet, (c) Gandruk thrust sheet, (d) Chandrakot thrust
sheet, (e) Nayapul thrust sheet, (f) footwall of Nayapul thrust.
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Figure 6. Equal area, lower hemisphere projection stereonet diagrams of linear fabrics (a-
c) and orientations of interest (d-f) in the map area shown in Figure 4. Symbology as in
Figure 5 unless otherwise noted. (a) lineations in the Chhomrong thrust sheet. (b)
lineations in the Chandrakot thrust sheet. (c) lineations in the Gandrul thrust sheet. See
text for description of fabrics. (d) Fold axis solution for the Gandruk fold. (e)
measurements of mylonite planar orientations in the Nayapul thrust shear zone, with
average strike and dip. (f) planar fabric orientations in the immediate vicinity of the
Gandruk thrust where it is exposed near the town of Gandrung.
Figure 7. Outcrop photographs of the Nayapul thrust. (a-b) photograph and sketch
drawing of Kushma Formation overlying Ranimata Formation, with fault breccia in
between. Location of close-up photograph in (e-f) indicated with box. Field book shown
for scale. (c-d) photograph and sketch drawing of intensely sheared mylonite in contact
with the fault breccia beneath Kushma Formation in the hanging wall. Field book shown
for scale. (e-f) photograph and sketch drawing of close-up of S-C fabric developed in
Ranimata Formation phyllite shown in (a-b). Top to the south sense of shear. Pencil
shown for scale.
Figure 8. Outcrop and thin-section views of microstructures within the Ulleri gneiss. (a)
Outcrop view of Ulleri augen orthogneiss in the immediate footwall of the Gandruk
thrust in the western part of the field area. S-C fabrics indicate top-to-the-south sense of
shear. (b) Photomicrograph of Ulleri augen orthogneiss collected at the same structural
position. Rotated porphyroblasts indicate top-to-the-south sense of shear.
Figure 9. Large landslides, landslide dammed lake, and terrace deposits in the Kymnu
Khola, immediate footwall of the Chandrakot thrust. (a) bedrock landslide scar and
deposits on north bank of Kymnu Khola. Slide occurred in January 2005. Cultivated
terraces are >1 m tall. (b) View looking down to the southwest from northeast side of
landslide scar shown in (a). View is of dammed portion of Kymnu Khola upstream of
landslide deposits. (c) View of terrace deposits downstream approaching the confluence
of the Kymnu and Modi Kholas. Gravel bed of the Kymnu Khola is ~50 m wide here. (d)
View looking down at the Kymnu Khola to the southwest from the eastern edge of the
scar of another recent bedrock landslide (2003). Location in (c) is immediately upstream
of Kymnu Khola tributary shown here.
Figure 10. Unmappable (a) fault breccia developed in the Kushma Formation, (b) shear
zone developed in the Ranimata Formation, and (c) travertine deposits within the
Ramgarh thrust sheet. (a-b) hiking poles shown for scale. (c) pencil shown for scale.
Figure 11. Views looking (a) north and (b) south along the Modi Khola valley from the
town of Chhomrong. (a) Machhapuchhare is the peak shown on the right (east).
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Chapter 7: Summary
Models of orogenic evolution suggest that erosion can fundamentally dictate the
style and magnitude of deformation in active mountain ranges (e.g. Beaumont et al.,
2001). The power of river networks to erode depends on the climatic modulation of
precipitation patterns that affect stream discharge and on channel slopes related to the
topography that develops in response to tectonic plate interactions. As a consequence,
evaluating the relative influence of climate and tectonic forcing on erosion rates and
patterns can provide insight into the nature of feedbacks among climatic, erosional,
tectonic, and deformational processes. Previous studies have addressed this question by
examining spatial correlations among proxies for climate, exhumation, and deformation
(e.g. Burbank et al., 2003; Dadson et al., 2003; Reiners et al., 2003; Hodges et al., 2004).
Unfortunately, evidence of such correlations provides necessary but not sufficient
indication of causal links among these processes; even if climate-driven erosion does not
drive exhumation and faulting, intense precipitation would still be expected in rapidly
exhuming, structurally active areas simply because of the rain shadow effect of
topographic steps related to fault motions. In Chapters 2-6 of this thesis, temporal rather
than spatial correlations of climate, erosion, and tectonics in the Nepalese Himalaya are
investigated to avoid some of the potential limitations of this approach.
Chapters 2-5 establish the timing of a major acceleration of erosion rates at the
Himalayan range front using a combination of detrital and bedrock thermochronologic
techniques and thermal modeling. While the timing of this -2.5-0.9 Ma rate change does
not correlate with a change in the convergence rate between India and Eurasia or a major
reorganization of structural patterns, substantial evidence points to an increase in the
strength and seasonality of the Asian monsoon during this interval. Together, these
timing constraints support the hypothesis that climate can exert a first-order control on
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erosion in the evolution of orogenic systems. Evidence for recent faulting in the region of
accelerated erosion presented in Chapters 3 and 4 is consistent with the existence of a
link between climate-driven erosion and deformation. Although the structural complexity
of this region, explored in Chapter 6, may be the manifestation of long-lived deformation
in response to efficient erosion at the Himalayan range front, further investigations of the
timing and magnitude of deformation in this area are warranted.
Key components of this investigation hinge on the interpretation of
thermochronologic data to infer erosion rates. Empirical studies using 40Ar/39Ar data from
the Marsyandi Valley in central Nepal as well as thermal-kinematic numerical models
were used to develop intuition for such interpretations. Specifically, a new approach for
calculating erosion rates from detrital mineral cooling ages was developed in Chapter 2,
and the effects of topography, erosion, lateral rock transport, and sample profile
orientation on the relationship between bedrock cooling age and sample elevation were
investigated in Chapter 5. The results of these studies bolster the conclusion that a
dramatic erosion rate acceleration in the Himalaya initiated in the -2.5-0.9 Ma timeframe.
More importantly, they also provide insight into effective sampling strategies and
applications of thermochronologic data that will benefit future investigations.
An important theme that emerged from Chapter 2 is the idea that sediment samples
from modem river systems can faithfully represent the bedrock they drain, providing
robust erosion rate estimates while avoiding many limitations of traditional bedrock
thermochronologic studies. The detrital mineral thermochronology method for estimating
catchment-averaged erosion rates developed in Chapter 2 and evaluated in Chapter 3 is a
potentially powerful tool for linking tectonics and landscape evolution that represents a
significant departure from previous applications of detrital thermochronology to large-
scale sedimentary provenance studies. The distribution of cooling ages in a detrital
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sample is sensitive to the long-term thermal history recorded in the bedrock it represents.
However, this signal also reflects transient topography and sediment delivery that may
vary on diurnal to millennial timescales for a particular sampling site. Sediment samples
from modern river systems are particularly useful in landscape evolution and surface
process studies because complementary bedrock studies, large numbers of single-grain
analyses, and the hypsometry of the contributing area may be used to deconvolve the
catchment's cooling history from the effects of transient erosion, transport, and
deposition. When applied to ancient deposits stored in terraces or foreland basins, this
approach could be used to examine erosional signals through time.
Detrital thermochronology also holds promise as a tool for quantifying the strength
of feedbacks among climate, erosion, and deformation in the evolution of orogens. If
erosion and deformation in active mountain ranges are strongly coupled, exhumation
rates may be expected to co-vary with changes in climate or far-field tectonic forcing.
The sensitivity and response time of rock exhumation rates and landscapes to climatic
and tectonic perturbations that is recorded in the sediment record can be used to address
outstanding questions regarding the strength of these feedbacks. If erosion and
deformation are strongly coupled, exhumation rates and fault activity would also be
expected to vary along strike due to regional variations in climate. Detailed studies of
erosional and structural histories over large areas are needed to test this prediction. As a
step towards this end, detrital sampling can be used to compile robust regional datasets
for modern bedrock and increase the resolution of erosion rate studies quickly and
cheaply.
While comparisons of detrital cooling ages and catchment area-elevation
distributions provide instant indication of the variability in apparent erosion rates from
one catchment to another, calculating absolute erosion rates from these data is not
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straightforward. The rate estimates investigated in this thesis are based on the relationship
between sample cooling age and elevation. Thermal modeling studies indicate that age-
elevation relationships may be complicated by the effects of topography, erosion, and
lateral rock transport during exhumation (e.g., Stiwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and
Grasemann, 1997; Batt and Brandon, 2002). Model predicted age-elevation gradients
from Chapter 5 are sensitive to these effects and to the orientation of sample profiles with
respect to topography and the transport direction. This suggests that kinematic constraints
from geologic mapping and geophysical surveys can be used to design sampling
strategies - for both bedrock and detrital studies - that are relatively insensitive to many
of these complications. Importantly, the sensitivity of rate estimates from natural samples
to these effects varies dramatically as a function of analytical precision. Previous studies
have not considered that the error in apparent erosion rates from synthetic data does not
translate directly to the error that would be observed for real, imprecise data. Given
typical analytical uncertainties, apparent rates are likely to be within error of the true
erosion rate due to a fortuitous combination of circumstances - particularly when rocks
are transported laterally during exhumation. Alternatively, if analytical precision can be
improved, sampling strategies can be designed to maximize the sensitivity of cooling
ages to exhumation pathways in order to constrain the kinematic field at depth. The
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar, apatite (U-Th)/He, and perhaps zircon fission-track systems are
likely candidates for this application.
Interpretations of thermochronologic data based on the intuition developed in
Chapters 2 and 5 were used to build a case for a climatic driver for erosion at the
Himalayan range front. If the apparent correlation of climate change and accelerated
erosion is truly a consequence of a causal relationship, this result has important
implications for deformation in the Himalaya and for hypotheses concerning the steady-
state evolution of orogens. Geodynamic models (e.g. Koons, 1989; Willett, 1999;
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Beaumont et al., 2001) and the pattern of gravitational potential energy anomalies
surrounding the Tibetan plateau (Hodges et al., 2001) predict that deformation should be
sustained where erosion is focused and topographic gradients are high. Several studies
suggest that this may be the case near the Himalayan range front in Nepal (Wobus et al.,
2003; Hodges et al., 2004; Wobus et al., 2005). Geologic observations presented in
Chapter 6 may also suggest that deformation has persisted where monsoon precipitation
and erosion have been focused at the Himalayan front for millions of years. Future work
in quantifying the history and magnitude of displacement at this position is needed to test
this hypothesis. Combining climate records with this type of detailed kinematic history
could also shed light on the strength of feedbacks between climate-driven erosion and
deformation. If these processes are strongly coupled, the rate of deformational activity
would be expected to change in concert with dramatic changes in climate, creating a
mechanism for maintaining a steady-state structural configuration in active orogenic
systems.
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